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Preface

This thesis is concerned with the nature of so called ha¡d or intractable problems and their

relevance to cryptography. we have restricted our attention to four such problems, namely:

factoring, the disc¡ete logarithm problem, the knapsack problem and determining quadratic

residuosity. The most noteworthy cryptosystems a¡e derived from one or a combination of these

problems. In this thesis we will examine how well these problems adapt to cryptography, and how

the notion of inractability models the securiry of a public key cryptosysrem.

The thesis is divided into 5 chapters. The first chapter, consisting of five sections, is

introductory. Most of the notation and fundamentals of complexity theory needed for reading the

thesis a¡e explained in these sections. In $1 we define a hard cryptographic transformation and

show how an intractable function will fulfill these requirements. In $2 we introduce one way

functions and public key cryptosystems. Algorithm complexity is explained in g3, along with the

running time of an algorithm. section 4 deals with complexity classes and the general

cryptographic problem. In $5 we define a reduction, which will be used throughout the rhesis to

compare the difficulty of problems.

In chapter 2, section 6 formally defines the problems that will be studied, and what we

expect to learn from such a study. In g7 we begin to analyse the complexity of public key

cryptography specifically. The security ratio of a system is described. In $8 we examine why

certain problems a¡e considered to be hard, and how the designer can select a hard instance of a

hard problem.

In chapter 3, a section is devoted to each of the intractable problems previously mentioned.

First, the complexity of the general problem is considered, an example of a general algorithnr, and

then we look at some cryptosystems based on a specific instance of the general problem. Section 9

is on factoring, $10 on quadratic residuosity, $11 addresses the discrete logarithm problem and

$ 12 the knapsack problem.



u

In chapter 4 we deal consider how well a worst case analysis models the security of a

cryptosystem. In $13 we consider the power of random algorithms. How successful is

probabilistic computation? In 914 we artempr to give an analysis of the general cryptographic

problem, how difficult it is expected to be and how difficult it is compared to other p¡oblems. Is

the problem NP-ha¡d? or NP-complete? we also consider partial solurions to the general

cryptanalytic problem and bit security. In $15 we consider one way functions more closely and the

info¡mation they conceal. Lastly, in chapter 5, we show that some suitably restricted general

problems are equivalent in difficulty to breaking certain cryptosystems.
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CHAPTER 1 Complexity and Hard Transformations

SECTION I Cryptography and diffïcult problems

Cryptography is concerned with various methods that can be employed to establish and

maintain secure communications between two parties. An encryption algorithm is a finite set of
instructions that operate on a plaintext message to transform it into ciphertext, which should appear

to be nothing more than a random collection of symbols. How random and unstructured the

ciphertext appears will depend upon the particular encryption algorithm used. An encryption

algorithm will define a family of transformations which will form an indexed set. Each member of

the set is selected or referenced by a key, selected from the keyspace K. A cryptosystem consists

of a generai encryption algorithm E and its key /r7, and a general decryption algorithm D and its

key k2, fi k1 = &2 or knowledge of one key easily leads to the other then the cryprosysrem is said

to be symmetric, otherwise it is said to asymmetric. Associated with each cryptosysten is a

message space M and a cipherspace C such that

YmeM,SceC En@) = c

Vc e C, and in the range of E,lm e M D¡2þ) = Dn(EufuÐ = m

Decryption is the inverse operation of encryption. The flow of information is shown in Diagram 1.

In some systems C = M in which case E¿¡ is a permutation.

An opponent or eavesdropper can intercept the ciphertext c and is assumed to be familiar with the

details of the general encryption algorithm used to produce the ciphertext. The opponent is

assumed not to have access tÕ the keying information of the cryptosystem, indeed it is knowledge

of this keying information alone that distinguishes the system designer from an opponenr.

Section l
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I s€nd€r | 

-> 

| encryprion | | ¿ecryprion | --+ | ,cceivc, I11lr
key

Diagram 1.1

Example 1./. Hill encipherment. [æt the message to be encrypted be m = (mf , m2, ... , mn), and

then divide the message into 3-grams, ie. ( (m1, mZ, mÐ, (m¿, mS mò ... (mi, m¡¡1 , m¡¡2) )

adding characters if necessary to pad out a block of three cha¡acters. Next encode each letter into a

numerical representation, where A= 0, B=1, ... , Y=24, z=25. For example, suppose the message

is

NO ONE GETS OUT OF HERE ALWE

which when grouped into 3-grams and represented numerically becomes (13, 14, 14), (13, 4 , 6),

(4, 19, 18), (14, 20, 19), (14, 5,7), (4, 17, 4), (10, 11, 8), (22, 4, 25). rhe letter Z has been

appended to complete the last 3-gram. The blanks were not encoded. Let ? and I-1 be inverse

tra¡sformations, defined by

9

I7
0

tå
Lzq

lt7
r =lzt

l,t

lsl

åj

175
18 21

219
and 'l-l =

where r¡;, | <i,j < 3 are the enrries of T and rl ¡¡,
message is encrypted by the rule

I < i, j < 3 a¡e the entries of ?-.¿. The

Scctio¡t I
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C=mI

where each 3-gram (m¡, mp¡t, mk+ù is transformed to(c¡,cp*1,c*+ùb!

3

,**¡ = Z***¡ . t¡*1¡ mod.26 i = 0, I, 2
j=t

and the enciphermenr of the exampte is (9, 13, 8), (7, 3, l8), (13, 24,24), (23,13, t3), (20, 11,

15), (24,21,9), (7 , 4, 12), (21, 19, 7), which decodes to

IN IHD Sl.ryY >C\N UL PYVJ HEMVT

with the original spacing and the last Z discarded. Each 3-gram message is transformed into a

corresponding 3-gram ciphertext. Decipherment of @¡r, cp¡1, c¿..2) is achieved through ?-I,

3

^**¡ = Lro,¡. llt¡ mod2ø i = 0, 1,2
j=1

and the original message is recovered. o

A cryptosystem is said to be cryptanalysed if it is possible for an opponent to

unambiguously decrypt an intercepted ciphertext. we define the general cryptanalytic problem

(GCP) as

INSTANCE: general cryptosystem E, D, K, M, C and c = Eufu);

PROBLEM: d¿¡¿ rmine the message m that wds encrypted to give ciphertext c.

The cryptanalyst knows everything except m and kl . The GCP does nor require that the key be

determined since it may not be necessary to recover the key to derermine the plaintext nlessage.

There are two broad approaches to solving the GCP. On the one hand, if c is only expecred to

decrypt to one meaningful message, then a cryptanalyst can sea¡ch the keyspace untíl D¡2(c) gives

the message. On the other hand, the cryptanalyst may attempt to use side information to facilirate an

Section I
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illegal decryption. Side information is a general term for additional information an opponent can

deduce beyond the description of the system. For example, an opponent may use the statistical

properties of the plaintext language to his advantage, or use the context of the transmission to

guess words that are expected to appear in the message (probable words). Also the format of a

message and the protocol used to transmit messages may give the opponent some side informarion.

The adequacy of a cryptosystem can be partially cenified by considering the security of the

system in va¡ious scena¡ios that assume the cryptanalyst is in possession of a certain amount of

information. ln the ciphertext only attack the cryptanalysr has intercepted several ciphertexts but

knows very linle otherwise. This is the weakest threat to the system. A known plaíntext auack is

where the opponent can deduce some probable words in the ciphertext or may be able to acquire

some actual plaintext-ciphertext pairs (m¡, c¡). A system that resists a known plaintext attack is

considered to be secure (DES was accepted on this basis). Lastly, a chosen plaintext auack is

where the opponent may submit an infinite amount of plaintext and obtain the corresponding

ciphertexts. A system that resists this attack is very strong. Even so, these attacks a¡e a very ad hoc

approach of defining security. If a system is secure against a known plaintext attack, then this

empirical analysis indicates that the work necessary to break the system exceeds the value of the

information it protects.

Most cryptosystems cannot resist a cryptanalysis when the keyspace of the cryptosystenr is

subjected to a direct sea¡ch. Hence the difficulty of the GCP cannot exceed the time required to

search the keyspace. The cardinality of the keyspace may be finite but still very large. The designer

can choose the size of the key such that a naive generate-and-test algorithm to sea¡ch the keyspace

will take thousands to billions of years to complete. An algorithm for a problem is said to

compura onally infeasible if the amount of resources (generally time and space) required to

compute the algorithm is unrealistic or unreasonable. For exanrple, a computation that would take

several million years to execute while requiring half the energy of the sun at its disposal is certainly

an unrealistic undertaking. On a less grand scale, even a few hundred years on a paraìlel machine is

Section I
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considered an unreasonable amount of time to wait for a computation. The keyspace of a 20-bit key

can be searched by a sequential machine with a microsecond instruction cycle in a day or so

IKNU1]. A cryptanalysr could expend a modest amount of resources ro solve the GCp for a

system with a 20-bit key. It is the task of the designer to choose the size of rhe key appropriately so

a brute force approach is computationally infeasible. The DES system uses a 56-bit key but there

has been some protest that this provides inadequate security against a special purpose machine

iHELLll. In g7 the practical limits of computation a¡e discussed again.

Over the centuries, designers have not been particularly troubled by the task ofconsEucting

cryptosystems for which the possible numbe¡ of key settings is astronomically large. By the same

token, cryptanalysts have taken g¡eat delight in demonstrating that a large keyspace is a necessary

but not suffucient requirement for a cryptosystem to be secure.

Guaranteeing that there is an "insignificant" conelation between the plaintext and encrypted

forms of a message has proved harde¡ than expected. If the conelation between the two forms of a

message is "significant" then an illegal decryption can be effected without recluiring the keyspace to

be sea¡ched. Ideally the encryption algorithm should obscure the meaning ofthe plaintext message

totally. There are three inte¡prerations of the effect of the encryption algorithm;

( 1 . 1) given E an d c = EUfu) an opponent cannot unambiguously determine nr ;

(1.2) given E and c = E¡¿(m) there is no way to determine r?¡ ; othe¡ than by searching the key

space.

(1.3) given E, c = EttØ) and k¡ it is computationally infeasible ro derermine ¡¡¡ and/or k2;

A cryptosystem for which ( 1. 1) is true is called unconditionally secure, while a cryptosystem for

which (1.3) is true is called computationally secure. An unconditionally secure system, as the name

suggests, remains secure even in the presence of an opponent with an unlimited amount of

computing resources. The one time pad, devised by Claude Shannon ISHANII [KAHN], is an

example of an unconditionally secure system.

Seclion l
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The cryptosystems that appeal to (1.2) as a basis of security are called classical or

conventional systems. Both type (1.1) and type (1.2) systems are symnretric and type (1.3)

systems are asy¡nmetric, though they could be adjusted for use as symmetric system.

This thesis will concern itself with the task of finding encryption functions that are

computationally difficutt to invert. We are necessarily restricting ourselves to public key

(asymmetric) systems. We observe that this is not the only notion of diffìculty. Inruitively we may

conside¡ a problem difficult if there is no apparent way to solve it, even if we know the solution

exists. This notion of difficulty seems reasonable, though vague, and is close to the colloquial

usage of the word "difflrculty". A test where the average mark ìs 52Vo is considered difficult, at

least by those who wrote it. Altematively, consider deeming a problem difficult if the solution is

obvious in the sense that we know how to find this solution, yet the time required to find it is very

large, say several lifetimes. For example, imagine that \pe were asked to determine the number of

individual sediment particles on the floor of the Great Lakes using the algorithm that you count

them one by one. Though this problem is easily stated and we know how to find the solution and

that the solution must exist, it is tedious and laborious to solve. This is the abstract definition of

difficulty employed by complexity theoreticians. For the better part it is a quantitative idea rather

than qualitative one, since we a¡e interested in the operational limits of computation, though borh

the intuitive and abstract defïnitions of difficulty state that a dfficult problem ca,nnot be solvecl

rapidly. With the abstract defïnition of difficulty, exactly how râpidly a problem can be solved is

measurable and commensurable with other difficult problems. For example, a 125 digit number

could be factored in approximately 100 years using existing algorithms and machines.

Concerning the intuitive notion of difficulty, far less can be said. How difficult is it to

invert the DES encryption funoion? There is no known method other than searching rhe keyspace.

But that could change tommonow, due to an insight, just as easily as an efficient algorithm for

factoring could "materialise". More often than not, the symmetric systenrs that use the intuirive

notion of difficulty have been broken. Such systems a¡e ha¡d because they have complicated and

Scction l
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intricate encryption algorithms that are difficult to analyse and invert. It is hoped that the atracks of
the cryptanalyst will be fruitless and he will conclude that the only obvious method of attack is to

sea¡ch the keyspace. There are several ways of producing complicated encryption algorithms

tSHAI'IJ IDES], and they a¡e generally based on non-commutative and/or non-linea¡ operâtions.

Shannon first suggested using substitutions and transpositions successively on a message ro

produce a good "mixing transformation". The designers of DES based their system on this mixing

transformation.

An invertible linear transformation î from an z-bit message m = (ml, m2, ... , mn) to an

z-bit ciphertext s = (c1, c2,..., cr¡) is a non-singular matrix

T=

tt,

t'¡ t

1n,1 tn,2

tt,t

to t

tI,n

t2.o

" 

tn.n

where

ci = mjti,I + m2ti,2 + ,.. + mn-lti,n_l + mnt¡,, mod2

Further for two messages m 1 and, m2, and a scalar u,

T(nt1 + m) =T(mt) + T(m) and T(wt1) = ul(¡¡11 (1.1)

All other transformations that do not satisfy eq.(1.1) a¡e non-linear. If the task of inverting a

system can be reduced to the problem of solving n equations in n unknowns then the

transfo¡mation is very weak. Linear systenrs, such as in example 1.1, are usually easily solved.

Section I
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Individually, transpositions and substitutions are very weak, but they can alternated to form a

powerful non-linear transformation. Most secure conventional encryption functions a¡e based on

non-linear t¡ansformations. we give an example of a non-linea¡ ransformation in example 2.1.

Example 2.1 rable look-up; letf(x) be the table look-up transformarion and let/map f¡om n-bit

strings to n-bit strings. ie./is a permutation. Ler n = cx d so that.r may be considered as

consistingofpreciselyclotsofd-bytewords(eg.if¡¡=g=2x4then10ll0l10ismadeupof

the 2 4-bytes 1011 and 0110). Given a random table with 2d entries, let the transformation

substitute each of the d-bytes by the table entry that corresponds to its binary representation, ie.

replace 1011 with the 1lth entry in the table. If the result is ro be one-to-one then the 2d table

entries must include each integer in the range Í0,2d-11. This technique is used in the DES

algorithm. o

See Evans et a/. [EKW] for a further discussion of linea¡ and non-linear systems. The

designer must rely exlusively on the inherent strength of the non-linear function the system is

based on, as the designer may have litrle idea of how the encryption might be inverted. The real

security of these systems is certified by the length of time they resist concerted cryptanalysis.

For these non-linea¡ systems the problem of inverting their encryption functions is ill-

def,¡ned. What is meant by this is that there is no clea¡ly stated problem whose solution will yield a

cryptanalysis of a nonlinear system. If no such clearly stated problem can be found then an

opponent has no alternative but to search the keyspace. However an opponent will never be sure

that all the possible methods of attack have been exhausted. The security of all systems reside in

the difficulty of inverting the encryption function. on the one hand, the non-linear systems are

designed so that inverting the encryption function is a difficult problem to defîne, while on the

other, for a computationally secure system the problem of inverting the encryption function is

precisely defined but difficult to solve. Here we see how the varying notions of difficulty have

been applied.

Section l
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Computationally secure systems a¡e based on problems that a-re computationally infeasible.

If the best known or most efficient algorithm for a problem is compurarionally infeasible, then the

problem is considered to be intractable. Intractable problems are accepted as problems that are

difficult to compute. For public key cryptography, the designers will be sea¡ching for problems

that can be incorporated into the consFuction of a cryptosystem such that invening the encryption

function, without the keying information (or solving the respective GCp), is a difficult, and

hopefully, inEacrable rask.

SECTION 2 Intractable Functions

In the seminal paper New Directions in cryptography, Diffie and Hellman introduce the

concept of functions that are computationally infeasible to invert as a basis for secret exchanges.

Basing secure communications on inractable problems was an extension of the password problem

that came to attention some years before. Imagine that users are required to identify themselves by

giving a password that authorises the use of their computer âccount. Somewhere in the system

there must be a fìle that contains the passwords of all users that is searched when a user logs on.

Any user who gains access to the password file can use this information to impersonate any other

user.

One solution to this problem is to restrict access to the password file. But various

administrato¡s and other keepers of the system, due to necessity and their position in the user

heirachy, will still require access to the protected password filel. Another approach is to encrypt

the contents of the password file so that the passwords are not stored explicirly. Let each user I

possess a password x¡ and consider storing/(.r,) in the password file where/is an easily computed

function but difficult to invert. The function/is said,lo be one way function if

lThe general problem of ensuring that a use¡ has no acccss rights to an objcct, say a file or a command, is
undecidable. HaÍison, Ruzzo and Ullman [HRU] dcmonsfate that the Halting Problem [HaU] is rcducible to the
problcm of delcrmining the access rights of a use¡ with a fìnite set of commands. The problcm is dccidable if the
command set is suitably rcstricted.

Section I



Intractable Functions 10

(2.1) f(x) is easily computed for all .r in the domain of/;
(2.2) given almost any y such that y = Í(x) for some ¡, then it is compurationa y

infeasible to find x .

Evans et ¿/' [EKW] have presented an intricate non-linear algorithm as a candidate one way

function. Purdy [PUR] has also suggested that f(x) may be a large polynomial modulo a prime.

Diffie and Hellman believe that discrete exponentiation may also be a one way function.

A one way function conforms to the notion of an encryption algorithm rhat is difficult to

invert. If the cryptosystem is to be useful as well as secure then the intended reciver of a

transmission must be able to easily decrypt the ciphertext (ie. invert the encryption algorithm). we

say that the function/is a tapdoor one waTrfunctionif

(2.3) f(x) is easily computed for all ¡ in the domain of/;
(2.4) given almost any y such thaty = /(r) for some.r, it is computationally infeasible

to find ¡ unl"ss certain privileged information about the construction of/is
known. If this information is known then x is easily found.

The use of rapdoors is the extension that Diffie and Hellman introduced so that one wây functions

could be used to construct cryptosystems. Let c be the cipherspace and M the message space. The

keyspace Kconsists of o¡dered pafts (kl, Þ). A public key cryptosysrem (pKC) is defined as

E¡¿: {M) 
-) 

tcl
Dpz: {C} ----+ (Ml

(2.5) for all (kI, k2 )e K : D ¡2 is the inverse of E¿¡ ;

(2.6) for all (kl, k2 ) e K and m e M : c = Et¿hù and D ¡,2þ) are easily conpured;

(2.7) for almost all (kI , k2 ) e K : it is computationally infeasible to derive E¿¡ from

any algorithm equivalent to D¿2 ;

(2.8) for all (kl , k2 ) e K : the pairs Eg and D ¡,2 are easily computed;

Section 2
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The encryption function E¿ is a trapdoor one way function and the decryption algorithm D¿

contains the necessary privileged information to allow the plaintext message to be easily recovered.

Condition (2.7) states that if the keyed encryption algorithm is revealed then determining the keyed

decryption algorithm (or any equivalent algorithm) from this information alone, is computationally

infeasible. The flow of informarion in a pKC is shown in Diagram 2.1.

@-¿-- I .".,yp,i- l--+ I d"Ðe'r* l-A-- l*.t,* ì

Diagram 2.1

SECTON 3 The Complexity of Algorithms

In classifying problems we make our first distinction between computable (ie. decidable)

and uncomputable problems. Intractability is concemed with the next level of distinction, which is

the delineation between what can be computed in a feasible amount of time and what cannor.

Complexity theory provides a theoretical framework to define the concept of an intractable or

difficult problem. Simply put, the more resources a given problem consumes in its solution the

harder it is considered to be. The difficulty of an algorithm is gauged by measuring its resource

consumption; it is grouped with other algorithms that have a similar resource usage. By

establishing classes of problems that require a simila¡ amount of work to solve, we can identify a

Section 2
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set of problems that are easily solved and define all problems that arc not easily solved to be

intractable.

Ifa problem instance is to be solved, the insatnce must be encoded into a form that can be

used as input to an algorithm or program. The length of this encoding is called the size of the

problem instance, which will be denoted by z. For example, consider the problem of multiplying

two integers a1 and a2. One encoding is to write both integers as binary numbers. The size of the

problem instance is then size(a¡*aù = n =f logzatl+l togzazl+ 1, where we have assumed thar

the integers are separated by a space and |rl d.not.r the least integer greater than .r. A complexity

measure for a problem is an expression that indicates how the running time of the best algorithm

for a problem grows as a function of the size of the problem. The growth rate of this expression is

the (time) complexity of the problem.

A growth rate may contain several terms involving the problem size r, as for example in the

cubic function/(n) = 7n3 + 5n2 + 2. This expression is an example of a running time function for

an algorithm . The complexity of an algorithm is an asymptotic measure, which is defined to be the

dominant term of the running time function/(æ), as z tends to infinity, ( n3 in the above example).

rf f(n) is an upper bound on the running time of problem p then there is no insrance of problem p

that requires more thanfln) elemenrary operations to solve. similarly, if f(n) is a lower bound on

problem p, then there is no instance ofp that requires less then/(zJ operations to be solved. The

big "O" notation is used to express upper bounds. The complexity of f(n) is said to be O(g(n)) if
there exist ¡ationals c and n¿ such that

l¡tnll < c.s(n), attn>ns.

The little "o" notation is also used to define upper bounds offunctions. A function/(n) is said to be

o(g(n)) if

m9,=o
n-_>* tV)
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For example, x is o@). we have a simila¡ notation for denoting lower bounds. The complexity of

f(n) is O(g(n)) if there exisr ¡ationals c and n¿ such that

lf@l > c'sh), att n > ns .

And finally, the complexity of/(r) is @ @(z)) if there exists rationals n0, cL cz such that

cj'\ø) < hrll < cz'g(n) atl n> no .

some typical values of g(n) are @@\, @(n togn), @(zn!¡.If an algorithm is @(el¿)) rhen the upper

and lower bounds of the running time for the algorithm can be expressed, as k.g(n),¿ > 0. If the

lower bound for a problem p is known to be o(/(n)) then algorithm .42 for problem p is said to be

optimal if its complexity is @(f(n)).

If the growth rate of a problem can be expressed as a polynomial in the size of the problem

n' ie.f(n) = aknk + a¡a-1nk-1 ... + a.ln + a0, then the problem has a polynomial growth ¡ate and is

said to be solvable tn polynomial time. A growth ratef(n) which is o(co(n)¡ for c > 0 is said to

grow subexponentially, (eg. 2loglogn¡. All other growth rares are said to exponential. Table 3.1

shows some growth rates.

fl¿) 10

n

n2

n10

n3o

5Jn

2n

5n

10

100

1.0 x 1010

1.0 x 1030

1.623 x 10

t024

9'165625

20

400

1.024 x 1013

1.0737 x 1039

1.3362 x 103

1048576

9.573 x l0l3

30

900

5.904 x 10la

2.059 x 70aa

6.7362 x 103

1073741824

9.313 x 1020
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Table 3.1

Improving the effìciency of an algorithm means closing the gap between the cunent upper and

lower bounds for the problem it solves. For example if a problem is known to be o(n2) and the

best known algorithm for the problem is O(n3) then there still maybe a possible order of magnitude

in efficiency to be gained. Lower bounds are useful in that they indicate how much efficiency we

may expect to gain at best from improving an algorithm. If a lower bound is not known, then

reducing the upper bound is a gain in efficiency, but the magnitude of the improvement is not

known. Nevertheless, in the absence of a known lower bound, an improvement from an

exponential running time to a polynomial running time is considered a noteworthy gain in

efficiency.

A computation where each step is uniquely determined is called deterministic. The

following algorithm for performing a binary sea¡ch on a sorted ¿-element list Z is detemrinistic:

Example 3.1 . Binary search algorithm; looking for the key X in the list Z;

l. k<- I;m<- n

6.

rvhile È <m do

¡ <- L¡k+flr2J

ifX = L then return j
if X < L then m <- j-L

else & <- j+1

end_do

)

5.

7. j <-
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The current program state (ie. current instruction and values of the variables) wilt uniquely

determine which step of the algorithm will be executed next. For example the if statement at line 5

will choose the alternative according to the value of X. A deterministic Turing machine (DTM) is

an absEact computation model for deterministic algorithms. A DTM consists of a set of internal

states Q, a read/write (r/w) head, a ser of state transitions ô and an input tape. The input tape is

infinite and consists of tapes squares labelled ... -2, -L,0, l, z, ..., and the r/w head points to

one tape square at any time. A configuration of the DTM is a pair (s¡ 4r) where s¡ is the cunent

tape symbol pointed to by the r/w head and 4; is the current inremal state of the DTM. The DTM is

initially in the sta¡r state q¿ with the r/w head pointing to the first tape symbol, say s7. Then (s¡,

q¿) is the intial configuration. A DTM executes its program by moving through a sequence of

internal states, beginning with q6, until a designated halt state is reached. The flow of control is

determined by the set of state transitions ô. The set ô consists of quintuples of the form

(s¡qj,st,q^,M), which says that if (s¡, 4;) is the currenr configuration, rhen write s¿ on the currenr

tape square, make q. the current internal state and reposition the r/w head according to M.Let M

e {+1, -1), whereM= +1 indicates that the r/w head is to be moved one squa¡e to the ¡ight, and

moved one square to the left if M = -1. One step of the computation is said to be completed after

one quinruple has been execured. See [PaS] [HaU] tlaPl for examples of DTM programs.

The input to a DTM is written from left to right, beginning at tape square 1. If the input

requires n tape squares to be specified, then the size of the input is n. The (time) complexity of a

DTM that computes a program H, whose instruction a¡e encoded in ô, is defined as

T¡¡h) = max f w: there is a valid input sequencex, sizeG) = n, suchl

I that 1l requires w steps to compute on input x. J

The program 11 is called a polynomial time DTM program if thsre exists a polynomial p(.r) such

that for all ne Z+,T¡(n) < p(n).For a more detailed discussion of DTMs see [GaJ] [HaU].
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The class P consists of those problems rhar can be solved polynomial time DTM

þrogram). The problems of finding the largest element in a list if n elements and inverting an n x n

matrix a¡e members of the class P. It is a generally accepted thesis that the class P is equivalent to

the collection of feasibly computed problems. There are several reasons to believe this claim.

Recall that complexity theory deals with asymptotic quantities. Even though Table 3.1 shows the

polynomial function n30 growing very quickly, if n were large enough the exponential functions

would begin to grow more rapidly than their polynomial counterparrs (ie.2n a2100 ¡s¡ 6n1,

finitely many z but for infinitely many n the converse holds). Table 3.2 shows how increased

computing power will affect the number of problems that can be solved in a fixed time period, for

various running time functions. Very little is gained in the cases where the running time function is

exponential.

th)

present

computer

100 times

faster

1000 times

faster

n2

n3

n5

2n

3n

Nt l0Nl

N2 4.64N2

N3 2.5N3

N4 Na+6.64

N5 N5+4.19

Table 3.2*

31.6N1

1ONz

3.98Na

Na+9.97

N5+6.29

The class P is closed under certain operations. I*t f(x) and g(x) be polynomials. Then each of the

following expressions is also a polynomial: f(g(x)), g(x)+f(x) and f(x)g(x). Let AL andBLbe

algorithms where AL, BL e P. The following algorithms, C l, C2 and, CJ, a¡e also members of P;

* 
tcu.l, ps¡
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C.l : running áZ followed by 8Z; return;

C2 : AL uses BL as a subroutine; return;

C3 : run AL on the ouçut of BL; rerum.

SECTION 4 The Theory of Hard Problems

Let us begin by restricting ourselves to decision problems. A decision problem D consists

of the instancel¿r and the property X, with the problem being to determine ifinstancel¿ possesses

the property x. since each instance of D will either possess the property x or it will not, the

domain of instances can be partitioned into yes-instances, Dr, and no-instances, Dr. As an

example consider the Hamiltonian circuit problem,

INSTANCE: graph G(8, V) ;

QUESTION: does G have a Hamiltonian ci¡cuit ?

A.nonleterministic TM (NDTM ) has two stages, a guessing stage and a verification stage.

During the guessing stage the machine produces a cerürtcarc which will provide a proof that the

current instance is a yes-instance, if it possible to do so. By the nature of non-determinism, if
such a certiltcate exists, then the guessing stage will find it. The verification stage deterministically

checks that the certificate is in fact a proof that the cunent instance is a yes-instance. The class Np

is defined as those problems whose ce¡tifïcates can be generated and verified by a NDTM in

polynomial time. This is sometimes called a short proof of validity. For example, a NDTM for the

Hamiltonian circuit problem would guess the circuit as the certificate. The verification consists of

following the given circuit through the graph and ensure that ths sequence of vertices is a circuit

and that every vertex is visited only once, except the starting vertex. This can be done in time

which is polynomial in the number of vertices, which is the size of the problem.
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Example 4'1. The certif¡cate and ve¡ification stage for the Hamiltonian circuit problem: let G be a

graph with EIG) as its edge set, V(G) the vertex ser, a¿ lVfql = ¿. The certificate will be some

permutation of the vertex set vÍ(I)v,r(2)... v,¡n¡ which is a circuit of the graph that will be a

Hamiltonian circuit (if one exists). This is produced by the guessing stage in ¿ steps. one

verification algorithm is

1. node_set <-{v7411); H _circuít <-trrc;

2. for index <- 2 to n do

if (vd¡-t),vnq) e E(G) or vo¡¡ e node_set then

H _circuit <-false; retwn;

else

node_set <- node_set + {v74¡¡};

end_do

7 . if (v41¡,v4¡)) e E(G) then H_circuit <- false;

8. return H _circuit;

The main loop, lines 2 to 6 will execute n times which means the algorithm is linear in the problem

size. o

A NDTM can also be thought of as an infinitely parallel machine. The guessing srage

always finds a solution if one exists, as the guess is chosen by considering all possible solutions

(computation) paths simultaneously. At each point where it is necessary to compute several

4.

5

6.
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branches of the computation in parallel, the NDTM "magically" selects that branch that will lead to

the desired proof. This is refened to as a non-deterministic computation.

Example 4.2. This example will show a non-deterministic algorirhm for the suBSET suM
problem, which is defined as

INSTANCE: set of integer weights l¿r, a2, ... a, a¡ e Z+, and positive integer g.

PROPERTY: does there exist a subset of the weights that exactly sums to B ?

The following algorithm will non-deterministically solve the sUBSET suM problem, given a7,

a2, ... arand B as input;

1. sum <- { Ø }; tndex <- I;

2. for index <- I to n do

3. leT sum <- stùn + la¡ndo¿ or do nothing;

4. end_for

5. if sum = B then return yes

else return no

The non-deterministic step is in line 3. The algorithm has the choice of adding the currently

indexed weight to the sum. o

The class NP can also be cha¡acterised as the set of non-deterministic algorithms thar run in

polynomial time. Recall that the class P is the set of detemrinistic algorithms that run in polynomial

time. We have that P E NP since a NDTM may ignore the result of the guessing stage and then

use verification stage to simulate any other polynomial DTM program. The most controversial
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questionincomplexitytheoryiswhetherPisapropersubsetofNp,ordoesp=Np?Ifp=Np

then all decision problems in NP could be solved in polynomial time. This is not expected to be the

case since certain problems in NP have resisted concerted attempts at solving them in polynomial

time, but the P * NP conjecture has not been proven. Diffie and Hellman [DIF] have indicated the

general diffìculty of the GCP:

"the cryptanalyric dfficulty of a system whose encryption and decryption operatíons can

be done in P tíme cannot be greater than NP"

The designer can decrypt in polynomial time as he knows the decryption key(s). Each of these

keys will be d¡awn from a finite domain say K, and lKl-fold parallelism will be sufficient for a

NDTM to "guess" these keys. since the cryptosystem has decryption and encryption algorithms

that a¡e members of P, the key selection can be verified in polynomial time.

A special subclass of NP is the NP-complete problems, which are the "ha¡dest" decision

problems in NP (see $14). Before defining this subclass, we need to introduce the notion of a

polynomial Eansformation. A polynomial transformation from problem A toB takes any instance

A and constructs an instance ofB in polynomial time such that yes-instances are mapped to yes-

instances and no-instances are mapped to no-instances. This is denoted as A * B, read as ',A

transforms to 8".

Example 4.3 . The Hamiltonian circuit (HC) problem is polynomially transformable to the

Travelling Salesman problem CISP). The TSP is defined as

INSTANCE: cost matdx (weighted graph) N and positive integer C ;

QUESTION: is the¡e a Hamiltonian circuit of N with cosr -<C ?

The transfornration takes an instance of HC and forms an instance of TSP. Let G be an z-vertex

graph be the instance ofHC and define an n x n cost matrix N to be constructed as follows:
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N(i, i) = 1 if v¡,vj is an edge in G and d * j ;

N(i,i) = 0 if v¡,v¡ is not an edge in G and I + j ;

N(i,j)=-if i=j

then the polynomial transformationf isf(G) = (N, n), where N is rhe cosr matrix and n rhe cost in

the TsP instance. If the graph G has a HC, then there will be a tour of the graph if length n, so rhe

yes-instances of the HC problem are mapped to the yes-instances of the TSp. conversely, if there

is a yes-instance of the TSP with cost at most ¡r, then since each edge is length l, then the cost c
must be n since each edge is included in the tour. Therefore this will also be a yes-instance ofthe

HC problem. o

It is often convenient to consider NP problems as set recognition problems. For example,

Dy = I Io I Io has propertyx | .

Computing a decision problem is equivalent to computing a set cha¡acteristic function. Another

way to view polynomial transformations is to state that/ is an algorithm which executes in

polynomial time, such that if A and ^B are two problems cha¡acterised by .A, and.B, , then

x e Ay if and only íf f(x) e B, ,

and .4 .. B. This is true in example 5, as graph G will have a HC if and only if f(G) has a HC of

costlessthenz. IfA *BandB e P, thenA e P. similarly if A e p thenB e p. A problen fI
is defined to be NP-complete if and only if

C IIeNP

oVKeNP, K*II

The consequence of this definition is that P = NP if and only if fI can be solved in polynomial

time. Since the NP-complete problems have ¡esisted all attempts to be solved in polynomial time,
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this is taken as (compelling) evidence that the NP-complete problems are intractable, and it is
conjectured that P*NP.

For each problem D e NP there exists a NDTM that in polynomial time identifies yes_

instances of D, ie. Dr. what can be said about the no-insrances of D ? The class co-Np is the

complement of NP, andD e co-NP if a polynomial time NDTM identifies no-instances of D.

The problem of showing that an encryprion function is one-to-one is apparently in co-Np. There

is another apparent asymmetry in that short proofs of yes-instances exist but rhere is no known

(polynomial time) algorithm to identify no-instances. Consider the ,SUBSEIr SUM problem. There

are 2n possible subsets to consider. To prove that an i¡stance is a yes-instance only one subset that

satifies the property need be exhibited. To prove that an instance is a no-instance it apparently

needs to be shown that each of the possible subsets will fail to have the propeny of summing to g.

Presenting an enumeration of all the subsets to the verification stage is an exponentially long

certificate, all of which cannot be checked in a polynomial amount of time. There are other

problems fo¡ which this predicament holds, namely all Np-complete problems.

Given this appa¡ent asymmetry, it is conjectured thar Np + co-Np, ie. to compute all

co-NP problems in polynomiat amount of time we need a stronger abstract machine than a

NDTM. consider rhe inrersection of these two classes, Np n co-Np. Since p = co-p, as it is

closed under complementation, we have, P E Np ñ co-Np. we also have the following

implications,

(4.1)P=NP + NP=Co-NP

(4.2) NP *Co-NP :+ P #NP

(4.3) II e NP-complete, [f e NP n Co-NP + NP = CI-NP

Assertions (4.1) and (4.2) follow from the fact that P = co-P. The last asserrion is very

interesting. Polynomial transformations induce an equivalence relation on the NP-conrplete

problems (see $ 14.1) and if one NP-<omplete problem can be solved in polynonrial time then all
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NP-+omplete problems can be solved in polynomial time. Hence, if lI lies in Np n co-Np then

all instances of rI can be verified in polynomial time by a NDTM, and Np = co-Np. The

relations of the complexity classes that have been discuseed so far are shown in Diagram 4.1.

Diagram 4.1

But, from the discussion above, we do not suspect that Np = co-Np and, consequently, no

NP-+omplete problem is expected to lie in NP n co-Np. It is therefore conjectured that

(4.4) II e NP nCo-NP + II e NP-complete

This conjecture will be used later to prove some properties about one way functions and the

difficulty of rhe GCP.
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SECTION 5 Reductions and Equivalent problems

In some ways decision problems are very limited, as we often are not only inte¡ested in the

existence of a solution (does a graph have a hamiltonian circuit ?) but also in finding the solution

(the said circuit). Associated with many decision problems is an anlaogous search problem.

consider the.suBSET suM problem once again; the analogous search probrem is

PRoBLEM: fìnd the subset of the weights that sums exactly toB (if it exists).

If we cannot prove that an apparently hard problem is NP-complete, then there are other methods

that can be used to suggest its difficulty. An oracle TM (OTM) computes deterministically, except

that at some point(s) of the computation the oracle function is called. The oracle function solves

some problem in one step and leaves the answer to be used for the remainder of the computation.

Oracles are used for relativis¿d models of computation, meaning that oracles a¡e used to show the

relative difficulty of two problems. A problem R isTuring reducíble to R, in polynomial time,

denoted R' ".7R, if there is a polynomial time bounded orM with an oracle for R thar solves R,.

The problem R is said to be NP-hard if in addition R' is Np-complete. Turing reductions are

generalisations of polynomial transformations and all NP-complete problems are automatically

NP-ha¡d, but in general polynomial ¡eductions do not imply polynomial rransformations ILLS].

From example 4'3, if there were an algorithm that solved the TSP then it could be used to solve the

HC problem. The NP-ha¡d problems have the properry rhar rhey a¡e not solvable in polynomial

time unless P = NP. That is, P = NP is a necessary but not suffcient condirion for all Np-hard

problems to be solvable in polynomial time. This means that some Np-hard problems may remain

intractable even if all decision problems in NP are easily solved, (the KTH LARGEST suasEr

[GaJ] is such a problem). Thus proving that the GCp of a sysrem is Np-hard seems a srrong

method of certifying its security.
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Usually, the¡e are trivial ¡eductions from the decision form of a problem to a related search

problem. Consider the analogous search problem for rhe TSp:

PROBLEM: fìnd a Hamiltonian circuit of length I C .

Let AL(G' N, n) be an algorithm that finds this Hamiltonian circuit, if it exists, and retu¡ns 0

otherwise. Let TSP be the decision fo¡m of the TSp6." and TSpss¡ the ¡elated search problem.

Then TSP¿ç¿ ..¡ TSP'ç¡ since

if ALß, N, n) * 0 then TSP¿', answered yes

else TSP¿¿¿ answered no;

since the reduction is one way, from the decision form to the search problem, if the TSpr.¡ is

solved in polynomial time rhen so is the TSP¿.". Nothing is said about the complexity of rspss¡

though. Two problems a¡e said to be (polynomially) equivalent, denoted R =r,R,, if an efficient

algorithm for one problem yields an efficient algorithm for the other problem as well. using

reductions, two problems R and R' a¡e equivalent if and only if

R'*rRandR*rR'

If R' *rR and R *rR'and one of the problems is Np-complete then both of these problems a¡e

solvable in polynomial time if and only if P = NP. The NP-complete problems a¡e automatically

equivalent. consider the suBSET,suM problem in its decision and search fomrs, suB¿"" and

,SU8r.¡ respectively;

Example 5.1. The SUBSET suM decision and search problems are equivalent. Tnvially, suB¿rç

*rSUBsch.'lhe SUBs¿¡".rSUBdec is the interesting, and possibly surprising reducrion. Ler

AL(a1, ... a¡, i, B) retum yes if there is a subset of the i weights thar sums to B. This algorithm is

an oracle for the SUB¿1, problem. Assume that the weights are arranged in non-decreasing order.

Then the following algor.ithm shows that SUB" r¡ *7 SUBdec i
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f. if not AL(a1, ... an, n, B) then return ;

2. subset <-{Ø};

3. for índex <- n downto 2 do

4. iî not AL(a1, ... aindex_t, índex_l, B) then

5. B <- B -dindex

subset <- subset + [a¡r¿"r]

6. end_if

7. end_do

8. if ^B > 0 then subset <- subset + [a1] .

The notion of equivalence is very strong; it indicates that øny algorithm for a problemp can be used

to solve all problems that are equivalent to p. This will prove useful to rhe designer who wishes to

show that any attack on his system will be equivalent to solving an intractable problem. In fact,

reductions musr be appealed to if condition (2.6) of the definition of a public key cryptosystem is

hoped to be satisfied. Normally it is not.
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CHAPTER 2 Cryptocomplexity

SECTION 6 Some Hard Cryptographic problems

In the relatively short history of intractable secrecy systems, a number of suitably

formulated problems have established themselves as difficult cryptographic problems. These

problems are: factoring, determining quadratic residuosity, the discrete logarithm problem, and the

knapsack problem. These a¡e deflned formally as

N AIvIE: fa c t o r i s a t i o n ;

INSTANCE: integer n ;

PROBLEM: find the unique prime factorisation of ¿.

NAlvß: quadrattc residuosíty ;

INSTANCE: integer n, integer ¿ such tlrat 0 <a <n;

QUESTION: does x2 = a mod ¿ have a solution ?

NAME: d¡scre¡¿ logaritlxn problem ;

INSTANCE: prime power 4, primitive element g of GF(q), y e GF(q) ;

PROBLEM: find x such that 0 S x < q - 2 and y = gx mod, q .

The form of the knapsack problem that is of interest to cryptography is exactly the search form of

the SUBSET SUM problem defined in $4. Three of these problems are search problems and one is

a decision problem. In sections 13 and 14 we will discus the merits of decision and search

problems in cryptography. These shall be referred to as the basic problems for this discussion.

Each of these problems is intractable in the the sense that no algorithm is known for any of them

that runs in polynomial time. The first three basic problems originate from computational number

theory, and the last is a mathematical programming problem.
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Each of these basic problems has been used to construct a PKC, but is also adaptable to

symmetric protocols. We intend to add¡ess several issues concerning intractability in general, and

what it specifically has to say about the basic problems. In particular consider the following

(6.1) how to quantify the security of a pKC (97),

(6.2) how to select difficult insrances of the basic problems (gg),

(6.3) the merits of worsr case analysis (gg),

(6.4) reducibility amongsr the basic problems (gl4).

The last question is perhaps the most interesting. Demonstrating that several problems have

equivalent difficulty strengthens the conjecture that they a¡e in fact difficult. Ifone such problem

can be proved hard, then, by the nature of reducibilty, all of the equivalent problems are arso

difficult. The¡e is a similar corollary if one of the problems is strongly suspected of being difficult.

If a designer devises a new system, then it wourd be advantageous to demonstrate that a
cryptanalysis of the new system would yierd methods of cryptanarysing other systems or
problems known or thought to be difhcult. This is not denying the invention ofa novel system that

is intuitively hard, yet bea¡s no functional dependence to any existing difflcult systems. But it
appears that cryptosystems derived from the basic problems are moving towards a concept of
equivalent security, in at least a general sense (see 914.3).

There a¡e two places where reductions will be applied. Let s¡ and s2 be cryptosysrems

where s¡ is based onpl(), an insrance of basic problempT, and similarly s2 is based onp2(r).rf

problem p,¿ is an intractable problem andpfll) an intractable problen instance, can we show that

solving the GCP ol sl is equivalent to solving p1() ? If this were rhe case, it would imply that any

successful cryptanalytic attack on S¡ would yield an algorithm to solve an intracrable problem. This

is the suongest sense of security that a designer can gain fronr a conrputationally secure system. By

using reductions it is possible to anticipate every attack ofa cryptanalyst. The designer can exactly

quantify the efforts of the cryptanalyst and be assured that he must perform a mininrum amount of
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work to solve the cryptosystem. This is the precise notion Diffie and Hellman wero stating in

condition (2.7) of the defîntion of apublic key cryptosystem -,, each algorithm equivalent to D ¡r2

is computationally infeasible to compute from E'¿¡,,.

secondly, ,s.¡ and ,s2 are of equivalenr difficurty if any efficient algorithm ,4L which solves

either of their GCPs leads to an efficient solution of the other sysrem's GCp. Hence,if such an

algorithm can be found for either,!¡ or s2, then both systems are insecure. shannon called such

systems sizilar. Establishing a set of cryptographically equivalent systems that are ha¡d suggesrs

that these systems are strong in a natural sense.

There a¡e some ha¡d realities to contend with in PKCs. Difficult problems have proved to

be less adaptable to cryptography than designers had anticipated. Even though the basic problems

carry the promise ofdifficulty, they are also unwieldly and awkwa¡d to handle, as the difficulty of
solving each of these problems is directly proportional to their size. How does one arbirrarily

choose a number that is ha¡d to factor? Making it a few hund¡ed digits is a good start. In 197g, an

analysis ofthe best algorithms available for factoring suggested the results in Table 6.1, and a 50

digit number could be facto¡ed in reasonable amount of time.

digis time

50

75

100

200

300

s00

3.9 hours

104 days

74 yews

,., " 169 years

O.n * 1615 years

0., , 1925 yeus
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Table 6.1I

using intractability as a basis for security is a double-cdged sword. Large problems are not only

difficult to solve but messy to work with as compared to more streamlined conventional systems

such as DES. There is a definite tradeoff between efficiency and security derived from
intractability. Are the public key systems worth the trouble? There are probably no simple, elegant

solutions to the problem of establishing a secure channel that provides authentication, bur we are

bound to accept the best solutions at our disposal. Is the facility of being able to hold a secure yet

slow conversation without the need for users to be previously accquainted more convenient than

using a fast one key system? possibly, the ultimate configuration of a cryptosystem will be a

hybrid that posesses both conventional (for rapid data exchange) and public key (for keylsignature

exchanges) components. Further, we wish to discuss the limitations of intractability and describe

the conside¡ations a designer must undefake in constructing a secure sysrem.

I IRsel.
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SECTION 7 Public Key Complexity

The security of a public key cryptosystem was first conceived as a relative measure

between the time required by the designer to decrypt, as compared to the time needed for an

opponent to perform an illegal decryption. Call this fhe security ratio of a sysrem. An upper bound

on the security ratio of any system is provided by the size of the keyspace. The time required to

determine the key by exhaustive sea¡ch should be exponentially large compared to the time of

selecting a key.

Ralph Merkle [MERI] began by offering a key exchange protocol that enabled two parties

to select a key in linear time and left an opponent a number of "puzzles" which required quadratic

time to solve for the key. He showed how a key exchange protocol could be built out of

conventional components. Here the securify ratio of the system is considered to be in favour of an

opponent, as a problem with a quadratic complexity is an insuffìcient detenent for the opponent

who wishes to compromise the system. Merkle conjectured that exponential puzzles could be

devised, and more to the point, that they are necessary. pohlig and Hellman indicate that the

security ratio should be at least 109 IPaII]. The best scena¡io for a security ratio would be a system

that guarantees linea¡ time decryption for the designer with respect to some system parameter (eg.

message length, size of the public key), while leaving an opponent with an exponential task to

cryptanalyse the system, as measured by the same parameter. For several reasons this ideal will

neve¡ be attained.

Guaranteeing a linear upper bound for legal decryption is unlikely, unless a system can be

based on some simple set of operations such as addition and subtraction. The Me¡kle-Hellman

tMER2l knapsack cryptosystems (see $12) can be encrypted using addition alone, but decryption

becomes more complicated. A more realistic goal for the designer is to devise a system that is

"easy" for him to decrypt but "not easy" to decrypt for anyone else. Encryption should be "easy"

for everyone. An "easy" task has come to be a pseudonym for a problem that can be computed in
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time that is proportional to some polynomial in the size of the problem instance (ie. a member of
P)' The basic problems can be manipulated using modula¡ arithmetic including, exponentiation.

Since each operation is easily performed tKNU2l, it is possible to achieve the desired upper bound

for encryption and decryption. Ofcourse ûrese operations do not form the exclusive set of efficient

encryption and decryption operations2. Guaranteeing a "not easy" task for an opponent, though,

requires some crafL

Public key cryptography is concerned with intractable problems, and in fact these problems

are a great concem to theorists and practicioners alike. We begin by looking at intractability in

practice - tasks that seem to take a long time to compute. Any algorithm for a problem yields an

upper bound, whereas to prove a lower bound it must shown that every algorithm for a problem

will require at least O(g(n)) steps to complete. But anticipating all algorithms seems difficult to

conceive, and this problem is very similar to a designer attempring ro anticipâte all cryptanalytic

attacks.

Consider establishing a resource threshold @, expressed numerically, which indicates the

limit to the amount of resources that will be spent to solve a problem. Given this bound (Þ, we can

then take an arbirary problem, examine its complexity, and then determine how large an instance

of this problem need be constructed befo¡e the cost of its solution exceeds Õ.

More efficient algorithms, better coding of these algorithms, faster machine cycles, and

growing paralellism a¡e some of the many factors that a¡e contributing to the redefinition of what a

feasible computation is, although a bound can be set that is not likely to be approached in the

forseeable future. Some people have already given estimates of what practical computing is. Knuth

IKNUI, p45] suggested rhat an algorithm that required less than 10! = 3.6 x 106 steps was

2The lowcst and most efficicnt operalions are bil operarions rvhich can bc pcrformed dirccrly in ha¡dwa¡e. Evcn
though the RSA system has a polynomial encryption algorithm it is only posiiblc [o achicvc a'6 kilobit ocr sccond
transmission whercas DES, which can be implemented by hardware opeiaüons can achicve ratcs of l0 màgabic pcr
second [DIFFz].
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feasible. lvith a millisecond instruction cycle 10! steps could be computed in a day or so. simmons

ISIMMj gave 1012 operations as the "sound barrier" for computation, and a useful basis of
comparing the asymptotic perfo¡mances of algorithms. As a benchmark, consider the reception of
DES in 1977. when the DES system was adopted there was some disagreement over how much
security the 56-bit key could provide (led by Hellman et at. trr&LLl).There a¡e zs6 = 7.2 x Lot6
possible keys, which seems a large number, but expensive special purpose ha¡dwa¡e could search

the keyspace in a day. It was suggested that if rhe length of the key were doubled, a comfo¡rable

margin of safety could be achieved. Given this, it is asserted that it is beyond the economic and

physical resources of any opponent to expend o = 2lo0 = 1.267 x 1030 arithmetic operations

solving a problem. This was also the lower bound of the generar cryptanarytic probrem as

suggested by Merkle and Hellman tMER2l.

Now let us ¡eturn ro rhe system proposed by Merkle where the opponent is faced with a

task that has a quadratic complexity. Diagram 7.1 represents Merkle's scheme. There is a

polynomial algorithm AL that, given an ordered pair (KEy¡ ID¡), wilr produce a problem p¡ thar

requires c.N, c > 0, operations to solve.

N keys_-----}
N ID'S

problem I

problem 2

probrcm N

Diagram 7. l. Merkle's system.

Suppose that users Alfred and Barbara wish to communicate. Alfred generates N puzzles and

sends them to Barba¡a. Barba¡a solves one puzzle of her choice, say p¿, that yields the pair

(KEYL, ID¡). Ba¡ba¡a then sends ID¿ to Alf¡ed who deduces that Barbara has selected key KEy¡.

since each pair (KEY¡, /D¡) is encoded in a puzzle, an opponenr has ro solve (on average) half of

the puzzles before he finds the key that conesponds to /D¿.
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Quite intentionally .4r does not produce hard problems. The diffìculty of a cryptanalysis of
Merkle's system resides in the number ofpuzzles to solve more than the task of actually solving an

individuat puzzre. rt is assumed that hard encryption functions exist though. How large must N be

made before an opponent is faced with an infeasible task? unfo¡tunately, if the quadratic security

¡atio could not be increased, then 251 puzzres would have to be transmitted, where each puzzle
would require 250 operations to solve. Given that a¡e less than 3.2 x l013 milliseconds a year, if
each puzzle could be encoded and sent in a millisecond, then someone would be sending puzzles

for about 100 years. Clearly a quadratic security parameter is not very useful at all. polynomials of
higher degree could be considered but it is argued that the impracticality of the system is inherent

when dealing with a polynomial security ¡atio. The problem is that Merkle's system is inherently
polynomial but the designer is required to guard against an opponent with an exponential amount

ofresou¡ces. Merkle is attempting to create an exponential security ratio through the concatenation

of polynomial problems.

Admittedly' a quadratic is a low degree polynomial and Merkle expresses disatisfation with

it. consider a security ratio of o(n3$ which has a rapid growth rate (see Table 3.1). A system that

provided easy encryption/decryption procedures and an o(n30¡ security ratio wourd appear to be

practical. But have we not disregarded our assumption that illegal decryption should be hard, by

giving a polynomial bound on this task? Clearly there is an inconsistency between the theory and

application - an algorithm that has a polynomial time solution but is intractable (by Table 3.1). The

class P is the most thoroughly understood complexity class; it is only convention and convenience

that pe¡mits this class to be considered as the set of "well solved" problems.

Proving that the computarional lower bound of a problem is o(n30¡ would only be of

theoretical interest because the result has the practical t¡anslation that the problem cannot be

efficiently solved for most ¿. The problem is not "well solved" even though a polynomial rime

algorithm suggests a deep insight into the nature of the problem. The broad definition ofp acceprs
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all problems that have a polynomial solution, but more often than not these polynomials a¡e of a

low degree, not normally more than four.

Recall that the designer is looking for a problem that will give him a "favourable,, security

ratio, a means of puzzling his opponent. The designer is looking for a problem with a complexity

that has a rapid growth rate. We have attempted in the preceding discussion, and in the commenrs

of $3, to convince the reader that, even though most polynomial growth rates are rapid, we do not

expect to find an algorithm whose complexity is dominated by a large polynomial term in the

problem size. It contradicts the interpretation of P. But, in acco¡dance with the notion of

intractability, there are problems that have rapid non-polynomial growth rates, or simply

exponential growth rates. There are problems of great practical significance that present themselves

as being difhcult to solve, which can be used to provide the designer with favourable and practical

security ratios. Public key cryptography is intrinsically concemed with problems that lie outside p,

in the domain of intactable problems.

Complexity theory has identified collections of problems for which the¡e a-re no known

polynomial time algorithms. Even so, there is no well defined set where each member of this set

has the property of being difficult and all difficult problems are in this set. The best definitions of

an intractable problem may seem trivial,

(7.1) an intractable problem is a problem that is not considered to be tractable;

(7.2) hard problems a¡e those that are not known to lie in P;

(7.3) a problem is considered to be hard until it is found to be easy.

The ¡eader should perceive that these statements are not a particularly constructive notion of

intractability, given that the concept of a t¡actable problem is only convention. Wirhout ridding

ourselves of the P =? NP sphinx, intractability is only a srong suspicion, embodied in the

conjecture that P t NP (ie. O(cn) bounds will exist). Still, there is a need for a working definition
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of the collection of hard problems. For convenience, define the set Ip (intractable problems) by the
following characteristic function,

I 1 if the best argorithm known for.r has a non-polynomial time growrh rate;xØ1
I o irxe r.

The class EXPTTME consists of all probrems that can be solved in o(2p(n)) time where p is a
polynomial and ¿ the size of the input. Then Ip = B¡p.¡¡*" - p. Each of the basic problems is
a membe¡ of IP, which also conrains the Np_ha¡d and Np_+omplete problems.

For a relativery small probrem size the task of solving an Ip problem is computationally

infeasible. Cryptographers have tumed to these problems not only because they are hard, but
because they a¡e a convenient means of constructing a difficult task. consider the TSp on & cities.
The number of possible tours is (k-l)l/z and when t is as small as 30, the time required to sorve
the problem exceeds O = 2100.

The designer is therefore searching for an algorithm or black box that encrypß a message

of size n in polynomiar time and produces a cryptogram, where the time required to cryptanaryse

the ciphertext is (apparentry) o(2f@'¡*. Diagram ?.2 represents the one way function/¡.

--s O(2fh)) probtem

*or 
any usk that is non-polynomial. \e ye lzf!n)¡ as a symbol of difticulty as much as an aclual mcasure of it.There is noLhing csscntial about choosing 2 as the 6ase oirhe exponcnt, buí ir is a nrr¡"i.n.ãuniói.o orr"n in

numcrical compuring and combinatorial problcms. Every probrcm in Np can be solvcd in Lime o(2¡).

messaSe m
__________>

size(m) = a
function ft

o,,{,,,^rl"*,
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DiagramT.Z

How does the set IP assist the system designer? He now has at his disposal a collection of
problems that to the best of anyones' knowledge a¡e difficult to solve. Forming a set of candidate

problems is the easiest hurdle to overcome, but a more serious obstacle awaits. How can he

hamess the difficulty of one of rhese problems? The process being porrayed in Diagram 7.2 is the

encryption of a message, and to make the system viable another black box is needed to decrypt (see

Diagram 7.3). The input to this black box is the work ofthe problem facing the general public, and

O(zÈ) will represent the relative ease with which the intended receiver can decrypt . The secret of
this black box is the secret to the whole system, that being the trapdoor information that allows rhe

receiver to reduce an (apparent) O(2fl¡¡)) task to a problem that has a relatively simple solution, and

hence a favourable security ratio.

Diagram 7.3

Designers a-re not strictly dealing with hard problems, as will be shown, but wirh various methods

that obscure the information that will lead to the efficient solution of problems thar are generally

inuactable.

apparent

O(2f@) probtem

private key(s)

I
function f2

o,,1,),"rm
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SECTION 8 Search Problems and Vy'orst Case Analysis

There are cerrain problems for which the set of possible sorutions, patterns or

arrangements, can be enumerated. This enumeration, though f,rnite, may be extremely large, which

is precisely the nature of our basic problems. If we are given a 500-bit number to factor then irs

factors must be contained in rhe set 11,2, .,.,2500). The adjacency matrix of a graph def,rnes the

set of possible Hamiltonian circuits on the graph, as it does all the possible È-cliques, if either

exist. Similar statements can be made about other decision and optimisation problems. It is a

necessary condition for a problem to be difficult that the number of possible solutions is large

compared to the size of the problem.

For a given problem a search space can be identified that exactly contains the set of
possible solutions or considerations for the problem. For example, the .luB,ÎÈ.T suM problem

with t weights has all 2k ¿-bit binary vecto¡s as its sea¡ch space. An algorithm for a problem acts

on the search space of that problem by successively examining members of the search space in

some fashion until one is accepted as the answer to the problem (include 'there is no solution,, as a

possible solution). The efficiency of an algorithm can be seen as the strategy it employs to examine

the search space of a problem, and how it prunes the sea¡ch space if it is large (ie. how directly it
seeks out the solution).

Let w(p) be rhe worsr case complexity of problem p. Then for any algorithm AL(p) that

solves problem p there is at least one instance ofp that requires [z(p) time to solve. The worsr

case complexity of each basic problem is some function of the ca¡dinality of its search space. If a

problem is deemed intractable, then its worst case complexity is a non-polynomial function of the

problem size. This implies that if a problem is (considered) inu-¿ctable then rhe best methods for

solving it do not differ significantly (say by a polynomial factor) from the task of exhaustively

searching an exponentially large number of possible solutions. For example, the best known

algorithm for the knapsack problem of n weights ¡uns in time gç2nlz¡ and spâce o(2/¡/4) [sHc]
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where the number ofpossible solutions is 2/t; the best known algorithm for factoring a number ¡¿ is

O (4 n )9 wher e L( n) is exp(sqn(log n ! o g to g n )) and u < 3 12 Ip OMtl.

How is a designer to find a ha¡d instance of an inuactable problem? Little is leamed from a

worst case analysis, and we state that there is no known general transformation from hard

problems to hard cryptosystems. A worst case analysis is the result of a game between two agenrs,

one who has an algorithm ÁL(p) for problem p and the other who devises the instance ofp that

,42(p) will run on.

Gune l: (8.1) agent 1 submits his atgorithm to agent 2;

(8.2) agent 2 examines AL(p) andproceeds to construct an instance ofp that taxes the

efhciency of Alþ) in the worst possible way.

It is an irrelevant consideration thât the instance ofp that agent 2 supplies may be totally contrived

and have a negligible chance of ever occu¡ing in reality. The worst case estimate for the problemp

is taken to be the complexity of the most efficient algorithm forp as designated by agent 2, taken

across all known algorithms for p. If¿ has an exponential worst case complexity then on each

submission of an algorithm.Al,(p) , 
^genÍ.2 

was able to find a difficulr instance of p with respect to

ALþ). Such problems a¡e considered inherently difficult as each known algorithm that purports ro

solve them efficiently fails. The problem p is solvable in a feasible amounr of time if ,4Lþ) is total

with respect to p (ie. halts on every instance of p) and AL(p) e P. If a problem p is considered to

be intractable then there is no known algorithm that is total with respect top ø¡¡d is a member of the

class P. However, it may be the case that a suitably chosen subset of problem instances can be

solved in polynomial time.

An intractable instance of problem p is qualified by the running time of an algorithm or set

of algorithms forp. This is fa¡ from a rigorous proof that a problem is intractable. It merely says

that there a¡e witnesses to the intractability ofp, and these witnesses are only as useful as far as

they are prepared to be rusted. If a problem is accepted as intractable, by default the conjecture that
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P * NP is assumed to be true. In Game 2 the problem p is a PKC and the particular instance of p

is a selection from the keyspace associated with the PKC. The rules are changed slightly though.

Previously, the algorithm was fixed, the problem instance could vary, and it was possible to prove

the wo¡k of agent 2 was correct. Now the problem instance is fixed (ie, the cryptosystem), the

algorithm (ie. the method cryptanalysis) can vary, and the work of the agent I can be proved (ie.

that the system has been broken). The designer must make his selection of the system instance

without full knowledge of what methods and information a¡e at rhe disposal of the cryptanalyst.

The new game is,

Game 2: (8.3) the designer submits his sysrem to public scrutiny;

(8.4) the cryptanalyst attempts to compromise the system.

Game 2 is an informal statement or the GCP. In both games, if one agent can produce a proof,

then the game is ove¡ with that agent giving the proof, "winning" in the sense that he has frustrated

his opponents'aims. If the cryptanalyst can demonstrate that he can decrypt efficiently, then the

system is useless. simila¡ly if the designer can prove that illegal decryption by an opponent is an

intractable problem then the system is secure and the cryptanalyst cannot win (in polynomial time).

The difference is that proofs of efficiency exist, but proofs of infeasible computational lower

bounds, generally, do not. Hence, the designer usually can not guarantee that he will ',win,,the

confrontation agâinst the cryptanalyst, but it is obvious when the designer has lost.

How can a designer, in the absence of a proof, convince himself that he has selected an

intractable instance of a problem he wishes to base his system on? The plain answe¡ is that he

cannot. An instance of a problem is only hard until it is solved efficiently, an uncertain state of

affairs indeed. The only definite property that he has at his disposal concerning an intractable

problem is that the number of possible solutions grows exponentially in the problem size. The

designer is able to generate an instance of a problem that has a corresponding search space which

cannot be exhaustively examined in polynomial time.
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simply guaranteeing a rarge search space does not imply that the cryptanalyst has to

consider every possible solution to effect a decryption though. For example, the complete graph on

z vertices, Kn, has nn-2 distinct spanning trees, yet for a weighted graph G, the MINIMUM

sP.A/vNrNG TREE problem can be solved in polynomial time [KRUS]. creating an infeasibly

large problem amounts to either having a large number of problem parameters or, large problem

parameters, depending upon the nature of the problem. For problems such as factoring and

determining quadratic residuosity the number of parameters is small and fixed, hence a difficult

instance is induced by selecting very large numbers. For example the RSA system is based on

factoring one 200 digit number. Generating a large instance of the knapsack problem requires a

large number of parameters and also that these pa¡ameters be large. Knapsack systems not only

have to guard against direct search, but also against a technique called dynamic programming,

which runs in time proportional to the product of the numbe¡ of the weights and the target sum.

Hence a large number of large weights are necessary to provide an exponentially large search

space. The Merkle-Hellman system (see $12) requires 100 weights each of which is over 200 bits

in length.

Notice that by creating a large instance of a problem we are not increasing the difficulty of

solving itper se. An algorithm for deciding the satisfiability problem with 10 clauses also works

for an instance of 100 clauses. But the time required to solve these respective instances differs

dramatically. This is the essence of how the notion of difficulty has been adopted in complexity

theory' All of the problems in IP a¡e decidable, and there a¡e effective procedures to ¡ealise this,

but they a¡e difficult to solve in the sense that the time required to realise these effecrive p¡ocedu¡es

is prohibitively large.

In the next four sections we will conside¡ four problems, how difficult they are to solve in

general and how they have been adapted to cryptog¡aphy, and used as potential one way functions.
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CHAPTER 3 Some Porential One'Way Funcrions

Section 9 The Problem of Factoring

The problem of factoring has puzzled great minds for centuries. As it has evaded efficient

solution during this time, it establishes itself as a sFong candidate for a one way function.

Factoring is the basis for at least seven cryptosystems tsIMMl, some providing secrecy and some

for signatures, the most noteworthy being the RSA proposal. Also, for our basic number theoretic

problems, instances known to involve composite moduli are much ha¡der to compute than those

involving prime moduli (such is the case for computing square roots, determining quadratic

residuosity and squarefreeness). Thus, finding factors is important for the effcient solution of these

problems' A system based on factoring means that one method of cryptanalysis would be to find

an efficient method for factoring a system p¿ìrameter. Hence, factoring is an upper bound on the

security of these systems. These systems would be as secure as factoring, no more no less, if it
could be shown that any cryptanalysis would yield an efficient algorithm to factor a sysrem

parameter' The last 10 years or so have been the most dramatic period of successful factorisations.

The quadratic sieve method tPOM2l when introduced inc¡eased the size of a number that could be

factored in a day by 13 digits [SIMM]. At present we know of 6 factoring methods which share the

sâme asymptotic complexity bound of

L(N) = exp ( (i + o(1)) sqn(ln n lnln n))

where n is the number to be facrored. These six methods a¡e:

(i) the elliptic curve merhod [LE]ll,

(ii) the class group algorirhm tSCLNl,

(iii) the linear sieve algorirhm ICOS],

(iv) the quadratic sieve [POM2],
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(v) residue list sieve [LEN],

(vi) continued fraction method [MaB]

The question to be asked is how large a number can we factor in a reasonable amount of time? The

following 1984 estimates due to Rivest a¡e based on the above t{N) estimate wit}r no constanr term

in the exponentl.

dieits elementarv oDerations time fn factnr

75

100

125

150

200

300

9 x l0t2

2 x 1015

3 x 1017

3 x 1019

1x 1023

1x 1029

Table 9. 1

1 day

255 days

103 years

9755 years

3.6 x 107 years

5 x 1013 yea¡s

It is interesting to compare this table to Table 6.1 to see the improvement in factoring in just six

years. A 75 digit that number was infeasible to factor in 1978 can now be factored in a day, but the

proposition that a 200 digit number is ha¡d to factor still remains true. simmons tsIMMl suggests

the rule of thumb that doubling the computing power at your disposal, for a f,rxed amount of work,

roughly increases the size of a number that can be factored by 3 digits. Accordingly, by increasing

his computing power 45-fold simmons could factor a 200 digit RSA modulus in a day. Reaping

such an increase seems unlikely, as the current bottlenecks to improving the efficiency offactoring

lie in hardwa¡e. For example, the implementation of the quadratic sieve method at sandia

1¡RIV]. Rivest also nol.ed thât if r¡ is a k-bir number then a crude estimate of the complexiry bound to facror ¿ is

5.199+(l/50)
and lhe difÏiculty grows one ordcr of magnitude more difficult for each addirional 50 bits (t 5 decimal) digiE of RSA
modulus.
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Laboratories is approaching the clock speed of the Cray XM-P. It should be stressed that methods

such as the quadratic sieve, are factoring techniques. Their success depends upon a subexponential

algorithm, a taut coding ofthis algorithm and a ha¡dwa¡e specific implementation. The next logical

step is to introduce parallel a¡chitectures. Each of the 6 best factoring algorithms subscribes to the

divide and conquer philosophy, which means that if ¿ identical machines simulraneously act on a

number, it will essentially be factored k times as fast2. We cite two parallel implementations. Ca¡on

and Silverman [CaS] have implemented the quadratic sieve in a network of 9 SUN 3 wo¡k stations

and we¡e able to factor an 81 digit number in a week (1260 CPU hours). It is exrapolared that a

126-digit number could be factored in a year long run of 2000 suN 3's [psr]. pomerance et al.

[PST] have pipelined the quadratic sieve method and describe a machine that has the factoring

capabilities described in Table 9.2.

digits time cost to buitd($US)

100

144

200

2 weeks

1 year

I year

Table 9.2

s0,000

10,000,000

101I

Civen these advances it is still plausible to assert that a 200 digit number cannot be computed with

a feasible amount ofresources. Since factoring is so important, we will give a short description of

Morrison and Brillhart's continued fraction (CFRAC) method, which is one of the most efficient

general methods of factoring known.

zsee [PST]. In [CaS] for a 60 digit number, I processor rcquircd 6 hours to factor the numbcr while 8 processors

only requùed I hour.
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9.1 Th¿ Continued Fraction Method

Using the Euclidean algorithm, ¡ational numbers can be expressed as simple continued

fractions. For example, from the Euclidean algorithm gcd(ó2, 23) yields rhe following equations

62 = 2.23+ t6 +
23 = 16.1 +7 :+

16 = 2.7 +2 =)

7 = 3'2+t =

and combining we have

62/23=2+U(23/62)

23/16=r+1/(r6lj)

ßn =2+1/(7/2)
7/2 =3+Uz

62

E =2+

=2+

Im
I

-l_t+T6î
1

- --- 1-tr-' ' Z+7lz

I

----T-1--r ^
1

2+ --i'
-l3*;

2

which is the simple continued fraction (SCF) expansion of 62/23. Formally a finite SCF is an

expression of the fomr
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l
ao + ----l-

at +--l-
A1 +--Aj

denoted fa6;a1, a2,... , ønl where rhe cj are positive integers. 'rhus 62/23 is represented as

tZ;r,2,3,21.

The basic idea in the CFRAC method, as with the other 5 main factoring algorithms, is that

ifN is the numbe¡ to be factored, then we search for integers x and y such that

x2 = y2 modN, 0<r,y<N, x+yandx+y*N . (e. 1)

Ifthisisthecase,Nisadivisorof(x2-y2)=(x+y)(x-y),yerNdividesneither(x+y)or(.r-

y). Hence gcd(N, .r + y) and gcd(N, x - y) will yield proper factors of N. The GFRAC method

begins by finding solutions to the congruence

x2= a mod. N (9.2)

for "small" integers ¿ and then combines several solutions to eq.(9.2) to obtain a solution to

eq.(9.1). Some number theory is required before the details of the algorithm are given.

Let kbe a non-negarive integer less than n, then faopt,az,..., a¿l is the,ttå convergent of

the SCF [ag;a1,a2,..., a¡], denoted C¿. It is well known (see for example [ROS]) that if the

sequences p0, p L ... , pn and qg, q1, ... , qn are defined recursively as

a0, a0= 1

a6a1 + l,qt =al

I+-
an

P0=

Pj=
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and

Pk = akpk_r + pk_z, qk = akqk4 + q k_2

for k=2,... , n, then the,tf¿ convergent is given by C¡r=p¡lq¡r.

Lemma 9.3. p¡qk-t -pkJqk = (-l),t-1.

proof. by induction. Iæt ,t =1 then

prq7_p1qt = (a6a1 +l).L_aOat=l

where a6 and a1 are the fi¡st two integers in the SCF expansion. Assume true for 1 < ,t < ¿ so that

prúk-j -pk-rqk = (-l),t-l

Pk+rQk-PkQk+r = (ak+pk+ pk-t)qk- pk@k+tqk+ qk-r)

= pk_rqk - pkqk4 = _(_l)¿_l = (_t),t .

We a¡e interested in the SCF expansion of the general surd

Ps+lõ | p^+õl
T = 

la|;at,az... 
o"_Ì, T )

(e.3)

by the rules

Pn+r = anQn - Pn, Qn+j = (D - P2n-l/Q,

dn+t = f en+t +^lÐ/er*tl

where [¡l is the greatest integer less than ¡. The following lemma will be useful later.
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Lemma 9.2. Ifr,s,r, u are râtionals and r + sld= t + u,/d andd is a positive integer but not a

perfect square, then r = ¡ and a = s.

proof. since r + sld = t + uld then if s * u

r-tld=- u-s

since (r+)/(u-s) is rational, then y'd is irrario¡¿t ¿¡d s = ¿ ¿¡d ¡ = ¡. o

The particular scF expansion of interest is {1K19, for some K, which is the following surd

{RlV + o
--l-

and hence can be expanded as in eq.(9.3) to

{tr¡O = la6;a7,a2, ... , a)

where cr, = (Pn + l(KlÐ)lQn Then the &¡å convergent ot./lffq is

IFF= W o.4)dQ n-I * Qn-2

and

and cross-multiplying

KNqr-1 + lçXtgçenqr-1 + QnQn-ù = l6¡Ðpn-t + Prpn-t + QnQn-2

From Lemma 9.4, we have that
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KNqn_1 = Prpn_l + e,rpn_z

Pn-I = PnQn-I + QnQn-2

Multiplying eq.(9.6) by qn_1and eq.(9.7) by pn_¡ rhen subtracting
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(e.6)

(9.7)

P2 n-l - KNq2n-1 = þn-l1n-z - Pn-2Qn-r)Qn

(e.8)

By læmma 9.3

p2n-r - KNq2 n_¡ = (-I )nQ" (9.10)

which implies the congn:ence

p2n-r = (-l)nQn mod N (9.1 1)

rf Q, is a perfect square, then eq.(9.11) is of the same form as eq(9.1). The GFRAC algorithm

generates pairs (¿¡, Q) that are solutions to eq.(9.11) and then attempts to combine several pairs

@t, Qt), @2, Qù, ... , (pr,Qt) such thar
k

ff r-rl'0, (s.12)
i=t

is a,perfect square. Morrison and Brillhart (MaB) call such a ser on (p¡ eù pairs that sarisfies

eq.(9.12) an ,S-set. The CFRAC algorithm has three stages:

: Stag¿ 1. Select K and form the SCF expansion of {(f¡Ð =la6;a1,a2,...,anf for some ¿= n0 and
:

. collect (p¡, p) pairs ;

: Stage 2. From the (p¡, Q) pairs collected in stage 1, find all S-sets. If no ,S-sets can be found then
j

return to stage 1 ;

', Stag¿ -1. Each S-set S found in stage 2 gives rise to a congnrence of the form
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o' =fIo?-, =l-f Q)'e, = e' modN (e.13)
i€S i€S

where I <p <N. From eq.(9.13), let¡= gcd(N, p-e) for each S_set S found in stage 2. If I <x
< N then x is a non-trivial factor of/{. Otherwise return to stage 1.

ïve will consider the first two srages of the algorithm in detail. In stage l, ./(KN) is being

expanded and we are looking for þ, e) pairs. The scF expansion of {(Ã'N) as in eq.(9.3)

proceeds using the following algorithm

(i) ser p-z = 0, p-r = 1, Q-t = KN,g = [{f&Ð.l, po = 0, eo= 1, r_r = I i

(ii) n =0

repeat

generate qn urd, rn from eq.(9.14);

generate pn modN from eq.(9.15);

generate g + Pn¡1 from eq.(9.16);

generate Qn+I from eq.(9.17);

until sufficient (p, Q) pairs have been found;

g+Pn= QnQn+rn O<rn{en (9.14)

pn= Qnpn_I + pn_z rnod N (9.15)

g+Pn+r= 2g-rn (9.16)

Qn+t = Qn-t + qn(rn- rn-fi (9.17)

example 9.1 . Table 9.1 shows the some of the SCF expansion of N = 53648j7 for K = l.
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An-1 mod NQn

t 2316

2 4632

3 4084

4 2741

9 3446

t7 4339

19 3665

26 4561

29 4rt9

33 3758

44 4331

70 436r

90 4258

99 3751

1

t02t

3.17.43

223.197

3.1091

Q3\2

223.167

223.11

22.1t.23

(3.1Ð2

)Z.7,,', o

2232.103

32.103

22.23.29

2316 0

4 548

1 t89r

1 397

L 173

13 127

I 1661

34 73

4 7t

3 49r

12 155

I 653

4 550

I 1083

2316

9265

11581

20846

2133239

5046913

4501169

208344

690257

5232305

t2t68r4

626044

5332699

2286668

Table 9.1

Notice that the expansion may yield solurions to eq.(9.1) directly. In this example, e17 and, ej3 are

already perfect squares. We find that gcd(5364877, 5045913-18) = 1 but gcd,(5364877,5232305-

33) =7, and hence 5364877 =7.766411. c

Th expansion of {N, or any surd, will be periodic [Ros], and if the period is short it is possible

that an insuff,rcent number of (p, 0) pairs will be generated, and ,g-sets that produce facto sations

may not be found. The constant K is used to increase the period of the expansion. Assunre for the

moment that the prime factorisation of each Q¡ in a (p, Q) pair from stage 1, is known, ie.
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e1 = ( 1,0, 1, 1,0,0 ) hr = ( 1,0,0,0 )

e2 = (0,0,0, 1, 1,0 ) h2 = ( 0, 1, 0,0 )

e3 = ( 1,0, 1,0,0, 1 ) h3 = ( 0, 0, 1,0 )

ea=(0,0,0,0, 1, 1) h4=(0,0,0, 1) .

An exponent vector can be associated with the product of two e¡t from F, which will be the sunl

of the exponent vectors ofthe respective p¡ in the product. The sum will be computed in the r + 1

k

a,=flf,

as shown in the 3rd column of example 9.1. Recall that the algorithm is looking for perfect

squares' For a number to be a perfect square each of its prime factors must have an even exponent
(ie. each o¡ is even). Define the exponent vector ei = @0, at,... , ar) for each e¡ to be

f 1if t isodd
Ico= f
[ 0 otherwise

and for 1 <7 S r,

_ | t it t, | 0¡ to rn odd powerd¡ =.{ r
( 0 otherwise

LetFbea setof (p, Q)pairswhe¡ethecardinatity of Fisfi, F = I @¡,A¡ I i= 1 ../), anddefine

the history vector hi = @, þ2,... ,É¡) as

a -( ltf m=iPm-{
l. 0 otherwise

example 9.2 LetF = {Qzo =223.11, ezc =22.11.23, et¿ =223.29, ess =2z.Z3.Zg l.
Then I F I = ¡ = q,and r = 5, wherc b 1 = 2, b2 = 3, h = tt, fu = 23, bs = 29.The exponent and

history vectors are
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dimensional vector space Zr+12 over 22. The addition of the conesponding history vectors will
indicate which Q; have been multiplied.

example 9.3. From example 9.2, computing in 262, muriprying e26 and e2gthe exponent vectors

el and e2 a¡e added, ie. e1 + e2 = (1, 0, 1, l, 0,0) + (0, 0, 0, 1, t, 0) = (1, 0, 1, 0, t, 0). The
history vector, compured in 242, is (1, 0, 0, 0) + (0, 1, 0, 0) = (1, l, 0, 0). o

An ,s-set s is a subset ofF such that the product of each e¡ e s forms a perfect square. This

would imply that the exponent vector resulting from the product if the e¡ must be the null vector

(ie, all zeros), which indicates that all the exponents are even. Thus if F has an.S-set, there musr

be a set oflinea¡ly dependent vec tors (overZr+12) in F. MaB use an algorithm similar to Gaussian

elimination to determine if a set of exponent vectors is linearly dependent over /,r+12. -the

rightmost one refers to the first one encountered. when examining a vector from right to left, eg. the

rightmost 1 is highlighted here (0, l, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0). The reduction algorirhm is

(i) setj=r;

(ii) fìnd the pivot vector e¡ of the smallest subscript whose rightmost I is in the 7'rå component. If
none exist, go to (iv).

(iii) (a) replace eve¡y vecror em, i < m <f, whose rightrnost I is in the 7'tå component, by the sum

ei + em, computed in 7r+lr. (b) when e,n is repleced by e¡ + er, replace h,n by h¡ + hr,
computed in Zf2.

(iv)i =; - 1; ifj > 0 then goto (ii) otherwise srop.

example 9.4. Finding s-sets and a factorisation. using the infornrarion in Table 9.1, let F = {

Qß, Qzø, Qt¿, Qzo, Qso, Qss l. Each Q¡ can be represented by a product of the primes 2, 3, 11,

23'29,103 taken to suitable powers. construct anf x(r + 1 +l) nratrix, with each row being the

exponent vector followed by the history vectors for each B¡. The initial matrix is

+ 2 3 1l 2329 103
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and the final matrix after running the reduction algorithm is

23 29 103
000
100
010
001
000
000

The Continued Fraction Method 54

f 1 0 I 1 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0l
l0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0l
11 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 1 0 0 0l
11 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0l
11 o o o o o 1 0 0 o o 1 0l
L0 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 lJ

+ 2 3 tl
l-1 o 1 llo o o r

lo o o o

lo o I i
lo o o o

Lo o o o

1 0 0 0 0 0'l
0 I 0 0 0 0l
1 0 1 0 0 0l
1 o o 1 o ol
0 0 0 1 1 0l
I I 1 o o 1..l

The last two vectors are linearry dependent over 262. using the 6th row of the final matrix, we

have that

(228 6 668. t2 1 68 L 4. 69 0257. 2093 44)2 = (24. 32. I t. 23. 2g)z mod 53 6 4 87 7

which is equivalently

(1659408)2 = (t7941)z mod5364877

but yields on trivial factor ofN as gcd(5364977,165940g_17941) = l. Using the 5th row of the

final matrix though, we have that

(626044.5332699)2 = (2.32.t03)2 mod 5364877

which is equivalently

(937236)2 = (i854)2 mod5364877
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and gcd(5364877,937236-1854) = 7 and rhat N = 5364977 =7.766411. .
The GFRAC method requires that the complete prime factorisations of ¡he e¡ be known, if

the 't-sets are to constn¡cted. In the examples of this chapter, we have assumed that the

factorisations are known. Finding these factorisations is the most time consuming part of the

algorithm. Clearly if Q¡ = a¡a2 has a large prime factor a¡, then there must be another e¡ = a1a3 i¡
Q¡ @nd Q) are to be included in an .!-set. But as a¡ increases in size f inding a suitable p; becomes

time consuming and unlikely. MaB inrroduce the idea of a "factoring base" , where any e¡ that

cannot be factored into the primes in the factoring base is dropped from consideration and is

regarded as being "too large"' A large portion of numbers not only have small prime factors but are

entirely composed of small prime factors. A number ø is said to be smootå with respect to a bound

d if and only if

k

o =ffnþ and p¡<d
i=l

where thep¡ are prime. The observation of Morrison and Brillha¡t indicates that smooth numbers

are common. From example 9.4, the factor base consisting of the primes Í2,3, rL, 23, zg, ro3l
produced 2 s-sets quickly. Additionally, MaB use a bound uB, where if e¡ has a prime factor

larger than this bound then it is discarded. Let FB be the number of primes in the factor base, then

MaB gave Table 9.2 as a guide to factoring large numbers.

number of digits FR

<20

2r¿3

24-25

26,28

29,30

31,32

60 3000

150 10000

200 14400

300 22500

400 29000

450 36000
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33,34

35,36

37,38

39,40

4t,46
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500 36000

550 36000

600 44000

650 53000

700-1000 63000

'rable9.2

MaB used the CFRAC algorithm to give a factorisation of F7.

9.2 Factoring and Securiry

The RSA system is based on the assumption that multiplication is a one way function when

restricted to prime numbers. Given n =p4 it is difficult to findp and q, as the above discussion

attests. The designer selects an integer e such that (e, þ(n)) = I and then calculates d such rhat

ed = 1 mod Q(n)

where Q(n) =n-(p+q) + l, The public key is the pair (e, n). The message m,t 3m<n,is
encrypted by the rule c = m¿ mod n. The designer decrypts by the rule m = cd mod n.The message

is recove¡ed since cd = ¡ned = môh)+l = aI ¡¡ô(n) = m mod r. The problem of inverting the

encryption function E is the task of computing roots in finite fietds. To recover the message ¿n we

need to know the ¿f¿ root of

c = me mod¿

There is no known way of finding this root without the factors of n.

Let RSA-I be a ¡ourine such that when given the triplet <¿¡e mod n, e, n> asinput, returns

the encrypted message t?r. How ha¡d is this "magic box" ro realise? Consider the following three

problems,
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(9,1) FAC' : factoring the modulus;

(9.2) PHI' : determining the Euler totient function of the modulus;

(9.3) KEYd : finding rhe secret key d.

using the notarion of Miller tMILLl, we introduce the concept of functional reducib ity (a
restricted form of ruring reducibility). Given two functions/and g, we say that/is polynomial

time reducible to g , denoted/$ g, if there exists a Turing machine such that on inputs z and g(n),

computes/(n) in time o(rÉ). Further, if/$ g and I f/rhen/and g are polynomial equivalent,

denoted byl=o g. Immediately, we have the following chain of reductions

RSA-I <p KEy6 $ pHIn <p FACn (e. 18)

From right to left, the reductions mimic the sequence of problems the designer has solved in the

construction of the system. These reductions imply that the task of compromising the security of
the system can be no ha¡der than factoring the modulus. But the o¡der of the last three problems is

arbitrary. We have

Lemma 9 .4. PHI' =p FAC¡.

proof. The lemma follows easily from the following observadon.

þ(n)=n-(p+q)+1,
(p - q) = ((p + Ò2 - 4n)t/2 ,

s=((p+q)+(p-ù)/2. .

Miller [MILL] has proved the general equivalence between finding the prime factorisation of a

number n and computing the funcrion pl¡r), where ?u'(n) I p(n)t, assuming the Extended Reimann

Hypothesis (ERÐ3. In g13 we will show that KEy¿ is randomly equivalent to FAC' and hence

iItu::.lll =p1htp2h2..".ptlk,ttenl'(n) = t..(pr-r, ?z-1,...,p¿-l) and lcm is rhc lcasr common mulriple,
Thus Millcr's rcsul! also includes an equivalence bctwên ttrõ Eulc¡ tôücníand rhc Carmichr"i runciiòni, giu"ni¡.
ERH.
3For an cxplanarion of rhe ERH scc [KRAN], KNU2I, tV/tLLll.

(9.19)
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PHI' when a certain protocor is used. Even so, there is no known reduction fronr any of these

problems to RSA-I, though in g16 we show that sorving RSA-I is equivalent to factoring the

modulus when n is of a special form.
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SECTION 10 Quadratic Residuosity

Quadratic residuosity, rike factoring, is recognised as a difficult problem, and was one of
the four algorithmic problems addressed by Gauss in his Disquisitiones Arithnteticae (lgoi). Let
gcÅ(a, n) = 1; ifthere is a solution to the congmence

x2 =amodn (10.1)

then ¿ is said to be a quadratic residue mod n. otherwise, ¿ is said to be a quadratic nonresidue of
n' Let QRn denote the set of quadratic ¡esidues mod n. unlike factoring, the problem of
determining quadratic residuosity is a decision problem, stated by the predicate eRn('),

I I if ae oR-
QR^(a)=1 -"

lo;taepn^
The set z, = {0, 1, 2, ... , n - 1} is referred to as the ring of integers modulo z . If we define the

sefZ*ntobe(øe Znlgcd(a,n)=1], rhen eRnwill be a subset of Z*n (see example 10.1). Let
gcd(a' n) = 1; then the least positive integer x such that cr = 1 mod ¿ is called the order of a
modulo n, denoted ordor' If ordon = Q(n) then a is said to be a primitive root moduro ¿.

Lemma I0J. If a is a primitive roor modulo n, then

Z* , = { al mod n, a2 mod n, ... , a n)-t mod n, aún) mod n ).

proof, Since gcd(a,n) = I rhen gcd(ak, fi = 1. Thus each ¿i mod n,i=1..Q(r) is retatively

prime to z. To show that they are distinct assume that

at = al modn.

Since ordrn = 0(n), we musr hÍìve

;=jmodQ(n).

This congruence implies thar i = j since I<i,j<þ(n).o
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We also have rhe well known (see [ROS, Theorem S.7ì, tHawl [BAK] for proofs)

Lemma 10.2. Let n be a prime and ret d be a positive divisor of ¿-1. Then the number of
incongruent integers of order d modulo ¿ is equal to Q(d¡. o

As an immediate consequence of læmma 10.2, we have

Corollary l0.l Every pnme n has Q(¿-1) primitive roots. o

Lenvna 10.3. If n is prime, the congnrence.r2 =amod,n has either two solutions ornone.

proof. Follows easily from the fact thar ff x2 = y2 (mod n) and z is a prime, rhen r = Ð (mod n ).
o

Corollary 10.2. \f n is an odd prime, the¡e a¡e þ(n)/2 qua&aucresidues mod r.

proof. I'et g be a primitive root mod ¿ and let¿ bea quadratic residue of n.Thenxz =¿modn has

a solution for ¡ and x can be written as r = gi mod ¿, fo¡ some i, l < r < 0(n). Since eÀn is a

subset of Z*r, every quadratic residue ¿ can be written as a = gk mod z for some k, I < k < Q@).

Funher, /< must be even as d = gigi a g2i mod n, and 2i = È mod $(n). As & can only assume

Q(n)2 even values modulo Q(n), there are exactly 0(n)/2 quadratic ¡esidues modulo n. o

I'e,t g1 and 92 be primitive roots of z*, and. Z*n respectivery, where p and 4 are primes. we
have

Lemma 10.4. I-et a and å be such that

a= 91 modp and, a= lmodq,

b=Imodp b= 92modq

These integers will exist by the chinese Remainder Theorem. Then, any x e zn* , where n = pq,

can be wrirten as ¿¡ål mod z, where l < i <p - 1,1 < j Sq -1.
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proof. Thecardinalityof theset 6={aibi modnl t <¡ <p_1,1<j<q_l }isg(p)Q(a), and

for each x e G, gcd,(x,n) = l. The cardinality of Z+ris by definition Q(¡t) = (p _ l)(q _ t). It
remains to show that the members of G a¡e distinct. Let

aibl = akbm mod n

where ¿ =p4. But since å = I modp, we have

ai = al mod p ,

and sincea=91 and 1<i, k<þ(ù, we ger i =¿. Similarlyj=m. .

If n is prime, there is an efficient method of deciding eRn@). The tægendre symbor of a

with respect to n is defined as,

I t itaeen,
I

Ølò = I _t irae en^
Il,
[ 0 if n la.

Information about the residuosity of¿ mod ¡¡ can be gained from Euler,s criterion, stated as

Lemma 105. For all primesp >2,andalla e Zao, a@-r)/2 = @lp) modp. o

Since modula¡ exponentiation can be computed in time no grearer than O(/ogJ n) [KNU2], for
prime n, we have QRn@) e P. A generalisation of the Legendre symbol to composite moduli is

provided by the Jacobi symbol. If
k

, =lf n!'
i=l

wherep¡ is prime, then the Jacobi symbol (a In) is defined as

tul n) = tulp Ì,tu\p¿)b, ... (nlp*f ,
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Even so, we need not know the factors of ¿ to evaluate @l ù. fnt R0 = a andRl = r¡. We then

divide R¿ by R¡, and facror out the highest power of two from the remainder;

Ro = Rßt+2"rR2,

where s7 is a nonnegative integer and R2 is an odd positive integer less than R¡. using a technique

similar to that employed by the Euclidean algorithm, we successively factor out the highest power
of two from the remainder to obtain

Rt = Rzqz+2s2Rt

Rz 

.= 
Rsqs+2s3R4

R t¡ = R *_zQ r_2 + 2sL-2Rk_t

R*z = RulQn_I + 28k-t.l

where s¡ is a nonnegative integer and R¡ is an odd positive integer less than R7.- t for j =2,3,...,
,t-1. Vy'e have

Lemma 10.6. LetR¡ands¡,j= 1,2,...k-l be as described above. Then

, n1_l Éru_t R rt R2_I RL_2_t Rr_Fl
Glò = çIf'-T*"' *"¡-,-i *i-'--*"'* '=í ' "1, .

see [Ros, Theorem 9.7] for a proof. since the division of two l¡-bit numbers can be performed

in O(log3 å) operations tKNU2l, it follows that

corollary 10.3. The Jacobi symbol (a lz) can be evaruared in porynomiar tinre. o

on first impressions, there appears to be no problem of determining eRn@) for afuitrary n, as both

the lægendre and Jacobi symbols can be efficiently evaluated. However, the Jacobi symbol is not
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an indicator of quad¡atic residuosity. In what follows, let ¿ be the product of t*,o odd primes p and

Lemma 10.7. For integers -r andy, x=y mod n if andonlyifx=ymodpand.r=ymod4.

Corollary 10.4 a e erR, if and only if a e eRo and a e eRo. o

Thus ¿ is a quadratic residue mod ¿ if and onry if both the Legendre symbols (ø lp) and @l q) ue
positive. We will only be interested in those cases where gcd(a, n) = 1, and from the definirion of
the Legendre symbol, (ø l¿) can only be *1. If a e eR,Tthen (a In) = 1. But, for integers d thar a¡e

quadraric nonresidues of both p and 4, the Jacobi symbor w l be positive as

@lù = @lp)@lù =(-lx-r) = 1.

Thus, (a In) = -1 indicates quadraric non¡esiduosity; but, if (a l¿) = l, ¿ could be either a quadraric

¡esidue or nonresidue. The Jacobi symbol can be used to partition z+n into 2 distinct subsets,

Z* r(+l) and Z*r(-1), where

ae Z+n(+l) if çal¡¡=1,

a e Z*nÇt) ir @l fi = -1.

set membership on zrn(r) can be decided by computing the Jacobi symbol, which directly
indicates nonresiduosity. Denote these nonresidues as eNRn-|. When n is composite, the set

Z* n(+l) can itself be partitioned into rwo subsets, eRn (the residues) and eRNn+t, where ¿ e

QRNI+I if @lù = 1 and ¿ is a non¡esidue mod n. We have
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Lemma t0.8. lOn"l = lglvnn*tl = lgun^-tltz = qrn,o.

proof' Let a, b, p and,4 be as defined in Lemma r0.4. If-re eRp thenx= a2i modp forsomei,
l=i<þ(ÐtZ.Similarly, if xe QRorhenx=å2jmod4forsome7, t<j<þ(q)/2.ByCoroltary
10.3,;r e @rRn if andonly if xe eRrandxe eRO. By Lemma 10.4 every.r e Zan,n=pq, can
be written as ¡ = ¿¡ål mod n. Hence, xe eR, if and only if¡ can be w¡itten as azíb2j modn,
where 1 < 2i < þ(p), 1 < 2j < þ(q). since 2i may only assume 0@)/2 values and 2j may onry
assume 0(q)/2 values, the¡e can only be þ(Òþ@)/4 quadratic residues. From corollary 10.1 we

have that QNR-|, is characterised by the set of indices

( aibi modn I ¡,j = I mod2 ).

' The¡e a¡e exactly Q(4)Q(p)/4 pairs of indices i and 7 that satisfy i, j = I mod 2. The set Z*n(-l) =
}NR-J, is precisely the following set union:

{ aibl mod,n I ¡ = t mod2,j=Omod2 }u l aibi modn lj = tmo¿z,i=0mod2 ).
:

: Each ofthe sets in this union has cardinality Q(4)Q(p)/4; thus, levnr_t ln = þ@)tq. .
:

Example 10.1. I-etn=35 =5.7 =p.Q.Then lz*nl =Z+=0(S)0ø) = 6.4. The inreger 3 is a

; primitive root in Z+5 since
l
i

: Z*j= (30= 1,31 = 3,32=4mod5,33=2mod5 ).

. Also, 5 is a primitive root in Z* 7 as
:

:

, Z+7 = ( 50 = 1, 5l = 5, 52 = 4 mod 7, 53 = 6 mod 7 , 5a = 2 mod 7, 55 = 3 mod 7 ).
j

: The values of¿ = 8 and å = 26 a¡e solurions ro the two sets ofcongruences

¿=3mod5 and ¿=1mod5

b=1mod7 å=5mod7
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In Table 10.1 we show that every integer in Z*35 can wrirten as gj26l mod 35, l <r<4, l <j <6
i gi26t mod 35, I <7 < 6

l {33, 18, 13, 23, 3, 8)

2 {r9,4,34,9,24,291

3 112,32,27,2, 17,22]

4 126, 11, 6, 16, 31, lJ

Tabte 10.1

Table 10.2 generates z'i5 according to Lemma r0.7. column I shows the eR35, corumn 2

QNR+t3t and column 3 shows Zú35(-l) = CRrV-J35, where i@7 = l mod 2 indicates f orjare= 1

mod 2 but not both,

í,j = Omod2 i,¡= lmod2 iOj= tmod2

4

9

29

11

16

1

JJ

13

3

27

t7

31

Table 10.2

18 23

819
34 24

12 32

222
266

ano I CR:s I = I Øtn* 4rl = | gwnl 351 tz = ø = þ(q)þ@)t4. .

The only known way to compute the cha¡acterisric functions on the sets eRnandeRy'r'n+r ¡5 ¡e

evaluate the respective Legendre symbols for the factors of n. In orher words, without knowing the
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factorisation of ¡, it is apparentry difficurt to determine whether a e eRnor a e eRN+r, ie. no

polynomial time algorithm is known for determing set membership for either panitio n of Z* r(+l).
We define the quadratic residuosity problem with respect to n, eRp nbelow.

INSTANCE:givenn =pq,wherep and4primes, andae Z+ n(+l).

QUESTION:Isae eRn?.

There is no precise complexiry measure for compu ü,ng eRpn,but since

QRPñ<pFACn ,

its diffìculty cannot exceed that of factoring. It is generally accepted that knowing the factors of ¡¡ is
also a necessary, as well as sufficient condition, to determine quadratic residuosity. In g16 we
show that factoring and determining quadratic residuosity are equivalent probrems when ¿ is
specially chosen.

Measuring complexity in terms of elementary operations and running times is derived from
the concept of ruring machines, the first model of an effectivery computable function.
Alternatively, circuit complexity, another computational model, could be used to measure the

difficulty of Ql?Pn. The reference to factoring however remains.

Let p and q be primes and let the noration lr I d"no," be the number of bits in .r. Then we

def,rne

H¡ = {nl r=pq, log2p =lol2(t =k}

If factoring has intractable instances, then l/¿ will contain some of these instances. The

intractability of QRP, is formulated in the euadratic Residuosity Assumprion (eRA), given below.

QRA [GaM]. Let pt be a fixed polynomial. For each integer t, let c be a cicuit with 2t-

bit inputs, and one Boolean output. Let c¿ be the mininum size ofcircuit c such that fo¡
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a fraction llp1(k) of h e H¡, C[n, a.l = eRn@), for all ø e Z* rç+l¡. Then for all
polynomials @, and for all luge k: C¡> e(k).

To certify the diffcurty of QRpn we may appeal to either the QRA or the problem of factoring.

one of the designer's problems is to convince himself that he can find a ha¡d instance of a
hard problem. Quadratic residuosity is blessed, in that the delineation between easily solved

instances, and those instances which are not known to be easily solved, is quite obvious. we
simply inspect the modulus. By Lemma r0.5, if ¿ is prime, eRpn canbe decided in polynomiar

time. on the other hand, if n is composite, in particular if r is the product of 2 large primes, eRp,
is assumed ha¡d. Arso, by corollary 10.2 and the properties of the Jacobi symbol, eRpn is solved

easily if the factorisation of n is known. Hence, we have a problem, a ha¡d instance of the problem

and a trapdoor - all the necessary toors for a cryptosystem. This system, devised by Gordwasser

and Micali [GaM], encrypts bit by bit, and the cipherspace is Z*r(+r). If the message bit is one,

then a quadratic residue will be sent, otherwise, a nonresidue that has a positive Jacobi symbol will
be sent.

How is the encryption realised? The pubric key consists of a composite z and some y e

QNR+I n. The importance of y will become apparent from the following lemma.
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Le¡wna I0'9. (i) the product of two quadratic residues is a quadratic residue; (ii) the product of a
non-residue with a residue is a non-residue; (iii) The product of two quadratic nonresidues is a
quadratic residue.

proof. Letyl,y2 epRr. Then using the notation from Lemma l0.4,yt=a2iûjmodnandy2=
s2k62m modn,where t<i,k<þ(p)/2, and t <7, m<Q@)lz.Theny1.y2=s2(i+k)62(j+n)
mod ¿. Arithmetic in the exponent of ø can be done modulo 0(p) as ¿ô@) = 1, and since Qþ) is

even' then 2(i+k) mod Qþ) is arso even. simirarly, 2Q+m) modQ(q) wiu be even, and hence

y7'y2 mod, n e QRn, as the indices of ¿ and å will be even. Ler y3 = a2i+t b2k+1 mod ¿ be a
non¡esidue mod n. Then y2.y j = a2(i+j)+I b2(i+n)+I mod ¿, which will be a nonresidue, as

reducing the indexes of¿ and å will reave odd numbers. part (iiÐ easily fo ows. o

To encrypt, the sender must be abre to generate random erements of eR, and eRN+t r.The square

of any a e Z*n is a quadratic residue, and by Lemma 10.6 y can be used to produce the non-
residues. For each bit m¡ of the message m, the sender ¡andomly generates an x and computes d =
x2 mod n.

Ifm¡=l,thensendc=¿;

else, send c =ya mod n .

The receive¡ who knows the factorisation of n can compure (c lp) a¡d (c | 4) to determi ne eRn(c).

Notice that each member of the plaintext alphabet can be encrypted into more than one

member ofthe cipherspace. That is, a 1 can be encrypted to any residue, and a 0 encrypted to any

element of QRlv+I n. As the encryption algorithm involves randomly selecting a member from the

particular subset of the cipherspace, encryption is said to be probabílístic. The technique of
mapping plaintext characters into disjoint subsets of the cipherspace is called hontophonic

substitution.

t1l IQRnl
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{o ) ------) IQRN+t nl

Those elements of the cipherspace for which the Jacobi symbol is negative are nor used.
Encryption is the mapping {0, r}--> 24 n(+r). There is a finer partition on z* n(+r) but onry the

designer can realise tlris partition in a feasible amount of time. Even though the system is secure, a

practical implementation is uneconomic. First, each bit requires a modurar squaring to be encrypted

which is costly as compared to conventional bit systems based on excrusive or-ing. secondly, to

enforce intractab ity, z musr be large, say 200 decimal digits, which means rhar each bit is

expanded into approximately 645 bits. Both encryption and decryption can be performed in o(i<
log3n) time whe¡e & is the number of bits in the message. Even though messages can be

manipulated in polynomial time, the size of the modulus makes communication unacceptably slow.
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SECTION 11 The Discrere Logarithm problem

In this section we will be considering the relation between two problems in a finite fìeld
GF(4):

y = gx (mod q),

and its inverse

¡ = loge ) over GF(4),

which a¡e known as the exponentiar and logarithmic functions to the base g (mod 4) respectively.
Letg be a primitive erement of the fierd. By Lemma 10.1 there exists an integer x, 0<x<q -2
such that for each y e GF(4), y = gx mod 4. We call.r the discrete logarithm of y to the base g,
denoted by -r = 1og, y (mod q).The discrete rogarithm problem (DLp) is srated as, given y e
GF(ø), y * 0, compute.r = logg y (mod q).

The fierd elements of GF(p¡¡) are interpreted as porynomiars of degree at n,,ost ,¡ - 1, with
coefficients over GF(p). Multiprication of porynomials in this field can be reduced moduro an

ir¡educible porynomial of degree n. Fierds of the fo¡m GF(pn) are of particular inreresr ro
cryptography' since a¡ithmetic can be preformed much mo¡e efficientry than in GF(q).

I LI Algorithms for the Discrete Logaritfun problem

We begin with the general remark that exponentiation can be performed easily while there is

at present no efficient solution to the DLP. For this reason exponentiarion is thought to be a one

way function. Using the power method of repeated squaringt, gr mod 4 can be computed in
2llog2 ql multiplcations using 3 words of memory, each of f log2 4l bits, where g and .r are log2

4 bits in length [PaH]. The remainder of this section will be concerned with general and special

purpose algorirhms for solving the DLp, and how these algorirhms are applied to cryptography.

lScc [KNU2].
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The polynomial ring GF(2n) is of particular interest as

r polynomials over GF(2) can be factored easily [BERK];
o addition and murtiplication only require addition of coefficients with no carries;

o inverses can be easily found;

The importance of factoring polynomials will unfold as we examine the generar algorithms, though

the time spent factoring will be subsumed in the other stages of the algorithms.

one of the ea¡liest published algorithms for the DLp was given by Bouniakowsky in 1g70.

This algorithm solved the congn¡ence gx = y mod p in o@) operations [BouN]. since then, the

complexity of computing the DLp has ¡oughly decreased to O@rn).In fact, the best algorithm for
solving the DLP is asymptoticalry equivarent to the best algorithm for factoring (cf. g6). In 1979

Leonard Adleman IADLII (and independently Merkle tMER3l) published a subexponential

algorithm for the DLP. Subsequently, this algorithm and its va¡iants have been ¡efened to as the

index calculus method [oDLy]. Adreman's algorithm was originally proposed for computing

logarithms in GF(q), but it has been adapted for fìelds of the form GF(2/¡) (this adaptation was firsr
proposed in [HELL3]). The success of Adleman's algorithm relies on the factoring heuristic

introduced by Morrison and Brillharr [MaB] (see g9.l), namely that a large portion of numbers nor

only have small prime factors but are entirely composed of small prime factors. The success of the

index calculus method depends on the probab ity that a random porynomiar over GF(q) can be

expressed as the product of small ineducible polynomials.

The algorithm is in two parts: frrst, a precomputation stage, followed by the extraction of
the actual logarithm. Let g(x) be a primitive element of GF(2r'). The first stage of the algorirhm

consists of determining the discrete logarithm for each menrber of a set s with respect to g(x). The

set.l will consist of all ineducible polynomials over GF(2) with degrees less than some integer ó

(the choice of which will be discussed later; but at present we note that it is not arbitrary). Table

1 1.1 shows the number of irreducible polynmials less than d,egree b, I(n, å), for some å.
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b I(n. bl

I

J

5

10

t2

15

18

20

2

2

6

99

33s

2182

14532

52377

Table 11.1#

The set,! w l be referred to as the factor base. The rogarithms of the erements of ,s, the set

of irreducible polynomials with degree less than å, are found by solving I s I lin"* equations in

ls I unkno*ns, whe¡e the unknowns are the logarithms (see Tabre r 1.l for the sizes or ls ll.
The methods of Adleman and Me¡kle diffe¡ in how these equations are formed and solved, and we

discus Adleman's method here. crearly, the number of unknown logarithms will depend upon å.

læt s be an integer such that | < s 32n-1. Form polynomials

h(x)* = (g(x) )s (mod f(x)), where degree h(x)* < n .

Next, check if the ir¡educible factors å(.r)* are all have degree less than å, ie. they all a¡e contained

in the factor base .Í. If so, then h(x)* can be expressed as

h(Ð* = lf b,{,Ðu' ;

r{x) e s

thus we obtain the congruence

# ¡oolv, pzes1,
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s = \ ø¡osrpiØ mod 2n-l
llx) e s

(11.0)

once we obtain a few more than I s I congn¡ences of the form in eq.(l r.0), it should be possibre

to determine the logarithms of the irreducibre polynomials p¡l.r). solving the system using
Gaussian elimination should take o( ls l3) rt.pr. cenerating the system of congruences thar when
solved will yield the logarithms of all the polynomials in .1 will rake about lS lpl¿, åll steps,

where p(n, å) is the probabiliry rhar a randomly chosen polynomial of degree ¿ will have all its
ineducible factors less than degree b. ff we bt N(n, å) be the number of polynomials of degree æ

with irreducible factors less then degree å, then

p6,Ð = 
N(n'b)

2n

In implementing Adleman's algorithm in GF(2r27¡, Brake ¿¡ a/. [BFMV] used ,,systematic

equations" to efficiently produce about half the necessary equations for the logarithms of the factor
base' This method takes advantage of the property that squaring is a linear operation in this fïeld.
Coppersmith [COP] extended this idea to obtain a richer set of equations that would produce all the

necessary equations for finding the logarithms in the precomputation stage. The systematic

equation technique can be used to rapidry generate the logarithm database for GF(2127) .

Now, suppose that we want to find the disc¡ete logarithm of h(x),ie.we wish to sorve

h(x) = (g(x))t (modf(x)) (11.1)

for t e z2â-1 wherc f(x) is an irreducible polynomiar. choose a random inreger s, where 0 < s s
2n-2, and compute

(11.2)h(x)* = h(xXs6))s (ntod (f(x))
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The polynomial å(.r.)+ is then factored into irreducible porynomials p;(r/, and if all of these factors
a¡e in .1, then we a¡e done. Since, if

h(x)- = h(x)(e(x)f =

where p1, p2,... p¿ e Sthen,

k

fl {n,{r))"
i=l

6odf(x))

2.00272E45

4.19769E42

4.24762841

7.83 160E-01

5.290918-17

2.58718F49

1.809028-04

1.10167F42

1.2s0838-s8

1.90979F43

3.988408-24

7.87668-15

1.477648-88

2.48750F-:t0

2.33703E41

7.51397E-26

(1 1.3)

(1 1.4)

1.s3052E-148

3.t66568-126

7.7951 8E-80

6.27 53tE-51

Section I1.1

k

logr6h(x) =}b,berr,p¡(x) - s
i=l

This can be evaluated by consulting the øble of logarithms computed in the first stage if each p¡(;r)

is in the factor base. The success of the algorithm, then, depends upon finding a polynomiar
whose factors a¡e all contained in the factor base s. we would expect on average thar p(n, b)-I
selecrions of s for eq.(11.2) would need to be made before the logarithm of h(x) can be

determined. Odlyzko [ODLZ] estimates that

ph, brl = (Ð" 
+o(tÐ(¿t)

(11.s)

which is the running time of the second stage of the algorithm. Table i 1.2 shows some of his

estimates for p(2, å¡1IODL)|J.

n, the degree of the polynomial
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2t

26

3t

36

L00000E+00

1.00000E+00

1.00000E+00

1.00000E+00

7.13458842

1.91288E-O1

3.4737684r

4.94689E41

3.17240E_10

1.37605847

6.44534846

8.76481E-O5

Table 11.2

5.170078-18

1.80862E-13

1.472878-10

1.46051E-O8

5.968438-36

3.644718-27

1.769038--21

1.53163E.-t7

When n is 10 and å à l0 then with probability I a polynomial of degree 10 will factor into the

factor base.s. Adleman [ADLI] anarysed the running time for his argorithm in GF(4) tobe exp(c

sqr(log q loglog q)) .The adpation by Hellman et al. IHELL3I yielded a running rime or exp(c
sqr(n log n)) for GF(2n)*

The second stage of index calculus method can be improved. Instead of factoring the
polynomial h(x)* of (I|.2),Blake et al. IBFMVI suggest finding two ploynomials p1@) and,p2ft)

such that

h6Í = 
eJ9), 

@odî(x)) (1 1.6)

where degree p¡(x) s nt2 for i = 1, 2. These polynomials can be found by applying the extended

Euclidean atgorithm tKNU2l ro rhe polynomials h*(x) and, f(x) of eq.(i1.2). This algorithm

produces two polynonrials p1þ) and p2@) such thatpT(x) h*(x) + p2(x)f(x) = l. The algorithm

achieves this iterarively and produces a sequence of triples of polynomials þ1,¡@), p2,¡g), k¡(x))

such that

pt,¡6)h+(x) + p2,¡Q)fft) = k¡(x) (1 1.7)

+Each 
of these esrimatcs is bascd on ccrtain assumptions about the randomncss and indcpcndcnce of polynomials. An

analysis ofprobabilisric algoririms will be given in g 13.
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where deg k1þ) > deg kz6) ..., and evenrually k¡(x) = 1.If we select rhat i such that klx) is
closest to nl2 then eq.(t 1.7) is satisfied most of the time with p2ft) = p r ,lx) and p1þ) = k¡(y¡.

The advantage of this method is that it is more probable that two polynomials of degree less than

n/2 will factor inro the rogarithm database than one polynomiar of degree r. The expected number

of polynomials h(x)* that need to be tested becomes

pht2J,u,-t = (h)" 
+o(t))(ntb)

(11.8)

which is an improvement of approximarely 2nrb f¡ç¡¡ (1 1.5). This is not an asymptotic gain since

nlb is o(1). The idea of representing a porynomial of degree n-l as the quotient of 2 polynomials

of degree n/2 can also be used to speed up the precomputation stage of the algorithm. coppersmith

was able to further improve the running time of the second part of the algorithm to

exp( cntt3 (log n¡2t31 .

The improvements of coppersmith only apply to fields of the form GF(2r). He advises, as does

Blake et al. IBFMV] thàt GF(212\ is unsuitable fo¡ use in algorithms that are described in gl l.3.
using the HEP computer tBFMVl, the logarithms of the factor base for GF(2r27) can be formed

in 7 hours and extracting a logarithm then takes about a second (using the method of eq.(r1.9)

IBFMVI). If we use n = 400, then calculating the logarithms of the factor base in a reasonable

amount of time becomes a task reserved for a supercomputer. However groups ofopponents could

collaborate and easily execute both stages of the index calculus algorithm. When n = 700 the first

stage becomes infeasible for even a supercomputer, but a general purpose device using 104 semi_

custom chips could still compute the fìrst stage. Odlyzko tODLZj recommends that z ) g00 for fast

users and n > 1800-2000 for special users.

Finally, we make a commenr on the bound å, which greatly affecrs the optinrality of
performance. A tradeoff exists for the programmer. There are approximate ly b-l2b+t ineducible

polynomials of degree 3 b, each requiring z bits of storage. If å is too small, then the probability
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that the random polynomial will factor into the factor base becomes negligible (finding the random
polynomial dominates computation). lf á is too large, then checking for snroothness dominates the

computation' As å increases the time spent in the precomputation stage increases proportionally,

but the chance offinding a polynomial that factors into the factor base also increases.

I L2 The Pohlig-Hellman Algorirhm

Pohlig and Hellman [pa*! have devised an argorithm for compuring rhe DLp in GF(q) that

runs in time oQtlt2) whete p is the largest prime factor of q-1. This algorithm is most efficient
when4isaFermatprime,ie.q=2n+l,andmostinefrrcientwhenqisaMersenneprime,ie.q=

2m - L. rn 1984 there were ress than 30 known Mersenne primes, which means that it w l be

difficult for a designer to select a field for which the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm performs at its
worst,

First, consider the case when q - 1 is a power of 2. we wish to determine;r such that y =
gx mod q, where g is a primtive root mod q. The pohlig-Helrman method determines the
logarithm one bit at a time, ie. if the logarithm.r = (bnl, bn_2, ... , bo)2, wherc bn_1is the most
significant bit, then å¿ is determined first, then å7 and so on. since q is prime, then g4-I = l mod q

and

gß_t)t2 = _L mod 4

The least significant bit ofx is determined by raising y to the power (q_ l)/Z = 2n-t,i".

yß-t)t2 =G)tq-tltz = @(c_r)t4x = (_t)r modq

and then observing that if y(ø-l )t2 mod q = 1 then å¿ = 0, otherwise å0 = l. Subsequent birs are

determined by

z = y.g-bo.g-2bo.guut.. g-2'br, = g,,
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where

+.1
x¡= /bpr .

j=i

. 
O welet m = (q-l)/2i+r, then raising z to the mrå power gives

z^ = g(,P = ,t(ø-|)rztx¡zi = GlÍ2' = (l)b¡ mod 4

Sozm= l mod 4 if and only if b¡=0, and zm =-l mod 4 if and only if b¡= 1.

Example I I.I. Determine.r = log, y mod 4 where g = l4,y = 5,q = tj =Za + \

bg: 50ÇD/2 = -1 mod 77, so b6=!;

b1 : $.14-1¡(r6-t)14 = 6.14-\4 = 1 mod 17, so å¡ = Q;

b2: (é'14-1'D2 = -1 mod 17, sob2= l;

, b3 : 6.14-r.I.144)l = -l mod 17, so å3 = t;

, therefo¡e the logarithm is ll0lz= 13. o

:

; Tnts technique can be generalised to arbirary primes q where

,*
q_r =ffpji

i=l

. 
Since each of thep¡ a¡e distinct we can use the Chinese Remainder Theorem to uniquely represent

I ¡ as a system of linear congnrences

x = [r¡modp"l ,12 modp],..., r¡ nndpf)

Each of the r¿ is calculated using the following argument. consider expanding-r as
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e¡- I

x mod pft = ,, = \t¿,
j=o

where 0 < b¡ < p¡ - 1. The least significant digit in base p¡ is determined by

,Q-t)tp, = ,Q-t)xtp, = È = q)bo modq,

whe¡e

Y = ,Q-t)tPt

is a primitivep¡å root of unity. The value of

(1 1.9)

,Q-I)tn¡

ill be a membe¡ of the sequence

n, = { n! = r, h! , n? , ... , tt,,},

ì where

': h, = g?-I)rni . (11.10)

.

, and by examining the sequence H¿ the value of å¿ will be found, ie.

n?'=r
:

, for some index in the sequence. Odlyzko suggests using Shanks' "baby steps, giant steps,'method

, ,o determine the index of the H sequence that conesponds to å¡. The value ofå7 is determined by
: fìrst forning z

z = y.g-bo = g't mod q ,
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ti- I

,, = \u¡oi ,

j=l

then raising z to the (q-1)lp¡2 power. This yields

,Q-Dtp2, = ,h-t),p?, = ^ffui = fr, mod,q

and searching through the sequence r17 reveals the value of å¡. The method is using the same

technique as in example 1 1. I except we are working in base p¡ instead of base 2. subsequent bits

of the logarithm (mod pÐ a¡e a¡e found are by forming z

z = yg-bo. ,-b4i. ,-b¡t2, . .... g-bpi, = ,r,

and

,Q-I)'4 
^odq

gives å; . After repeating this e¡ times we have the representation of ri, ie.

"i-l
,, =\d¿

i=0

This procedure is repeated È tinres, once for each r¿ .At this point, the logarithm ;r can be

determined.

example I L2. I-et g = 24, y = 29, q = J1, q-l = 2.3.5, where p 1 = 2, pz = 3, p S = 5.

(i) determine 17, ie. x mod 2; then

h, = gQ-l)tot = 241s = -1 mod31

and the fìrst two values of the ft,¡ are h¡0 = 7, fuI = _1(mod 3l). Then
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z = Zget-Dn = 2gt5 =_l mod3l =+ r¡ = l;

(ii) determine 12, ie, ¡ mod 3; then

h2 = 249t-t)ß = 24t0 = 25 mod31

and expanding h2 we find h20 = 1, ¡rt =25, hz2 = 5 (mod 3l). Then

z = 29er_t)ß = 2gr0 = lmod31 = r2=O;

(iii) determine 13, ie. ¡ mod 5; then

h = 243t-1)/s = 246 = 4 mod3l

and expanding å3 we have hjo = 1, ¡¡ = 4, hf = 16, b4 = 8 (mod 31). Then

z = 29Q1-1)S = 296 = 2 mod 31 :+ rJ = 3;

and lastly

x = [ 1mod2,0mod3,3mod5] = 3 mod 31 ¡

l1 .3 Cryptosystems based on the DLp

As we have no polynomial rime argorithm for solving the DLp, we see that from the

discussion above that exponentiation can be used as a one way function. Diffie and Hellman [DIF]
gave a key distribution scheme based on exponentiation in finite fields, which according to the

literature was the first public key system. A finite field GF(a) is selected and a primitive element g

e GF(q) is made public. Imagine that Alfred wishes to exchange a key with Barbara. They choose

random integers a and b,2 < a, b < q - 2 respectively. Alfred then transmits gra to Barbara, who

transmits gå to Alfied. Both parties can obtain the key gab by raising the received message to the

appropriate power. The exchanged key can be used as the private key for a conventional cipher
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such as DES. This schene has been implemented by the Mitre corporation [scHA] using
GF(2r2?), and Hewlett-packard have built a special purpose chip for rhe same field [yp], though,

as we have seen above, they offer rittle security. Mccurrey [Mcc] has recently devised the

composite Diffie and He[man (cDIr) exchange system where the modulus is composite. Further,

Mccurley shows that b¡eaking the cDH system is at reast as hard as factoring the modulus n, (this

result is discussed in 916.3).

The DLP can also be used to transmit information in a public environment. we wirt
conside¡ two schemes here, one based on an idea due to shamir [KoNj and the othe¡ due to
Elgamal IELGA]. Note that each of the systems presenred (including the key distribution scheme)

could be compromised efficiently if there was an efhcient algorirhm for the DLp. As with the Diffie
and Hellman scheme, shamir's scheme assumes that some fierd GF(q) has been chosen and made

public. Each message ræ is a nonzero element of the field. If Alfred wishes to communicate to

Ba¡ba¡a, then the following steps are taken

o Alfred selects a random integerx, where 1 Sx S 4 _ l, (x, q_I) = l;
o Alfred transmits ct = n{ mod q;

. Barbara selects a random integery, where 1<y < S _ l, O,S_1) = l;
o Ba¡ba¡a transmits c2 = c1y = mJx mod pi

o Alfred forms È = c2x' mod p where xr,= 1 mod q _ 1.

Since

k= cf'= mryx'= nù modq,

Barbara need only compute the y' where ¡y' = I mod 4 - I to recover} nt.

ZNotice thar this systcm differs slightly form the definrion given by Diffic and Hcllman [DIF] whcn rhcy devisedpublic key cryptography, essentially in the p¡otocol useð. Thc users mus! communicare scveral times, cachcommunicaLion callcd a pass. The Shamir is a É-pass system where * = 4. rne ergàmãiiyiìòmii a ile'pass puuric
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In the ElGamal system, a field GF(4) and a primitive root å a¡e selected. Each user has l¡a

as his public key' where the secret key is the integer a. Imagine that Barabara wishes to talk to
Alfred, who has å¿ in his public fÏe. If Ba¡bara wishes to send r¿ e cF(q), then she randomly

selects x, L < x < q - 2, and sends the pair (hx, 
^¡ax). 

Allireì. can compute hax an¿ ,r.ou.. ,n,
message by a division. The system has a data expansion of 2:1 as two Eansmissions of /og 4 bits

are sent for each log q-bit message. Both the ElGamal and the shamir systems encrypr
probabilistically, as the encryption argorithms involve the use of random numbers. Mccurley

[McC] has also generalised the ElGamal system to the case where ¿ is the product of two special

primes.

How do these systems

cha¡acteristic fo¡ the DLp or in

eithe¡ of these problems is

compare to RSA? Let k be the number of bits in either the field

the modulus n for the RSA system. The best algorithms for solving

exp (I + o(I)(k log þStrz¡ .

Thus, if the modulus and the field characteristic are about the same size, both systems afford the

same level of security asymptotically. The RSA will have shorter messages while the DLp systems

have smaller public files but also require a random number for each ransmission. The fact that the

running times are roughly equivalent comes from the fact that algorithms for both problenrs rely on

the Morrison and Brillha¡t [MaB] heuristic and smooth numbers. Consider the foltowing four

problems and thek best running times,

prqblem runnìnp t¡me

DLP in GF(q), p is prime

integer factoring

DLP in GF(ln)

exp O((k logÐUz)

exp O((k logk)tlz)

exp O&1t3log2t3k)

file. cryptosystcm, which a¡e the type of systems modeled in 04. See [MRS] fo¡ an explanation of mulriplc pâss
systems.
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factoring polynomials over GF(2) polynomial k

Table 11.3

where & is the problem dimension. This suggests that there may still be improvements to be made

in computing the DLP in GF(2), ie. possibly a polynomial time algorithm.
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Section 12 The Knapsack problem

12.l The Knapsack problem

For cryptographic purposes, the knapsack problem is defìned as follows: given a set of
weights B = (b1, b2,... , år], where each b¡ e Z+, and an inreger S, does

fa,'', = 5 u2.t\

have a solution for a binary vector X = xj, x2,... x, ? Equation (12.L) can also be written as,B.x

= s' This problem was shown to be Np-comprete by Karp in 1972 [KARp]. Eq.(r2.r) has 2n

possible solutions, and as ¿ approaches 100 the task of exhaustively enumerating all the possible

solutions becomes computationally infeasible. A solution to eq.(12.1) can be verified in linear

time, though. For an arbitrary serection of å¡, there is no known algorithm for solving the

knapsack problem short of examining the entire search space. The best algorithms for this problem

require O(2r¡l¿) time and space where & va¡ies betwee n 2 and 4. Since 2¡¡l¿ = (2\Itk,if we can

solve an instance of the knapsack problem involving n weights in time (Þ using exhaustive search,

then we can solve a knapsack problem in Ën weights using an o12zl,t¡ algorithm in time Õ. shamir

and Schroeppel [SCH] present an algorithm that requires O(2ll/2) time and @(2214) space. The t¡ick

is to split,B into two subsets 1= I,bt,bZ,...,b¡r¡21 and ll = {b[nn]+t, b[nt2]+2,... , ån] and to

work on each separately, then combine the results. This is the divide-and-ronquer philosophy.

We present an algorithm due to Horowitz and Sahni [HaS] that requires Oel nlzl¡ space and

çç2lnf21¡ time.

Given the set B and the target sum S, partition B into sets I and U as above. The results of

the conrputations on the sets I and U will be stored in the sers V and l4z respectively. The s¡ategy

is to form all possible subset sums of I and U and then to conrbine these sums to determine if .S is

a subset sum ofB =T v u. The set I/ will consist of ordered pairs (v7, v2) where v¡ is a sum
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formed by some subset of the members of r, and v2 is rhe set of weights used to form the sum y,|,

ie.

I

,1 = \x¡.u¡ then
j=t

v2={x¡ lt;= t,7= t.. rt. (r2.2)

For example, ifr = {1,5,7} andvl=1+7=g,thenv2=fi,7).similarly,theserwconsists

of ordered pairs (w,¡ 
' w). We define the "+" operator as follows: let A be a set of ordered pairs,

as defined above, (a¡, A¡), where i = I ..j, then A + (b, B) is the set of ordered pairs ((a¡ + b, A¡
u B) I ¡ = 1 ..i ). We define the ordered union operator,,v*,, as follows: let á = ((a¡, Aù | ¡ =
1..i ) and B = t@i, ¡Ð I ;= 1..& ) be rwo sets of ordered pairs; then C = Aw*.' is ser

formed by merging .4 and B and ordering the pairs by the first coordinate, ie.C = {(c¡ , C¡ ) | ¡ =
l.'j+k j where ci <c;1¡ for r <i <j+k- 1. The Ho¡owitz--sahni argorithm is given below.

1. v ? ((0,0)];

t to Lnt2J do

Y ¡¿* (V + (b¡, b¡) ) ;

4. w <- {(0,0)}; IC <- t;

5. for i <- Lnt2J+ 1 to ¿ do

6. W <-W u*(t7+(b¡,bù);

7. pick off pairs (v¡ v;) e V, (wp, w^) e W such that vi + Ìr¿ = S.

8. return (v¡, w^). o

Example 12.1 . LerB = {1,4,5,9, 11},S = 10, I= [1,4),U = {5,9, 11}. Then using the H_

S algorithm we obtain,

7 = ( (0,0), (1, {1}), (4, {2)), (5, (1, a) );

2. for i <-

3. v<-
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I7 = { (0,0), (s, {5}), (e, (e)), (tl, {11)), (14, f5, e]), (16, {s, t1)),
(20, (e, 1t)), (2s, (s,9, 11)) );

Picking off the pairs we see that l0= l +9 and the solution is (1, 0, 0, 1,0). o

The sets a¡e ordered so that step 7 of the algorithm can be computed in the most efficient fashion.
Let v = 1 (v¡ v¡), r < ; < l v l ), w = ( (w¡, w¡), r <j < l wl l where v¡ and, w¡are sets. The

following algorithm will derermine if S is a subser sum of B = T w LI;

1. i <-1; j *lwl;

2. rvhite (j <lyl andj> 1) do

3. if v¡ + w¡ < ,S then

i <- i + 1;

else

4. if v¡+ w¡> S then

j <- j-r;
5. else

return all combinations V¡, If¡ ;

i êi+l;

6. end_while. .

since lyl ,lwl <['n]then the running time of this algorithm, and the whole Horowitz-.Sahni

algorithm is Oç[nn1¡.

One might consider if a similar gain in efficiency can be achieved by splitting B into nrore

than two subsets. If B is partitioned into È subsets vl,vz, ..., v¿ then all the possible subset

sums of the v¡'s can be computed in time o(kznlk¡. However, there does not appe to be anyway 
l
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of combining the intermediate results in time less rhan o(znfz), so nothing is gained from using
mo¡e than two partitions of B.

Even though the general knapsack problem is ha¡d to solve, there a¡e some instances which
can be solved in polynomial time. A sequenc e B = {ù, bz, ... , bnl is said to be superincreasing if

j-l
b¡'Lø,

i=l
2< j <n (J2.3)

For example, B=(3, 10, 15, 38 ) and B = (20,2r,22,23,...,2n_1) ue both superincreasing

series' The associated knapsack problems defined by a superincreasing series are solved in linea¡

time by the S/NC algorithm;

algorithm SINC (8, S)

for i <-- ¿ downto 1do

if å¡ < ,S then

x¡ <- L;

.S <-^l-å¡;

else .x¡ +- 0

5. return X <- x1,x2,...,xni .

12.2 Cryptosystems based on the Knapsack problent.

one of rhe ea¡liest PKCs was proposed by Me¡kle and Hellman tMER2l (M-H). This was

the first use of the knapsack problem in cryptography. A set of weights B was chosen that satisfied

eq.(12.3), which was rhen fansformed to b" = b* j, br2,... , å*, by the rule

(12.4)
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where

n

u , \ø, 02.s)
i=l

and' gcd(w, ùf) = r. Afte¡ performing the modurar Eansformation of eq.(r2.4) the weights can be
permuted. The vector b* is the pubric key. An n-bit message is encrypted as .! = m.b*. To

decrypt the designer calculates

wls = \*¡'tiwl = 2*,.b¡ modM . (12.6)
i=l i= I

By eq.(12.5)

nn

2*,.u,=2u,.*
i=1 i=l

and the.trNC algorithm of gr2.r can be used ro recover the message. The message is uniquely
recovered since the mapping from.B.X -+ {0, xå¡) is one-ro--one l. The basic M_H system can

be iterated by repeatedly applying transformations as in eq.(12.4). A H-iterated knapsack is

formed as follows,

1. for i<-1to 11 do

2. select M¡ , EU¡t,i

3. select I7¡ such that (W¡, M¡) = t;

4. b¡,¡ <-W¡b¡-t,i mod Mj

5. end_do. o

lGenerally the problcm of detcrmining ifa knapsack system is one-to-ono ¡s Co-Np [SHA2].
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The designers of the system were so confident of its security that they offered a rewa¡d for its
cryptanalysis.

Consider the inverse funcrions of eq.(12.4),

W-Ib*i - k¡M = b¡ , (12.7)

for the integers t¡. Lemma r2.r was independently proven by Desmedt, vanderwalle, Govaerts

[DVG] and Eier, Lagger [EL],

Lemma 12.1. There exists an e> 0 such that if WM, is a ¡ational and, lVtU,_W_jlMl < e, tnen
the sequence b'=Vb*¡-k¡M' is superincreasing. r

Several cryptanalysts, including Shamir [SHA3], observed that if rhe &/s of eq.(12.7) could be

found, then a rational VIM'that satisfies Lemma 12.1 could be found also. If a pKC is construcred

using the parameters suggested by M-H tMER2l, then the /<¡,s satisfy

and shamir showed that using eq.(r2.8) when i = r,2, 3, 4, an integer programnring probrem

could be formulated thar would yield the varues of rhe È;'s. Dividing eq .(r2.7) by b¡*M gives

w-t ki bí

T-î=ñ

(12.8)

(12.9)

and each ky'b¡* is a good approxima tion to w-| tM, since the å¡ are superincreasing and å¡* = rq ¡
2u¡.øy using the integers obtained from shami¡'s integer progrannring probrenr, a sma[ a¡ea on

the unit interval can be sea¡ched which is expected to yield a -fltional VIM' that satisfies Lemma

72.1' and hence, can be used to decrypt ciphertexts of the form .l = ¡r¡.b*. v/e note thar the

general integer progranrming problem is Np-complete, but when the number of va¡iables is fixed

(n = 4 in shamir's case), the problem can be solved in polynomial tine [LEN2]. Table 12. 1 shows
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that the sequence b* = ( 9, 5, r0, 7 ) can be transformed into a superincreasing sequence by g

pairs ofrationals V and M, (there a¡e an infinite number ofsuch rationals).

permutation M' SI se¡ies

125

28

L3

125

56

i3

5t

L7

9, 5, 10,7

9, 5, 10,7

9, 5, 10,7

9,7 , 5, t0

9,7,5, 10

9,7,5,10

5, 10, 7,9

5, 10,7,9

558

t25

58

279

125

155

61

28

9, 67, 134,317

2, 15,30 71

1,7,t4,33

9,38, 67, 134

4, 17,30, 60

5, 10,38,71

2, 4, 15,28

1,2, 15,28

Table 12.1

shamir used linear inequalities to find the &¡'s of eq.(12.7), but simple diophantine approximation
(sDA) can also be used to find integers that satisfy eq.(12.g). we will be interested in
approximating the vector ofreal numbers s=(ba1rA,b*2rA,...,b*n/A)bythevectorof rationars

þ = (ptlp, pzlp, ,.. , pn/Ð. The quality of the approximation is given by

{{B o}} = , p,T" {lpøi - p¡l} . (12.10)

The sDA is said to be of ô-quality if { (0 sl} < A1-á. we see that finding a ö-quality sDA can

be formulated as an integer programming problem,

Ipb-¡-p¡Al <il-a (12.1 1)
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which is similar to eq.(12'8). Altematively, the problem of finding &quality SDAs is equivalent to

finding short vectors in a pa-rticular lattice. A latrice I is the set of points generated by the linear

combination of n independent vectors v1, v2, ... , vn, ie.

f"l
L = I v:v =>ziyi,where z¡e Z,l< ¡ <n Il =, ''-'-"1

and the vectors v r, v2, ..., vn are the basis fo¡ the lattice ^L. consider the lattice L generated by the

row vectors vj,v2,.,.,vn¡¡ in the matrix

-A 0 0
0 -A 0

Letve L, then

n+l

i=l

andif (h1lh¡a1,h2lhn¡1,...,hn|h¡¡)isaô-qualitySDAof (b"1/A,b*2/A,...,b+ilA)ande <

,4-ô then the length, defined by the Euclidean not , Iu| <¿/-4(¿+t), which is considered to be

a short vector in the lanice. Conversely if lv | <¿l-a¡¡rn (fulhna1, h2th¡¡¡1,... , ånlåna_¡) is a õ-

quality sDA. Thus by finding short vectors in a lattice we can find good SDA and approximate

solutions to eq.(12.9). Using the L3 basis ¡eduction algorithm [LLL] short vectors can be found

quickly, but they are not the shortest vectors in the lattice. The reader is refened to Brickell [BR2]

to see how basis reduction and short vectors can be used to break the iterated M-H knapsack.

A more general attack, that assumes nothing about the structure of the private weights, is

based on the density ofthe knapsack b* defined as,

.00

.00

0 0 0 -Á0
b; b; b; b; e
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den(b') =
Iog2max tø], Ër, ... , øil

satisfying

lu*¡pt - b*D¡l < b"tln (12.12)

and 0 < p7 < å*7. If den(b*) < (logz n)-l then rhere is expected to be many good SDAs ( p2lp¡,
p3lpi"" ,pn/p1)to (bt2/br1,b'3/b'1, ... ,b*n/b*¡. Both Brickeil [BRr] and Lagarias, odlyzko
[LaG] have devised attacks on low density knapsacks. Brickell's method will be sucessful if (n-1)
independent approximations to (r2,r2) can be found. The Lagarias-odryzko algorithm cons*ucts
a lattice from the rows of the following marix;

10
01

00
00

' o bt*

.0 b;

.0 b;

.0 s

lrs=àå¡ then x = (xl,xz,.,.,.rr) will beavecrorin the ratrice. SinceX is binary, ttren lxl
< {n, and the algorithm w l work ifX is found in the reduced basis. Lagarias and odryzko have

shown that this is the case for almost all knapsacks of density less than n-1.

12.3 The Chor-Rivest Knapsack

This system was designed by chor and Rivest [caR], and specificalry avoids a row density

attack by relying on modular murtiplication for security. At the moment, it is the only knapsack

system that has not been cryptanalysed. Decryption is based on the a rheorem due to Bose and

chowla fBacl, which states that a field can be constructed such that the subset sum of any two

subsets of /¿ elenrents from the field is distinct. First, the designer picks a field GF@r; where
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logarithms can be efficiently computed (such as GF(2tr) or a field that is well suited to the pohlig-
Hellman algorithm) and an ir¡educible potynomiar/(x) of degree ar most å - l over the field. Let
g(.r,) be a primitive polynomial of the field. pick an integer t randomry, and compute the logarithms

a¡ = logg¡¡¡(t + i) for i = 0, 1, ... , p-1. Permute the a¡'s, ie. defineå¡ = a4¡, for some permutation

n, and add some noise c, ie. define c¡ = b¡ + c. The public key is the vector C = (cl, cz, .,. , cp-t )
and å, and the private key is the parameters used to construct C.

To encrypt a message m, rhat has at most r¿ I's (ie. the Hamming weight cannot exceed å),
a user forms the subset sum ,! = ¡z'c. To decrypt, the designer computes s' = s - }d (mod pl' -
I), then p(x) = gß)S' modf(t). Compure d(t¡ = ¡n + pØ - r(r) , a polynomial of degree å, where

r(t) = th múÍ(t). The polynomial d(r,) factors into linear terms over GF(p) since

d(t) = (t + ifi(t + í)...(t + i¡)

and the ones of the message are simply the roots of d(t).Theinverse of the permutation is appried

and the correct message is recovered.
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Chapter 4The Theory and practice of Secure Systems

Section 13 Random Algorithms

l3.1 How accurate is Worst Case analysÌs ?

In $4 we discussed the worst case anarysis ofa problem and how this is determined. This
is a strict analysis which has merits and faults. The complexity of a problem is determined by the
\ryorst case running time of the best argorithm for the problem, The complexity measures the
necessary work to sorve the problem. Even though the algorithm may be deterministic and
sequential there a¡e certain conditional statements (such as a while loop) whose execution time will
depend upon the given problem instance being solved. Consider the problem of sorting n numbers,

At¡l' t = I .. n in non-decreasing order. An inversion is said to exist on the pair (A[r], A[s]) if
A[r] < A[s] and s > r. The list A[n] is sorted when all the inversions have been removed. The
bubblesort algorithm simply iterates until this condition is true, but what can be said about the
number of iterations necessary to remove a'inversions from a list? The rist [4, 2, g, 14] has one
inversion while [14, 4, 2, 8] has 4. clearly the number of iterations ro ¡emove all inversions will
depend upon the list with which we are presented, but can any statement be made about the
efficiency of a-n aìgorithm with respect to all inputs?

A wo¡st case anarysis yields an upper bound on the efficiency ofan algorithm by deriving
an expression for the running time based on the assumption that the algorithnr takes as long as

possible to execute. Let p be a probrem and Do its domain. Then for each instance /(p ) e Dp, ret
t(l(p)) be the actual running time of the insrance. The wo¡st case complexity is defined as

max t(t(p)) VI(p) e Do and size(t(p)) = a.

ln the sorting example, since there a¡e a maximum of n(n-l)/2 inversions on a list of n nunrbers,

the worsr case complexity for the bubble sort algorithm is o(r2). what can be deduced from a

worst case analysis of problem p is true for every problem instance ofp. probably the most
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pertinent aspect of worst case analysis to cryptography is that not alr instances of a ha¡d problem
are necessarily hard. There need only be a single hard instânce for a probrem to be considered
diffTcult, in a worst case analysis.

Exanple '13..t' Lempel tLEMpl presented a symmetric cryptosystem for which the GCpis known
to be NP-hard, but which can be broken most of the time. Let a message m, be encrypted in the
following way,

ct = mt@ kt.

The vector È¡ is the ourpur of the key function K¡ = F( X, Rt )where X is the secret key possessed
by both sender and ¡eceiver, and R¡ is a random vecto¡. Each hansmission consists of the pair (c¡,
R¡ ) and F must be a one way function if X is to ¡emain secret. No rapdoor is required. Lempel
considers a family of F functions based on the knapsack problem. Let A = (al, a2, ... , a) be a
vector of positive integers known to a , and let G( x, Rt) be a function whose image is a binary
n-vector. Then let

or equivalently,

F = A.G( X,&)

n

r =\o,.g,
i=l

(13.1)

where the bits g1, 92 ... t !¡1 arê the output of G . Assume that the function G is also pubric, and
funhe¡ that an opponent has access to some tripres of the form (m¡, c¡, R¡),which is equivalent to
knowing ( k¡, R¡ ) pairs. Define a history to be å pairs of key and random bit vectors ( kr , Rr ),
(kz' Rù, ... ( kn, Rn ) where I is a polynomial in m, the size of the weights of A (ie. nr = log (l
a¡ + 1), we consider a system to be broken if a key &+ can be found such that

k¡* = [A.G(X,Ri) ] i =1,...,h,
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k* = [A.G(x,Rl].

Finding such a,t* will be called the cracking probrem , andis specified by the (å+3)-tuple (.A, R¡,
h, G(X, Rt), G(X, R), ... , G(X, R¡,)). Lempel defined the function G to be G = X @ Rt. The
following lemma shows that the cracking problem is Np-ha¡d for the case where å = l.

Lemmø 13.1. When G =X @Rt and l¡ = l, the cracking probtem is Np_hard.

proof Assume that algorithm AZ solves the cracking probrem when å = r, ie. it finds a consistent
Ë*' vy'e show how to use áL to solve any instance of the knapsack problem. Let (Ä, å) be an
instance of the knapsack probrem. Define an instance of the cracking problem to be A, R = (r, 0,
0' "' ' 0) , and a history of one pair (8, (0, 0, ..., 0)) , where I is the rn-bit represenrarion of å.
Then use AL to solve tl¡e c¡acking problem,

B = A(x@(0,0,...,0)),

k*t = A(X@U,0,0,...,0) ).

Now if a-¡ is included in the solution of 2a¡ x¡ = B, then xt = I and ¿1 is not included in the
solution of >,aix¡ = ,t*1, and vice versa. Then x¡ = 0 if and only if &*7 > å. The algorithm.4L
returns the value of **,¡. Now let A1 = @2, a3, ..., aò and b1 = b _ xlal and repeat the above
procedure (using A1 and å7 and solve for x2 and so on) n - I times, until the entire X vector is
¡ecovered. o

Despite this result' in most câses the system is easily broken when å = ¿. Given that ¿, = A . (
X@ Rt) can be written as

'(x¡@r,¡) (I3.2)

n

K,=zo,
i=l

and since u@v = u+v-2uvforu, ue {0, l) then (13.2) becomes
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K, = I (t¡.(xi+rri-2x¡r,ì)
i=l
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(13.3)

K,-
n

2 o,'',,
i=l

= Ir, ' ( a¡-2a¡r,¡) .

i=l
(13.4)

Equation (13.4) is rinea¡ in the secret key X, and if the R¡ are randomly generated then the
probability that rhe system is linearly independent is at least 1/3, when N is the number of
equations in the system andN= n. rfN =n + I then the probability of solving the sysrem doubres,
and as N- z increases, this probability approaches unity. r

In deciding the difficulty of a problem, complexity theory assumes that the person
attempting to solve the problem has very little information, beyond the problem description, at their
disposal' It is very difficult for the system designer to limit the information the cryptanalyst.
possesses or can deduce. The use of reductions seems a natural recourse for the designer. If a
system's security can be shown to be equivalent to problemp, then no matter what information the
cryptanalyst possesses o¡ can deduces, problem p must be sorved in order to break the system.

The worst case analysis is theoretical, easily calculated for deterministic algorithms and
pessimistic. In 1947 George Dantzig [HaL] devised the simprex algorithm for linear programming

problems' The simprex algorithm has an empiricar complexity of o(ntn3)+ but in 1972 cree et ar.

[GlaM] proved that the algorithm had an exponentiar worsr case comprexity and hence is an

ineffïcient algorithm. A worst case analysis binds the Np-comprete problems together (eg. if there

was an algorithm .42 that courd solve every instânce of the Hamiltonian circuit probrem, then áL
could be used to solve every instance ofthe Travelling salesman problem). A strict interpretation

of the result that a problem is Np-complete is to abandon any hope of an efficient solution, since

the problem is more than tikely intractable. But can a solution be found some or perhaps most of

* 
Here m is the numbe¡ of consûaints and n is the number of variables,
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the time? Another approach would be that, even though an optimal solution to probrem p may be

difficult to find, it may be possible to find a partial or approximate solution in a reasonable amount

of time' An optimisation problem is one where each feasible or candidate solution has a positive

rational number associated with it. An approximation algorithm quickly finds a feasible sub_
optimal solution to an optimisation probrem. rât ALbe an approximation algorithm to ll € Np_
complete. Let AL( D) denote the value of the approximate solurion determined by AL and opr(lI)
the optimal solution to fJ. l'et Rs¡¡7¡ be defined as

AL(n ( onn)\onñ lw)
for a minimisation (maximisation) problem. sahni I sAHN] has shown that for any k > 1, there is

a polynomial time algorithm,4I(k, knap) for the knapsack optimisation pro blemt and R¿¡¡¡¿, ¿*p¡
< | + k-| . There are polynomial approximation a-lgorithms to the "bin packing,, problem that will
always find a feasible solution that is no more than 227o worse than the optimal solution tJOHl.q.
Even though the MAXIMUM INDE?ENDENZ sE? problem is Np-+omplete [GaJ], there is an

algorittrm for this problem that solves most insta¡rces in üme o(ntoe n ) MLFI. on the other hand,

the Travelling Saleman problem cannot be solved by a polynomial approximation algorithm unless

P = NP [GaIl.

lThis problem is defined as follows: given an integer vector I = (bl, bz, -., å¿) and an inregcr ,s, fìnd a binary
vector X that maximises XB such I¡at XB < S.
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I3 2 Average Case analysis and probab¡!¡tic computations

A probabilistic or average case anaJysis begins by assuming that the instances for a probrem
are d¡awn according to some probability distribution. The average case complexity of an algorithm
is defi¡ed æ

2 e4r¡p¡¡.t¡p¡

whete Pr(I(p)) is the probability that instance (p,) occurs. This approach has been successful for
yielding close to optimal solutions for several combinatorial optimisation problems [KATA]. The
validity ofan average case analysis is contingent on the accuracy of the probability distribution on
the instance domain, which is beyond the control of the programmer. In the extreme case, the
instances for which the argorithm performs most poorry w l occur most frequently, and the
analysis will degenerate to a worst case scena¡io anyway .

Keep in mind that we a¡e searching for efficient algorithms. on the one hand, argorithms
can be designed to take advantage of an expected set of inputs, wh e on the other hand, we can
employ probabilistic arguments ín the actuar computation rather than on the input to the
computation' Techniques that call upon upon random experiments to obtain qualitative information
about a large systems (eg. such as the expected number of disk requests in a distributed
environment) or to estimate complex quantities (eg. the area under a curve) a¡e called Monte ca¡lo
methods. This technique is quite old, but it did not gain acceptance as an established computing
practice till the late 60's, and later still as a useful method of solving deterministic combinatorial
problems. Rabin [RATM] argues that the Monte carro principle and injecting randomness inro
algorithms are distinct methods, used for different purposes to produce different ¡esults. After
presenting a more precise delinition of a probabilistic computation we a¡gue that this distinction is

not so clean, but there are complexity classes that capture the distinction tersely.
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A probab'istic argorithm is computed by a probabiristic Turing machine (prM) rhat bears
all the t¡aits of a determinisdc TM (DTM) with the additional feature of having access ro a random
number generator. At points during the exexcution, the generator is consulted to determine which
computational path will be selected next, ie. the next state is randomly selected. contrast this with
deterministic computation whe¡e the next state of the computation is uniquely determined from the
current configuration, and nonleterminism, where alr of the successor states are computed
simultaneously2' P¡obabilistic algorithms identify themselves by having at least one intruction that
requires the selection of a random number. For exampre, Adleman,s algorithm for the DLp uses
random field elements to try and find a smooth number. A polynomiar prM is used to compute the
index calculus argorithm, to construct the RSA system, and perform the encryption in the
Golwasser-Micali quadratic residue system.

Let AL be a probabilistic algorithm for probrem p. Let I(p) be an instance of p and
size(l(p)) = n. At certain points during the execution oflZ a random number r is required, where 1

<r<n.Letr¡betheirårandomnumberchosenandletR=(r1,r2,...,rr)denotethesequenceof

random numbers used in rhe execution of ,AL. Assume that all R sequences are equalry likely.
Algorithm .4L is said ro run in expecred time f(n) if for every insrance I(p), size(I(p)) = n,67
solves (p) in expected time less </(n). Expected time is defined as the average running time of ,42

on (p,) for all possible choices ofR.

An intriguing issue is whether probabilistic algorithms are more powerful than deterministic

ones' can anything be gained from "a throw of a dice"? urtimately, the computing power of a

PTM and DTM are equivarent [sANT], but by the same token, DTMs are equa y as powerful as

NDTMs as well. The rear issue is what cân be computed in polynomiar time, and with this
restriction, the NDTM is seemingry the most powerful machine. Are there problems that can be

],15i9,1r ¡l.utine lhcre is-only dere¡minisdc and non-dercrminisric (ND) compunrion, and a prM is a rype ofNDTM, though üe typc of NDTM that is used [o charâcrerise rr'e ÑÈ cúss ir i."r. pãl.irriirrun ã Ërrul *u¡"n
I9:Tigfd to polynomial.running rime. For convenience, tue .\uiti1ãnsioc, rhc DTM, prM and NDTM as rhreoscparate compuling models.
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solved in polynomial expected time but not in polynomial deterministic time ? It would appea¡ thar
when ¡esticted to a polynomial running time, a pTM is more powerful than a DTM.

Example 13.2. The quadratic residue system of Goldwasser-Micali (see g10.2) cannot be
constructed by a polynomial time DTM, but can be cons'ucted by a prM in porynomiar expected
time' There is no known polynomial time deterministic algorithm for finding an integer d such that
@lò = t and ¿ is a non¡esidue mod ¿. The following probabitistic algorithm is used ro generate an
instance of the Goldwasser-Micari system where z is the product of two &-bit primes and y is a
2,t-bit nonresidue mod n,

step I. fTip 4k fair coins ;

step 2. (i) check whether the f'st 2& outcomes consritute two *-bit primes p and q. If so ret

¿ =p4; otherwise, go to step 1; (ii) check whether the last 2/c outcomes consritute
a nonresidue y mod z and @l ù = t.If so, the public key is (2, y) otherwise, goto 1.

step 2 is the ve¡ification stage and its success depends upon the likelihood of randomly selecting
primes and non¡esidues mod z. In $10 we saw that 1/4 of the elements of z*n wirbe suitabre
nonresidues (Lemma 10.8). A candidate nonresidue can arso be verified quickly (Lemma r0.5).
The Prime Number Theo¡em indicates the density of primes in a given range [0 .. _r]. This theorem
states that if r(.r) is the number of primes less than .r, then

n(Ð ln x

-_ 

I
t

The Prime Number Theo¡em implies that if a is chosen randoml y from Znthen the probability that
a is prime is

lim

1

7ä
+ or-.Ll\tnn)
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verifying primality can be done in subexponential time, namely o(log nc rogrogrog n¡ for some

positive constant c [Dx]. The [ænsra{ohen implemantation [cal-] of the Adleman-pomerance_

Rumely algorithm [APR] routinely provides proofs of primaliry for 200 digits in l0 minutes. o

Recall the game used to explain how the wo¡st case of an algorithm is defined. It is much

more difficult for an opponent to make a probabilitic algorithm run inefficiently, as the opponenr

cannot predict the behaviour ofan algorithm which executes randomly. Selecting an instance ofthe
problem that will trouble the algorithm is more diff¡cult than for the determinisric case.

P¡obabilitic algorithms may provide one of three answers to a problem - the correcr one, a

wrong one and no answer at all. A probabilistic algorithm is said to lie if the conclusions of the

computation are false. There are two types ofprobabilitsic algorithms,

' thoso that never lie but may fail to produce a meaningful output: pr(no answer) < e,

. those that always answer but may lie: pr(false conclruion) < e,

where e < 1. The fint type of algorithms are known as Las vegas algorithms, and the second type

as Monte Carlo algorithms. The index calculus algorithm is of the Las Vegas variety, as it provides

an answe¡ if a field element can be factored into irreducible polynomials, but no answer is given if
this factorisation is not found. One of the first probabilistic algorithms, due to Berlekamp tBERLl,

was for factoring polynomials in finite fields, and ¡an with a probability of < l/2 of not finding a

factorisation. This algorithm runs in (expected) time that is a function of the degree of the

polynomial and the loga¡ithm of the flreld characteristic3, and (when it finds a factorisation) is faster

than any known deterministic algorithm fo¡ the same problem. As an example of a Monte carlo

algorithm, consider the problem of prime recognition. solovay and Strassen [Sas] and Rabin

[RAPT] have both devised probabilistic algorithms for this problem, rhat run in polynomial

expected time, which indicate that a number is composite with 1007o certainty (ie. the algorithnr

3læt 4 be the licld charâctcristic. Let r be the numbcr of factors in the /¡rl¡ degrec polynomial p(.r) ro be factored. Thc
Berlckamp algorirhm runs in rime O(22 (tog qf log r) IKNU2, p4291.
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yields a proof) and assert that a number is prime with a probability of enor at most €. For rhe
solovay-strassen algorithm e= u2, and e = r/4 for Rabin,s argorithm. These algorithms may be
iterated to obtain a chance of enor that is less likely that the probability of a hardwa¡e fault. Rabin
quickly identifïed 24æ-593 as a (probabre) prime using an e,,or of 2-60. This number is only a
probable prime as the probabilistic algorithm yields proofs ofcompositeness but only assenions of
primality' These algorithms do not produce evidence of primality but conclude this state based on
the lack of evidence found for compositeness. Rivest et ø/. [RSA] advised to use a probab istic
algorithm to select the prime factors of the modulus for the RSA cryptosystem. subsequently
Cohen and lænstra [CaL] have devised a powerful deterministic tester thât furnishes a proof of
primality' we can classify these ideas using formal languages for decision probrems.

The class Zpp is the crass oflanguages accepted by a porynomiar time prM that never ries.
If Le ZPP rhen there is aNDTMMsuch thatfee (0, 1), and Vx

x e L + no path of M rejects x,

x e L + no path accepts x, and

pr( M(x) = ?) < e,

whe¡e "?" is the no answer state' The last condition indicates that there is a fraction of
computations that wilr not be computed in a polynomiar number of steps in the average case. The
class ZPP is said to operate with zero enor probability since a false computation is never reached.
since every DTM computes with zero error probability then p ç Zpp. Let the Â crass be defined
by altering the qualification of Zpp to ''V¡ f e". Then

Lemma 13.1. PEZppcÁ.

proof. YeVx =r 3eV¡ + Vxje o

Next we define the class Bpp (bounded probabilistic enor), which is the class of languages for
which there is a polynomial time NDTM M, such that !e > 0, V¿
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xe L+ pr(M(x)=yes)à ll2 + e,

x ê L + p4M(x) =yes) > I/2 + e,

and 0 < ¿ < 12' Finally we deflne the class RP which is the class of languages for which rhere is
a polynomial time PTM M such rhat fe,V_r

xe L+ p4M(x)=yes)àe,

xe L+ no path of M accepts x.

If we replace "lev.r" by "v¡ f e" then we have a characterisation of the crass Np. The

qualification indicates that for each instance of a language some path of the compuration will accept

the instance. The set

COM7)SITES = { p I p ìs not a prime J

is a member of RP, and is recognised by the primality argorithms mentioned before. The class pp

consists of those argorithms computed by prM in porynomiar expected time. Diagram 13. r shows

the ¡elations between the crasses int¡oduced in this section. An arrow from class Á to crass.B
indicates that Á c.B.

:"-\--l? BPP\

/\
P -----> ZPP -----> RP--------ù Co-Np -----> pp

\-X
Á 

--_________> 
NP

Diagram 13.1
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we nore that zpp = Rp n co-Rp and Á = co-Np n Np. The coMposrr*sproblem is not
known to rie in p, and aìong with the probrem ofrecognising non-singular maFices whose entries
are polynomial in many variables tscrrwl, these algorithms a¡e witnesses that probabilistic
computation is more powerful than deterministic computation when restricted to porynomial
running times. we have evidence for suspecting that the inclusion of p in Rp is proper. Note that
all of the probabilistic algorithms are using psuedorandom generators and hence the computation is
not truly random. How pseudorandomness alters the behaviour of a porynomiar time prM is not
precisely known, but the empirical achievemenrs indicate that the algorithms adapt we¡ to the
pseudorandom decisions. cook observes that ifprobab istic algorithms always perform well using
pseudorandom numbers then nothing is gained from true ¡andomness and Rp = p. It has also
been suggested that problems which can be solved by a polynomiar time prM conform ro our
notion of ractable problems, as p has done, if we accept a sma¡ error. The Â class is enorress but
on occasion may return no ans\ryer. Adreman and Manders [AaM] explore the possibitty that this
class conforms to tl¡e notion of an easily computed task.

13.3 Random Reductions

A cryptosystem that can be b¡oken most of the time or even for a fraction of the time is
conside¡ed an inadequate means of providing security. such systems may be deemed intractable to
compromise in the wo¡st case, but weak in the average case. The reductions that have been
presented thus fa¡ have been based on the worst case analysis, ie. the ¡eduction A ..tB indicates
that any algorithm.AL that solves probrem B will arso sorve artinstances of problem.4. such a
reduction is dete¡ministic a¡d errorless. The designer will also be interested to know if algorithm
BL that solves problem c may be used to decipher (say) half of his ciphertexts. we say that
problem ,4 probabilisticalry reduces to problem B, denoted A *r.B,if given a polynomial time
algorithm BL for B then l/e of the problem instances of .4 will be solvable in polynomial time.
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Two problems,4 and ^B are randomly equivalent, denoted A =r B, if ,4 *¡ B and B ".¡A. Most of
the interesting p¡obab istic ¡eductions for cryptography a¡e between number theoretic problems.
The success of these reductions reries on severar facts from number theory, such as the prime
Number Theorem, Q(n) Þ nrnln z [Haw, Theorem 32g] and that ¡he number of primirive erements
in aZtris g(Qþ)) for a prime p [LIPS].

Example 13.3. we will show rhat FAcn and KEy¿ (defined in g9) are randomly equivalent in rhe
RSA common modulus protocor (cMp). Reca that in the cMp there is one modulus ¿ and each
use¡ is issued with a pair e¡ and d¡ such that e¡d¡= | ¡ns¿n. Since KEy¿ Sp FAC¡ by the
construction of the RSA system, we need onry show the reduction from factoring to determining
the secret key d¡.Let nbe an RSA modurus. If we can find a integer c such that

& =l modz

and c is nontrivial, then ¿ can be factored. By Fermat,s theorem, if (a, z) = t ¡þs¡

aþ0) = I modn.

Since we know ¿; and d;, then (e¡d¿_ l)is a multiple of Q(n) and

o"!.1 = I modn

let (e¡d¡ - 1) = 2kp.I1

o2'' c ¡ _l mod n

then

c=a" P

(13.s)

(13.6)

(13.7)

(13.8)
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is a non-trivial square root of 1. Delaurentis [DeL] shows that this procedure succeeds with a
probability of 1/2 îor a randomry chosen integer a. Hence, two serections are expected before a
non-trivial square root is found. Thus KEy¿ =¡ FAC¡ (CMp). .

one way to show that a cryptanalysis of the RSA system is equivalent to factoring wourd be to
give a reduction to RSA-' to one of the problems in Lemma g.4. At present, such a reduction has
neithe¡ been given nor denied to exist, and exactly how difficult RSA-I is to compute remains an
open question, ie. it is not known whether an efficient method for computing etå roots reads to an
efficient method for factoring. clearly none ofthe obvious (known) ways to solve RSA-I ¡esurt in
a problem that is easier to solve than factoring the modulus. some other random ¡eductions are
discussed in g 16.
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SECION 14 Decision problems and Reducrions

l4.l NP-Complete Systems

In g4 the difflrculty of the GCp was shown ro be Np. If the GCp wereas hard as possibre

to solve, then it wouid be equivalent in diff,rculty to the hardest problems in Np. We have already

indicated that the NP--comprete problems are the hardest decision probrems in Np l. can
cryptography gain anything from the theory of M--completeness ? can cryptosystems be based

on NP-complete problems? Can the GCp be Np-complete?

Each NP-+omplete problem is a decision problem, dealing with the existence of some

property (such as a Hamiltonian circuit). Hence each NP-complete problem carries with it one bit
of information that is infeasible to compute, namely the question ,'does instance (p) of problem p,
have property X ?" An encryption function based on a diffïcult decision problem can only ensure

that one bit of information is secure per transmission, and a bit-by-bit encryption scheme is not

expected to be very efficient. conside¡ the Goldwasser-Micali (see g10) system based on the

difficulty of determining quadratic residuosity. Each non-zero elemenr of zn wilreither be a
quadratic residue or a quadratic non¡esidue. only one bit is encrypted with each random selection ¡
e Zn.In order that the modulus is large enough so that facto¡ing it is infeasible, ¿ will need to be

approximately 650 bits. That is, each message bit is expanded to over 600 ciphertext bits through

modular exponentiation. So the system is of little practical value (it is slower than the RSA

system). There is no theoretical consolation either, as the quadratic residuosity problem is not

known to be NP-complete. cenainly its difficulty cannot exceed that offactoring.

The NP-+omplete problems are related via polynomial transformations. If solving the GCp

of a cryptosystem is to be equivalent to solving an Np-<omplete problem then the¡e must be a

lThcrc are problcms not known to be solvable by a NDTM in polynomial time, and hcncc can be considercd hardcr
lhan any problcm in NP. Harmanis IHART, pl2-13] gives some cxamples. Wc may.onsio"r r¡cìàìãiilon rtar u
problem be NP-+omplet€ as â minimum requirement foi a problem to bc intractablc. 

-
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porynomial transformation from a known Np-+omprete problem fo the GCp of a cryptosystem.
However, the GCP is not usually a decision problem. one decision fo¡m of the GCp would be
given E¡¿ and c, does there exist a message m such that c = E¡1(m) ? Trivially, such an r¡¡ must
exist if the ciphenext is a valid encryption. This is nowhere mo¡e evident than in the Merkle_
Hellman knapsack system, ì.vhich many people thought had the best chance of being proven
inrractable, since the generar knapsack probrem is Np-+omprete. The cryptanalytic probrem cannot
be equivalent to the knapsack decision problem since the encryption algorithm ensures that this
problem is always answered yes. As funher evidence of the difficulty of applying of decision
problems to cryptography, consider the systems based on the DLp (see g I 1). By definition every
element of a fierd wilr have a discrete logarithm to the base g if g is a primitive root of the field.
There is no doubt that the logarithm of transmissions in the ElGamal system will exist. Further it is
known that the moduli ofthe RSA and quadratic residue systems are composite and have two rarge
prime factors.

The onry information that separates the opponent from the designer of a pKC is the
knowledge of the trapdoor used to construct the system. Then, the onry meaningful hard problem
in such a cryptosystem is to recover a plaintext message from its conesponding ciphertext without
the trapdoor information. If the message space is restricted to {0, r ) then the GCp becomes a
decision problem, namery "does rn = r?". But once again we are dealing with inefficient bit-by_bit
systems.

14.2 Partial Solutions To The GCp

once a problem has been classified in a complexity class, by making assumptions about
the relations amongst the comprexity crasses (such as p * Np) something can be said about the
difficulty of problems (eg. under the assumption p É Np, the Np-complete problems are
intractable). For mosr cryptosystems, the comprexity of their respective GCps is not known, ie. it
is not known what complexity crass they belong to. For example, it is not known if breaking the
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RSA system is as ha¡d as factoring a number which is the product of two primes. Moreover, the

complexity of the general factoring problem is itself is unknown. Similar comments apply to the

DLP' with respecr to the Diffie and Hellman key exchange and ElGamal systems.

If anything is to be gained from the theory of Np-+ompreteness, then there must be some

interpretation of the GCp as a decision problem. Given a decision problem, it is usualy a

straightforward matter to convert the problem to a related search problem. The sea¡ch form is at

least as hard as the decision form. Most encryption functions act on ¿-bit messages, and the

corresponding GCPs are search problems (ie. given c and Eg, find the message m such that

Eg(m) = C). As has been argued, decision problems are not particularly useful in the design of

cryptosystems' nor do they adequately model the difficulty of determining the trapdoor information

of a system.

The GCP is a formulation of the problem of recovering the corresponding plaintext

message, in its entirety, f¡om an intercepted ciphertext message. since the message is to be

recovered entirely, rhe message space must be (0, l ) if the GCp is to be a decision problem.

Alternatively, can we gain anything from determining one bit of info¡mation about the message ?

For example, we might ask if the parity of the message is even, or if the message m _<& for some

positive integer /r. Both of these problems are decision problems. The first question concerning

the parity of the message will be discussed in the 914.4. The second question, ,, 
rs m _<,t ? ,,, is an

example of Miller's projection technique, which has been used to prove some results about GCps

and one way functions (see 916).

Inspired by the work of Brassa¡d er a/. fBRNpl, Even and yacobi [Eay] showed that the

GCP is not expected to be NP-ha¡d. f-e,t the GCp be def¡ned as in gl, and ask the question

QUESTION: is the message rn > r ?
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for a given value t, which is pan of the problem instance. Let this decision problem be caled
P6¿p, the projection of the GCp. A NDTM, when given r as input, can guess the message o, and
easily decide P66'¡. similarry, the complemen t of the p6çp(ie. is rz s, ?) can be decided by a
NDTM in polynomial rime. Hence pccp e Np n Co_Np. Furthe¡, GCp *r pccp, by the
following binary search algorithm

high <- 2lMl

low <- 0

3. white low < high d,o

4. mid <_ l(htgh+to4t2J

5. in <E(m), t> e p6¿p then low <_ mtd + I
else high <_ mid

6. end_do

7. return low

wnere lUl isthesizeof the message space. Clearly, p 6gp n7 GCpand hence p5r6¡ 4GCp.If
the GCP were Np-ha¡d, then A *.r GCp for some Np_+omplete problem A. Then, p66p would
also be NP-hard, and hence Np-+omprete. However, since p66p e Np n co-Np then from
$4, this would imply Np = co-Np, which most researchers feel is very unrikely. Hence it is
concluded that the GCp is not expected to be Np-ha¡d. In g 16 we wilr see that a simila¡ technique
can be used to demonstrate that certain one way functions are not expected to be Np-hard.

l4.3 Bit Security

Let us assume fo¡ the moment that the GCp of sonle n-bit block encryption system is Np-
ha¡d to solve. Thus, given a ciphertext c = EÁm), the problem of determining rn is difficult. This
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statement is not conrradicted if every 5th bit of ,,, ie. m5, m16, m15 ..., iseasily determined. The
GCP asks how ha¡d it is to recove¡ the z-bit message entirely, and this problem w l be ha¡d if at
least one bit of the message is ha¡d to recover. A worst case analysis would support this claim. The
¡eal issue is how much i¡fo¡mation can be gained from expending a given amount of compuhtionar
resources.

I-et E be a per¡nutation from a 100-bit message space to a 100-bit cipherspace. Suppose
that 75 bits of the message can be computed in porynomial time from the ciphenext. If the
messages a¡e words from a natural language, then the redundancy of the ranguage could probably
be used to infer the remaining 25 bits of the message, even though these bits cannot be computed
in polynomiar time. The side information has a owed the cryptanalyst to obtain the message
without solving any hard problem(s) at all. If the message was numerical, say a pIN of a bank
account, then the opponent will still gain information, namely a few digits of the pIN nümber. It
may be that valuable information can be gained if even harf or a quarter of the message bits are
easily computed from a ciphertext. In some cases, as we shall see, the ability to recover one bit is
enough to recover the whole message.

The bit security of a system is concemed with what partial information about the messages
can be computed from the ciphertexts. rnruitively, we would expect that the probrem of recovering
all the bits of a message is about as hard as the joint problems of recovering each bit individually.
contrary to popular sayings though, a worst case analysis maintains that a chain is as strong as its
strongest link, and if one bit of the message is difficult to recover, then the whore message is
considered difficurt to recover' one way, and possibry the only way, to avoid the exraction of
partial information is to resort to a bit-by-bit encryption scheme. with this message space, no
partial information can be computed without necessa¡ily computing the bit that was sent as we .

Later in the section we will show that there are certain bits in the RSA system, for example the
parity bit of the message, such that, if these bits could be efficiently conrputed, then the entire
message could be recove¡ed in polynomial time.
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An analysis of hard bits produced by an encryption function has apprications to
psuedorandom number generators (pNG). There are various argorithms for generating
psuedorandom sequences of numbers that pass a set of statistical tests [yAo] which anest to their
¡andomness' But to be useful to cryptography such sequences must be secure as well, By secure,
we mean that given a sequence x = xI, xZ, x3, ... , x¡r, it is computationally infeasible to predict
x2¡1 (or any terms beyond x¿ ). A subsequence is unpredictable if ir cannot be infened to the left
or right in polynomial time, ie, an observer can do no better in polynomial time than guess the
terms of the sequence. A cryptographicalry secure pseudorandom bit gene¡ator (cspBG) produces

unpredictable pseudorandom bits b1, b2,å3, ... from seeds s¡, ,r2, .rj, ... ; the seeds shourd be
hard to ¡ecover from the output of the generator. Most cSpBGs a¡e based on some difficult
encryption transformation, since a one way function is needed to hide the seeds. shamir [sHA]
has used the RSA encryption function (modular exponentiation) to build a pNG that is secure,
where the first ,t seeds are the first ,t primes, ie. 2,3, 5,7, 1r ... and so on. The pNG produces

numbers p¡ by the rulep¡ = 5,2 mod n, where e and n are the normal RSA parameters (see g9).

There is no apparent way to determine the s¡ from thep¡ (for this choice ofs¡), though this is not
the case if the first ,t seeds are the frst & integers, ie. r,2,3,4, 5, and so on. It still may be
possible to determine partial information about the seeds from the ouput of shamir,s generator. In

$16 we will see that a powerful csPBG can be constructed using the quadratic residue problem,

and no partial information about the sequence can be obtained without solving an inractable
problem, Blum and Micali [BM] have given a similar result for a cspBG based on the DLp.

on the one hand, we wourd like to know if onry 1 bit is to be extracted from /(x), the

output of a one way function, which bit of the ouçut gives the least informarion about x (or gives

the hardest problem to recover x). on the other hand, we would arso rike to know what bits ofr
can be easily computed if all bits of f(x) ue given. consider the Merkle-Hellman system and let c

= ¡b+ where b* = b* t, b*2, ... , b*, are the public weights. Let O¡(c, b*) be an oracle thar returns

the ithbit of x, ie. if the o¡acle retu¡ns i then å; is included in rhe sum c. we see that by permuring
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each weight to the ith position in b+, ¿ calls to o¡acle o¡ (.,.) are needed to recover r, and hence
the whole message.

Thus' for the M-H knapsack system, the probrem of recovering any bit of the praintext
message is as hard as the problem of recovering all the bits of the message. The results for the
RSA system a¡e far less generar. In particurar, determining the message m given me mod, n is
equivalent to finding oracles fo¡ the following bits [GMT];

o compudng the pariry of z (extracting the parity bit);

r computing wheher m < nD (extracting the location bit);

o when rz = bn ... b¡ ... b1, where b¿ -,.. = bI = I and b¡a1= 0, computing any one
of the least i significant bits of the message.

The following notâtion will facilitate our discussion. ræt B(a)be a function thar returns the binary
representation of the integer a ; let M(t) be the inverse function of g for a binary string r. If r and u
are binary strings such ttrat l¿ r< r¡ | t¡,en ret t(-)ube the binary sequence v where v is the last
l' l uit' of B(M(t) - M(u)).The concatenarion operaror is ,,*,,. conside¡ the following o¡acle for

extracting the parity bit, defined for all messages n,

O2(me mod n) = 0 if m is even, and I otherwise.

Then it is possible to decrypt me mod n by using ¿ cats to oz(.), by means of the fo,owing
algorithm due to Goldwasser e¡ a/. [GMT],

f. input n¿ mod r¡.

2. compute H eZ*n suchthat2sH mod n = l;
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3. rfll <- m€ mod n ;

4. ANSIII <- O2(rtrl);

5. for i<- ltondo

6. if ANSt¡-Il = 0 then r[i] <_ r[í_I]H mod n
7 . etse r[i] <_ (N_r[i_I ] )H mod n ;

8. ANStil <- o2fttil);

9. end_for

10. ln) <-- ANSIn];

11. for i <- z downto 2 do

12. if ANSti-Il = 0 then í¡-r) <- li)* 0
13. etse l¡:1) <_ B(n) (_) {ltl * or,

14. end_for

15. m <- MgI)¡;

16. return m; .
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Example 14.1' Recovering a message using the above algorithm where n = 32.31 = 1127, e =7
and H = 690' The input is ze mod n = gr. Table 14.r shows the behaviour ofthe algorithm using
O2,

rtil ANStil li)

I 8t I 60001101011

I 313 0 1000001000

3 æ4 0 100000100

4 1060 0 10000010

s 76t 1 1000001

6 %6 I 011101

7 34 1 01111

I 627 0 0110

92t1 1oil
1079¡00
11 601 0o

Table 14. I

The ourput of the algorithm is Mlt) = ¡7¿ = le.l . o

Consider an oracle fo¡ the location bit

O3(me mod n) = I if m < nl2 and zero otherwise

which can be used to simulate 02 and vice versa. For any ;r e z* n,2x modr¡ is even if and only if
x < n/2.Thus foranyxe Z"n, O21ç2x¡e mod n) = 0 if and only if O3[r) = 0. Similarty, if H =2a
mod n then for any.re Z*n,O21x) =0if andonlyif O3(H.r) =0. It is interesting to consider the
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question, "is every bit of a message z as hard to compute as inverting the encryption function, i.e.E(')?" Goldw asser et ar. show that having an oracle for determining any of the (¡+1)rl, reast
significant bits is equivarent to being abre to decrypt. The algorithm is similar ro the one using
Oz(.) and involves ¿ calls to an oracle for the least significant bit.

Even though it may seem unrikery someone may gain access to any of these oracres, the
response to a message can give an opponent information that he courd not have otherwise
determined. For example, from time to time the users would expect fansmission errors. Garbage
will be ¡eceived and messages will have to be resent. Any user can check if a string y is an image
under È'¿ by simply sending E¡(y) to user i and waiting ro see how i responds. If a ret¡ansmission
is requested then y is not ân image under the encryption function of user j. It is also reasonable to
assume that a "yes" is encrypted differentry to a "no", and suppose that the parity of the messages
for these responses a¡e different, or perhaps that one of the messages is less than n/2 and the other
is greater than n/2' Then either 02 or 03 could be impremented in the pKC: all that need be done is
fo¡ users to ask questions that require yes and no answers. For this to be fruitful at reast n such
questions must be posed. see [GMT] for funher exampres of the weaknesses in the public key
moder' They then propose a private key system where each user exchanges a key with each user he
wishes to communicate to. The actual exchange is a probabilistic game where the chance of an
impersonator winning is small.

consider the speciar case of the RSA system where the pubric exponent is 2, ie. e = 2, and
encryption is performed by squaring the message and reducing mod n. This variation of the RSA
system is due to Rabin [RAB] and breaking this system is equivarent to factoring the modulus (see

$16)' Goldwasser et al' [GMT] show that oracles for the following bits lead ro an efficient
algorithm for the decryption of messages in the Rabin scheme,

o deciding whether parity(_r) = parity(y) where.r, y < n/2 and x2 = y2 mod, n;

¡ deciding parity(y) such thatySn/2,gln)= t andf = zmod,n.
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Recently' vazirani and vazirani [vav] have shown t]rat c /ag log n bitsmay be extracted from the
x2 mod n csPBG, which produces ¡a¡dom numbers according to the rule X¡*¡ = x2 ¡ mod n, ie.
the knowledge or c logrog r bits of ourput does not alrow an observer to predict the sequence in
either direction in porynomial time. similarry, peralta [pER] has arso shown that c logrogn bits ca¡r

be securely extracted from the discrete logarithm pNG, defined by the rule

X¡ = gx;t 
^o¿ 

,

where g is a primitve root mod n.

14.4 Reductions Amongst The Basic problems

we have seen thar the GCp is not Np-complete because it is not generaty a decision
problem. Further some GCps cannot be Np-hard unless Np = co-Np, which is very unlikely.
Perhaps there is another intractable complexity class, other than those considered, that the basic
problems belong to.

Recall that problems that lie in NP - P are the most likely candidates for intractable
problems. one the one hand, there a¡e the Np-+omplete problems which are the ha¡dest in Np
while on the other hand, the easiest problems ¡eside in P. The problems that lie between these two
poles are those of "intermediate" hardness. until recently there we¡e three probrems which many
¡esearche¡s thought might lie in NpI = Np _ p _ Np__complete; COMpOSITES, LINEAR
PRoGRAMMING, and GRApH ISoMoRpHISM. Additionaily, the firsr two problems arso lie in
NP n co-NP. The complement of LINEAR 1R)GRAMMING is its dual [HaL] and both

problems a¡e solved in the same manner. The ce¡tificate for coMposITES is two non_trivial
factors, which is verified by a murtiprication, and hence is Np. The comprement of this problem is
PRIMES which was shown to have a "succinct" cenificate by pratt [pRAT] in 1975. since p =
co-P is a subset of NP n co-Np and no comprete probrems are expected to lie in Np n co-
NP the¡e is fa¡ less confidence in the belief that polynomial time algorithms will not be found for
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problems that lie in this intersection. In fact, in 1979, ]NEAR \R\GRAMMING was proven to
be in P by Khachian tKFIAcr, and there arready exisrs a porynomiar time argorithm for pRIMES
assuming the ERH tMILLr. some believe that if a probrem lies in Np n co_Np then this
suggests that the problem is solvable in polynomial time.

consider the basic problems of $2 again. The problem of coMposITES is Turing
¡educibre to that of factoring, but this does nor impry that factoring is Np_hard since
coMposITES is nor Np--complete. sim'arry we know of no reducrions from the DLp,
compudng squa¡e roots or determinig quadratic residuosity to any Np--complete problems. Albeit,
both the knapsack decision and sea¡ch problems are Np-hard, and solving either in polynomial
time would imply that p = Np. This problem seems to be a strong choice as the basis for a
cryptosystem.

The basic number thoeretic problems do not seem to gain any evidence fo¡ their
intractability from reductions or polynomial time Eansformations. The failure of ¡eductions to
classify certain probrems in Np is not surprising and was predicted a few years before the first
public key cryprosysrem by Ladner ILAD¡{1. Let K1 bea decision problem (,does (K,¡J have
property p1?"), for which the¡e is no known polynomial argorithm. Iæt K2 bea decision probrem
(" does I(Kr have property p2?") where K2 e p.Ladner's resurr stares that if K3 is the decision
problem that asks the question ,'does I(Kj) have the properties p¡ andp2,,then, Ks * Kl but Kl
will not transform to K3' Specifìca lly,let Kl e Np--complete, and assuming p * Np, then K3 is
neither NP--complete nor a member of p, ie. Npr wi' not be empty. For exampre, let K7 be the
SUBGRAPH IS)M)RPHISM problem, which is NP--complete. Ladner,s ¡esult indicates thar
there exist a crass of graphs such that suBGRApH IS1M)R.HISM, when ¡esrri*ed ro these
graphs is neither Np-+omplete nor a member of p. The GRA.H IS,M,R,HISM probrem,
which is a special case of suBGR^ pH ISoMoRpHISM, is neirhe¡ Np-comprete nor a member
of P and is suspected of being in NpL
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Fu¡ther evidence that the number theoretic problems may not be Np-<omplete or Np_ha¡d
is that there exists a number of reductions amongst these problems, creating their own heirachy of
difficulty. Diagram 14.r shows the ¡eductions between various number theory is probrems. Those
that have not been defined previously are:

NANIE: sqwrefreeness ;

INSTANCE: inregerz;

QUESTION: does there exisr a primep such that û ln?

NAIvIE: order ;

INSTANCE: integer z andae Z*n;

PROBLEM: find ordna.

NAME: rndex;

INSTANCE: integers å, j, prime p, and integer ø that generates GFþi)
PROBLEM: fi¡d the least integer.r such thatax=bmodpi2

NAlvß: generator ;

INSTANCE: inregers a, i and primep ;

QUESTION: does a generare the cyclic group efpi l

The SQUARE-Roors(a, n) probrem is the search fo¡m of the quadratic residue problem.
similarly FIND 

-GENERAT)R is the search form of the generaror probrem. In the Diagram 14.1
a line from problem.4 to B indicates A *r B. Reductions labelled with E indicate that they are

members of zPP, ie. the reduction may give no answer but never a wrong answer. Those
reductions labetled with a one berong to Rp, ie. may give an incor¡ect answer. Diagram 14.r has
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three dividing lines' Each of the problems in the top section is at least as hard as factoring when

computed by a PTM. The problems in the

DISCRETE_LOG(r,b,n) _ _ _ ._..E

,/':;*î*\...:l t i
ORDER(a,n) SQUARE_ROOTS(a,n) pHI(n)

A
_ _ _ J_ _

I

QUAD_RESIDUE(a,n)

DISCRETE_LOG(a,b,q)i, Itl
INDEX(a,b,q) --'ft''"'"1.

ì \.8

EENESS(n)

ORDER(a,q)

I
I

GENERATOR(a,Ð

I
iE

FIND_GENERATOR(q)

PRIME(n)

A
I
I

tE

FIND-PRIME(n)
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Diagram 14.1

bottom section belong to RP. Nothing much is really known about those in the middle section,
where the GCPs for at least 3 cryptosytems liez. In Diag¡am r4.1, q isan integer where q = pi and
p is a prime.

The determinisric reducrions are straightforward (eg. Q(n) ..¡ FAC¡, eRp n@) *7
SQUARE-Roors(a, n) ). The probab istic reductions are interesting, and we will present the
reductions that a¡e rerevant to our discussion (woll fwollr gives most of trre reductions). using
the ideas of Long tLoNGl, Finn [FINN] and Bach tBACHl, a generar argorithm can be
constn¡cted that will serve as a basis fo¡ the following reductions

FAC¡1 *yorder(a, n), þ(n),DLp(a, b, n)

The algorithm IWOLL] is

1. If n is a perfect power, ¡etum one of its integral roots;

2' If oracles for order or þ(n) a¡e available then check for primality; retum æ if it is prime;

3. Choose ø e Zr\{0) randomly and uniformly;

4. Compute&= gcd,(a, n).If É> I then/cis a non_trivial factor of n, retum ¿;

5. Compute an odd number u such that

. u21 = order(a, n) for some I ;

. u 2t = Q(n), for some integer r ;

. uzt = ¡, where ¿x= 1 ;

2Blum and Micali have devised a system based on the index problem [BaM.
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6. Compute odd = au mod n ;

7' Repeatedry square odd until arriving at the fìrst square root of r.

8' If r=+ I (mod ¡t) then goto step 2. otherwise return gcd(r-I, ¿) as a non-Fivial factor of ¿. o

The choice of selection in step 5 will depend upon which o¡acle is available, ie. 0(¿), discrere log
or the order oracle. There is no known reduction from the DLp to FAC, no¡ from the index
problem to FAC.

Adleman and Manders [AaM], motivated by Ladner's result, use a new type of reduction to
find problems that are not NP-+omplete yet are not in p either. A y reduction is simila¡ to a
polynomial transfo¡mation except that the transformation is non-deterministic. Gamma reductions
can be used to show that even though r[ is not reducible to every set in Np (as the Np_comptete
sets are), if fl is r complete then ff e p if and only if Np + co-Np. This is a weaker notion of
intractability since

NP*Co_NP+P*NP

but the ¡eve¡se inprication is not known to be true. Even though a y reduction is weaker than
polynomial time reductions, it is hoped that this weakness w l make 1 reductions more general,
and able to relate more hard problems than other rypes of¡eductions.

we forma'y define a y reduction he¡e. Let R¡.<x,y> be a reration from an input string x
fo¡ a NDTM M to the set of possible output strings y , ie.

nu = ) <x, y> : rhere is a guess z such that on the inout I
I sequence x and guess z, M produces ou,oui". I
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where the output of the NDTM is the contents of the tape at rhe end of the computation. Then
problem A is 

'-reducibre 
to probrem g , denoted A *yB, if and only if there is a NDTM M

running in polynomial time such that

(14.1) Vx, 3y, <x, y> e Ry .

(L QYx, Vy[<x, !>e Ru +lxe Aif andonlyifye B]1 .

These mo conditions state that M wilr always halt on a varid input string ¿ and ¡ is a yes_instance

of problem '4 if and only if the ouput of M is yes-instance of B. We stress that this is a non-
deterministic reduction and that A * B + A ".28. A ï_romplete problem is an Np problem such
that every problem is Np is reducible to it. Then

Lenuna 14 .2 . If A is y-+omplere rhen .A e Np nCo_Np if andonly if Np = Co_Np o

Adleman e¡ ai. show that the rinea¡ divisibilty problem is lcomplete by showing rhar a multisack
version of the knapsack problem (which is NP-complete) ¡educes to linear divisibilty. It is a
tedious nonleterministic reduction. Gamma reductions a¡e usefur for characterising ,,hard,,

problems other rhan Np-+omprete ones, but st l these methods only appry to decision probrems,
and possibly only have application to quadratic ¡esiduosity.
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Section 15 One V/ay Functions

In $14 we examined the difficulty of the GCP. Here we wish to discuss the components of
a PKC more closely, namely the various algorithms that a¡e combined to make a system viable.

creating a PKC is essentially the problem of forming the black boxes of diagram s 7 .2 and 7 ,3,

where/¡ =fz-| ' and together they realise a rapdoor one way function. The greatest ingenuity

involved in designing a system lies in selecting the Eapdoor. A worst case analysis does not

guarântee that every instance of a problem is diffcult to solve; and, in fact, this is exactly what

PKCs are based on: the existence of difficult and easy instances of the same problem. For the one

problem, the designer wishes to have an easy algorithm for himself and a ha¡d instance for the

general public.

Obviously the encryption function E must be one way, but r,vhether or not it is a trapdoor

will depend upon another function. The information that allows E to be a trapdoor one way

function is contained in a one way function itself. An acknowledged theoretical weakness ofpublic

key cryPtosystems is their susceptibility to an opponent with a large (practically inf,rnite) amounr of

resourcesl. Although this is a theoretical flaw, it is not a weakness in practice. Are we really

dealing with infeasible problems at all?

we will argue that a PKC is made up of 3 main algorithms thar make it viable: an

encryption algorithm, a decryption algorithm and an obscuring algorithm. The obscuring algorithm

is the Eansformation that hides the private information which allows the receiver to easily decrypt

each ciphertext. The standa-rd defintion of a PKC (see $2) indirectly ¡efers to the obscuring

algorithm in condition (2.7),

"for almost all k e K, it ís contputationally infeasible to derive each eqtivalent algorithm to D¡,

from E¡" .

lB¡assa¡d maintains; Theorem I IBRASSll. Public key cryptosystems do nor exisl
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Notice there is no explicit reference to messages here. A cryptosystem, whether it be symmetric or
asymmetric, must guard against two threats: (i) the problem of compromising rhe key (which is
hidden in the obscuring algorithm), and (ii) the problem of compromising the encryption function.
These have been ca'ed the cryptographic and cryptanalytic probrems. Showing that the encryption
function Ë is intractabre to invert impries that recovering the keying information (ie. invening the
obscuring algorithm) is also difficurt to achieve. For exampre, in the RSA system, modurar
exponendation is a diffÏcult function to invert, given the assumption that the modulus cannot be
factored easily. The security of the RSA system is based on this assumption.

Each pubtic key cryptosystem has a public and private key, whe¡e the private key contains
enough information to reduce a probrem instance invorving the pubric key to an easily solved task.
The designer begins with an instance of a problem that he cân easily sorve, or information that
leads to a simple sorution of a problem. Denote this probrem or information as so¡. Knowredge of
'spj leads directly to the private key of the system. The designer applies a transformarion g to spi,
to produce srspi), which forms parr or all of the pubric key. Let s¿ = grsp;), then Diagram 15.1
shows the effect ofg;

private key

Spì

public key

,!¡

Diagram 15.1

we say that the pair (g, spi) forms the secret of the system. crearly g should be a one way
function, as an opponent knows that when he is given s¿ he has a direct route to so¡ via g-1. It is
not necessâry that g be a trapdoor one way function because the designer is awa¡e of the a¡guments
that were used by 3, ie' that 3 applies to spi gives s¡. Let E be the encryption function, which is
separate from g. The function E shourd be one way, and for anyone who knows sp;, E has a

trapdoor. Let Easyo denote the set of probrem instances ofp that can be solved effciently, and
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rlardo those instances that are not known to have an efficient solution. Let M be the message space
and' HardBthe cipherspace. Then encryption and decryptions functions E and D a¡e defined as,

E:Hardp xM 
-) 

Hardg

E(e(SpÐ, m) = C,

D : Hard¡ x Easy' ---+ M

D(C, g-16ù = m.

(15.1)

(1s.2)

(1s.3)

(1s.4)

Both E and g are one way functions because they map into ,'ha¡d,,ranges. 
E is a Eapdoor one way

function as shown by the existence of D, but we must have the knowledge of g_j. A public key
cryptosystem is defined as the 5+uple,

PKC = <Sp, g, E, D, M> .

Using the notation from the previous secdon, the RSA system is defined as

RSA = < (p,Ð, g@, ù=p.C =n,ç=memod,n,m=cdmodn,0<m<¿ _ I >*.

In this case the large primes p and 4 form the instance sp;. The function g is then the binary
operation of multiplication ,

8(p,Ð= [n = p.q : log2p =tog2q=þ,log2n=2k]

8:PkxPr 
-l 

Nzt

where P¿ is the set of &-bit primes and ry'2¿ the set of 2&-bit inregers. The encryption function is a
pernutation of the 2¿-bit integers, as is the decryption function, which uses the factors of n.

illg_"gh l"J a difficulry issue, rhe RSA encryprion funcrion is a r
signarr.ries. shannoiil-iírìiry iyitr^"."u.u.uti'.yrr.,n:;;;;;";""rp"hi:.wav 

permutation IDIFi, which altows
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E : N2¡, --+ N2¡

E(m) = (me mod n)

D : N2¡, x P¡ç x P¡ 
-+ 

NZlc

D(E(m),p,Ð = m

For the RSA system both Hardo and Easyo are the set of2&-bit integers, which seems odd at first

since one feels that the domain should be either ha¡d or easy. The point to take is that computing

¡oots in the domain is ha¡d f the facton of the modulus (ie. d (SÐ) a¡e not known.

For the quadratic residue cryptosystem, as with those based on factoring, the factors of n

constitute Spi, g is the binary ope¡ation of multiplication, and .S¡ is the product ofp and 4. The two

one way system functions are

e(p, q) = L n = p.q : log2p =log2q = ¡ç,log2n =2k )

E(m) : mi ------) Z* n(+L)

The ElGamal system is described by the 5-tuple

< a' ha' (bt, mgar), ïax,0 Sm ! q - l>

The integer a is the information that the designer alone possesses, and hence ¿ is the instance of

Sot. It is obscured by exponentiation mod q. Inverting g is an instance of the DLp.

Even though E and g a¡e distinct functions they could be based on the same one way

function, such as factoring. Each public key cryptosystem is derived from some hard problem,

such as those which we have identified as the basic problems. Consider these definitions:

DeJinitíon 15..1. A function / isfsecure if the task of conrputing the inverse of/is equivalent to

solving an intractable problem S, ie.fl =1S e IP.
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Hence, if/isy'secure rhen/is a one \ryay function. We have,

Definition 15.2. A public key cryprosysrem <Spi, g, E, D, M> is'_secure if the encryption
function E is E-secu¡e.

An implication of Definition r5.2 is that an E-secure pKC is also g-secure. If an E_secure pKC is
compromised' then the efficient illegal decryption will produce an efficient algorithm for solving an
inractable problem. lVe also define a weaker nodon of security.

DeJinitíon 15'3' A pubric key cryptosysrem <spi, g, E, D, M> is'-difficult if ¿,-1 is reducible in
polynomial time to a problem .g that is intractable, (ie. E_/ *1S and .Í e Ip).

compromising a system that is Erifficurt simply indicates that either g or E was a poor selecrion
as a one way function. This was the case with modurar transfo¡mations and the M_H knapsack
cryptosystems' when a public key cryptosystem is said to be based on a problemp, this normally
means thar the system is E-difficult, with probremp being involved in the reductions, (eg. RSA
based on factoring). Tabre 15. r crassirres some systems according to the above definitions.

Clyptosystem Security

RSA

Rabin2

M_H

Diffie-Hellman DLp

DLP El Gamat

Quad. Res.

Chor-Rivest

Edfficult

E-secure

not g-secure

E-difficulr

E-difficult

E-secure

E-difficult

zThis systcm is described in g 16.
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Table t5.t

In Definition 15.r we say that/is one \'tay in fl is equivalent to some intractable problem. It
would be a stronger assertion to say thatfl ¡, Np-hard, Np-complete or in co-Np, ie. crassify
its complexity' B¡assard IBRNPI has shown that we cannot expect to be mo¡e concise in our
defintion of a one way function than we were in Definition 15.1.

conside¡ the DLp for some finite fierd. Note that we have no natural decision probrem for
the DLP since we know that every member of the field will have a discrete logarithm with respect
ro a generaror (by definition). Let DLp(q, g, Ð be an instance of the DLp, where we wish to
determine x such that y =g: ¡, 6p(4) . Brassard [BRM] defines the projection p¡r, as

ptos = { < q, g, y, t > I DLp(q, c,Ð > t }

using Pratt's certif,icate [pRAr and Fermat's theorem tRos] q and g can be verif,red as a p¡ime
and a primitive root respectivery by a NDTM in porynomial time. The NDTM can also produce the
cenificate fo¡.r and thus p¡rg e Np. Similarly the complement of p¡og 

Ge. DLp(q, g,y)S t ?) can
be checked by a NDTM and hence p¡o, e Np n Co_Np. Finally, DLp(q, g,y) *rp¡s, by the
following algorithm,

<-0

<-q-I

3. whilei <jdo

k e- LG+iltzJ

iÎ <q, g,y, k> e p¡6, then i ê ¿ + 1

else j <_ È

t.i
2.j

4.

5.
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6.

7.

end_do

relurn i

This method of binary sea¡ch is a common technique of producing a Turing reduction, as the
search spaces for some problems a¡e we'defined. crearty, p¡or..r DLp. rf the DLp were Np_
hard, ie. Turing reducible to some Np__complete problem fl, then p¡r, would also be Turing
¡educible and hence Np-+omplete. However since p¡ore Np n co-Np, then from the rema¡ks
in section 4, this would imply that NP = co-Np, which is very unlikely. Thus it is concluded
that the DLP is not expected to be Np-hard. By changing the oracle so thar for n it determines ify
> l, where y is a prime factor of n, it can be shown that the probrem of factoring the RSA modurus
is also unlikely to be Np_+omplete.
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CHAPTER 5 Specific problems

A reduction, such as a Turing reduction or a polynomial transformation, is used to indicate
the reladve difrrculty ofone generar problem with respect to another. It is a powerful concept, and
appears to be the only way to answer all cryptographic threats simultaneously. Reductions are a
means of disributing the risk of a cryptosystem, since if the system is broken, other problems can
also be solved efficiently' The most theoretica-lly satisfying system would be one whose security is
given not in terms of an equivarence to several problems, but in terms of complexity class
relations. For example, if the GCp of a sysrem ,,vere shown to be Np-comprete, then breaking the
system efficiently would be equivalent to deciding p =? Np. Settling p =? Np will affect all
(decision) problems in NP. AIso, when we deal with problems that will affect class relations we
are necessarily dealing with the most general form of the problem and not a form that has been
contrived for cryptography. For example, we see that there is no known reduction fiom the general
SUBSET SUM probrem to the M-H knapsack system, which is based on a superincreasing
sequence' though both have similar descriptions. since there does not appear to be any
transformation from the general form to the specific M-H form of the knapsack problem, it is not
expected that these problems are of equivalent difficulty (as was shown in g l2).

since there has been little success with showing the equivalence between general and
specific forms of one problem, or even between two problems, designers have settled for
reductions between specific forms of different probrems. Recalr from g7 that we cannot identify a
hard instance of any probrem, but by a wofst case analysis, it is expected that at reast one ha¡d
instance exists for each intractable problem. Ifa problem instance is solved in polynomial time i¡ is
agreed that this is an easy problem instance. But there is a risk with selecting an instance of that
problem and then purponing that it is a ha¡d instance of the general problem. Me¡kle and Hellman
seenred convinced that a set of weights based on a modLrlar transformation from a superincreasing
series constituted a difrrcult instance of the.s uBSET \R)BLEM. sinceno orher problem reduced
to the GCP of the M-H knapsack, its cryptanalysis was an isolated result, in rhat ir did nor alrer the
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complexity of any general problems. Let the universe of knapsackproblems uK consist of all
instances of the knapsack problem. we can partition uK into instances that are easily sorved and
those that a¡e not known to be so. F¡om g 12 we see that knapsack probrems where the weights are
derived from a superincreasing series via a modular Íansformation are easily solved. Also, the
iterated M-H knapsack, low density knapsacks and various other knapsack_like systems tBRIc2l
have been compromised. By increasing the numbe¡ of partitions of easily sorved knapsack
problems in uK' the region where a difficult instance can lie is narrowing. possibly this will be
the greatest contribution of cryptography to complexity theory - polynomial time algorithms for
specific problem instances.

The reader might have the impression that deciding the rerationship between p and Np is
the major obstacle to demonstrating that cryptosystems are compurationally secu¡e. For a moment
let us assume that someone gave a proof that p * Np. That is, not every decision problem in Np
could be solved in polynomial time. How would this result effect the security of the cryprosystems
that have been devised to date? There wourd be no effect at ar. p * Np would not automaticalry
prove the security of any cryptosystem as no GCp is known to be Np-ha¡d, or Np-+omplete.
Plainly, no system is that generar. on the other hand, what can we expect to gain of the GCp if
certain systems were solvable efficientry ? Generalry a cryptosystem is said to based on a hard
problem p, which indicates that the difficulty of compromising the system cannot exceed the
complexity of p. But the situation is even worse. A system based on problem p norma'y means
that the system is based on a very specific form of problem p. Assening, as is often done, that the
RSA system is based on factoring sounds quite reasonabre. If the modulus ¡ = pq isfactored then
the system is broken. For sake of argument, assume that the probrem of recovering a message n¡
from me mod ¿ is equivarent to determining the factors of n. Let Al(nte mod n) run in polynonrial
time and ¡eturn m. How does AL affect the general probrem of determing the conrplete prime
factorisation of a arbitrary number ¡ ? can AL(.) be used to factor ¡ ? It is not obvious that it
could, and we would d¡aw a simila¡ conclusion that the demise of the M_H brought with itself,
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namely, the specific case of factoring a number that has exactry two prime factors is easiry solved.
But, since algorithm áz is not known to exist, no one can demonstrate that the specific instance of
¡7 = pq is easier to solve rhan the generar case, and the designers ofRSA would hope that rhis is rhe
case' An efficient algorithm BL that broke the Goldwasser-Micali system would yield an algorithm
to decide quadratic residuosity in a ring where the modurus is the product of two distinct primes,
but again, how would the existence Bl, alter the general problem form ?

Perhaps we are crossing our bridges before we arrive at them. It is possibre, and quite
probabre, that a method of factoring ¡ = pq wirprovide techniques that wilr prove useful in
solving the generar factoring probrem. By trave,ing to the moon we appeciate the immensity of
traverling further distances. At present we cannot see how an algorithm for factoring z = p4 can be
used to factor arbitrary integers, but its significance may not be ¡ealised until it has actua y been
found.

Fo¡ what it may be worth, there a¡e several c¡yptosystems that have been shown to be
equivalent in difficulty to specific instances of intractable problems. The assumption is that the
specific problem instance is probabry as hard as any oúer generar instance of the problem, though
it is not known if an argorithm for the specific probrem w r arter the comprexity of the generar
problem. However, it stands to reason from the discussion ofha¡d and complete probrems in g 14,
fhat tf I(p) is one of the hardest instances of problem p, and I(p) can be easily solved, then the
majority ofprobrem instances should be easily sorved. In special cases, solving

xk=a mod. n (16.1)

is equivalent in difficulty to facroring n. Rabin [RAB] has proved rhat sorving eq.(16.r) for k =2
is randomly equivalent to factoring the modulus which is the product of two primes. w liams
[wIL2] [wIL3] furrher shows thar for¿ = 3, and more generalry for a'even,t, sorving eq.(16.r)
is equivalent to factoring the modulus when the facto¡s of ¿¡ a¡e of a speciar form. we present here
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va¡iations of the RSA and discrete Iogarithm systems rhar are equivalent in difficulty to specific
instances of factoring. Also, we present a CSpBG that is as secure as factoring.

16.l More on euadratic Residwsity

In integer a¡ithmetic, if 4 is a perfect square and.r is a square root ofa, then so is _x. In Zn
we have the following

Theorem 16.I . fæt n be the product of two distinct primes p and 4. Any a e pR, has four distinct
square roots modulo n.

proof, Let x = xo be a solution to eq.(16.1) when ,t = 2. Then let r¿ = xl mod pand x¿ = ¡2 ¡¡6¿
q. By Corollary 10.2, a (modp) e eRrand,a (mod 4) e eRo. Thecongruence ¡2 = ø modp will
have two incongruent sorutions, namely.r¡ and p - x1. similarry, x2 and q - x2are incongruent
solutions to x2 = a mú q. Thus, solving sorving the folrowing four sets of congruences will yield
the four distinct roots modulo ¿,

x= xI mod p

x=x2modq

x= xt mod p

y=q-x2modq

x=p -x1 modp

x =x2 mod q

x=p -x1 modp

¡=q-x2mod,q

By the chinese Remainder Theorem, the four disrincr roors modulo ¿ w'l exist. o

Example l6.I'Let n=77 =p.Ç =T.rl and consider finding the 4 distinct roots of .rz =
77, given it is known that 132 = l5 mod 77. Following Theorem 16.1,.r¿ = ll ¿¡¿

13=6mod7 (xg=x1 mod, p)

13 = 2 mod ll (xg=a2 rn6j q¡

We see that.r2 = 15 = I mod 7 has two incongnrent solutions,

15 mod
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¡ = 6 mod 7 (x= x1 Í¡sd p¡

.r= l mod 7 (x=p_x1 mod p)

as62=36=lmodT.similarly,weseethat12=15=4modrlhastwoincongmentsolutions,

¡ = 2 mod 11 (x= x2 mod q),

r = 9 mod ll (x= q _ x2 mod, q),

as 92 = 81 =)2= 4 mod 11. Thus, to find the four incongruent solutions mod 72 we sorve the
following linear congruences

x] =6mod7
¡l=2modll

+xI=13

rj=6mod7

13=9modI1

+ 13 =20

x2=1mod7

¡e=9mod 1l

+x2=64

x4 = 7 mod 7

xq=2mod7l

-x4=57

Notice that x¡ = -xz mod77 and ry = -x4 mod77. Thus, *13 and 120 are the four distinct square
roots of 15 mod 77. o

For the remainder of the section, assume that p = q = 3 (mod 4). The modulus from example 16.1

satisfies this condition. 1y¡s¡ ¿ =p4 is of this form, we have that

Theorem 16.2. Çxlfi = @ln¡.

proof. Since(p-l)/2isodd, (-l lp) =-1 bV Euter's criterion (Lemma 10.4). Similarly (_f lS)=_
1. Thus, (-1 |n) = +1. It folows that (-¡ l ¿) = (-1 l¿X¡ln) =lxla¡. .

Example 16.2. From the previous example, e3hT = e13hT = 64111.To show rhis, first
calculate (13 | Ð -¿ (ø | Z) using tæmma 10.4:
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l3?-t)12 =2197 = -1 mod 7, and (13 lZl = - f ,

643 = 26.26.26 = I mod 7, and 6+ll) = t .

Simitarly, we find that (t3l1t) =-1 and (64 llt) = t. Then 03hT= (13l7X13lrr¡ = 1 ,n¿
(eh\=@41q,r4h1)= -1. .

Theorem 16.3. If x2 =l mod nand,xf ta mod n, rhen (xl¿) =_0 l¿).

proof. I-et x andy be as srated. ttren ¡t I (x2-yz¡=(¡+yx¡-y), andsincexf þ mod n, rhen

p and 4 cannot both divide (x +y) or (x -y).Letx= -y modp and.r =y mod q. It follows that

@l ù = O lq), and (¡ lp) = -(y lp) since -|lp) = (-r lp)O lp) = (-r lp)@lÐ. rhe theorem

follows. .

The next theo¡em is the most important one of the section. It states that every quadratic residue has

a square root that is itself a quadratic residue.

Theorem 16,4, If ae QRn then the mapping a-> a2 mod n is a bijection.

proof. I-et a be as stated. Then by Theorem l6.l it will have four square roots modulo z, say tx
andly.ByTheorem16.3,@lù=-(yln).Ler(xlù=1and(-ylr)=-l.ByTheoremt6.2,it

follows that t,-t 4 QRn. As (-t lp) = -1, then @lÐ = -@lÐ and similarly, @lÒ = *lÒ.
As we have assumed arbitrarity that (¡ In) = (-;r l¿) = l, then we have either (.r lp) = (¡ lq) or

Çxlù = (-rl4). Thus, eitherx o¡ -¡ will be a quadratic residue ofr, but not both. ¡

Example 1ó.J From example 15.1, +13 and t20 a¡e the four solutions to x2 = L5 mod 77. From

Example 16.2, (r3ltt) = <-tz lzr). erro, eyhT = ç20l7T = 1s7 l7z) since,

203=6mod 7 + (20llll = -t,5?3= 1 modT + (SZ lZ) = I,

205= 1 mod 11 =(201 11) = 1,575= 10mod lt +(571 rrl =-t .

Simialrly,
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,f4lô 
= (64 | u) = t, (13 lzl = tr¡ I r r¡ = -1,

6t lt) = <stl rr¡ = 1, ellT = <zlh t) = _1 .

Hence,64 e QRzz, L3 e Z*77e1),57,20 e Z*zzÇl). Clearly, 64 = g2 is the only root which is
a quadratic residue. o

Consider the sequence x = x0, xt, x2,... , x¿ generated by the following rule;

x¡¡1 = (x¡ )z mod n , (16.2)

where r¡ e QRr, i = 0, r, 2, .- , k. By Theorem 16.4, given the factorisation of z and any r;, 0
si <k, all the rerms in the sequence that precede x¡,ie.x¡for0 sj si - 1 can be uniquery

determined in polynomiar time. Given ¿ and an arbirary -r¡, the sequence can arways be generated

in the forwa¡d direction by apprying eq.(l6.2). But, by appealing to corollary 10. 2, given an x¡ e

x' efficiently generating x,.-7, x¡ -2, ... , x0 is not known to be possible without the factors of n.

In the Goldwasse¡-Micali system the problem was given.r¡ e z* n(+r) determine if x¡ e

QRn. Now' consider the problem where we know that x¡ e eRr, and,we wish to find.r¡_¡ such

that (x¡-1)z = 7, mod n. We are essentially switching between decision and sea¡ch forms of the

quadratic residue problem.

Blum, Blum and shub [BBS] have devised a bit-by-bir encryption scheme thar relies on

Theorem 16.4 to decrypt. Equation 16.2 is used to generare random bits; let RNG be a psuedo

¡andom number generator, such that when given a seed xp e eRn, generates the sequence of bits b

= bt, bz, ... , b¡ by

x¡¡1 = (x¡ )2 mod n and output å¡ = parity(x¡a¡) (16.3)

The next theorem shows that an algorithm for determining b¡-1 gíven b¡ can be used to decide

QRn@).
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Theorem 16.5. I-e,t ALbe an algorithm that, given b¡ = paÅty(x¡) = party((x¡_)2mod n) as input,
returns å¡-¡ = parity(.rir) where .r¡.¡ e QRn.If AL runs in polynomial time then the predicate

QRn@) can be decided in polynomial time æ well.

Proof. Imagine that we wish to determine eRn@ù for an arbitrary xp .f-etx1 =(-r9)2 mod n and
set åJ = pa¡ity(xl). Assume that tx are the solutions to x2 = xl mod n, and t¡ e Zrn¡+l¡. Since n
is odd, then parity(.r) * parity(-r) and only one of¡ and -¡ is a quadratic residue. Thus x¿ e eRn
if and only if AL(pa¡jty(xù) = pa¡ity(rg). .

Corollary 16.2. Letb =bt,bz,...,bt begenerated as in eq.(l6.3), then given any b¡,t SiSk,
generating the sequence in the backwa¡ds di¡ection is at least as hard as deciding eRn(a) wherç n =
pqandp=4=3mod4. o

The x2 modN generator defined by eq.(r6.3) is cspBc, and produces a sequence that cannot be
predicted in polynomial time. Blum, Blum and shub (BBS) have used the ouçut of this generator

to app¡oximate shannon's one time pad scheme tKAI{Nl. In the one time pad each message bit m¡

is encrypted by the rule

c¡ = m¡ @ k¡ e6.4)

where each /<; is a truly random bit, and @ is the excrusive-or operator. To decrypt, the key is

added to the ciphertexts again' This system is unconditionally secure since if each,bit,t¡ is random

then an opponent has no means of unambiguousry determing if z¡ was I or 0. He can do no better

than guess.

In the BBS system, the encryption funqion is the same as eq.(16.4) excepr that the k¡ are

produced by the x2 mod N generator. The BBS systems can also be used as a pKC. Imagine that

Alfred wishes to communicate to Barbara the message m = nt r , tìt2, ,,. , ms. Ba¡bara has as her

public key a = pq. Alfred randomly selects r e Z*, and sets r¿ = ¡2 mod n. Alfred then forms the

sequence b = bl,bz,... , å" by invoking the X2 mod N generator ¿ times, and then exclusive-
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oring the sequence b with the message m, ie. c = b @ ¡¡t. Alfred sends Ba¡ba¡a (c,.r"a7). The

secret key of the system is the facto¡isation of¿, and with this Ba¡ba¡a can generate the sequence b
from.r".,7 and recover the message.

The next theorem, due to Rabin, shows that any algorithm that courd be used to generate

the sequence produced by eq.(r6.2) backwards courd be used ro facto¡ the modulus ¿. This
theorem requires a procedure that will compute the square roots ofa residue modulo a prime. Let ¿
e QRn . Sincep =4=3 mod 4 and n = pQ, Íhen a(p+1)t4 is a square ¡oot of ¿ modp since

a(o+I)l4aþ+ll4=aaØ-I)/2=amodp.Similarly, a(ø+t)t4 ira solurion tox2=amodq.

Theorem 16'6' The sequence x=x0,xI'...,.r¿ ofeq.(16.2) can be generated in the backwards

di¡ection if and only if modulus ofcari be facto¡ed.

proof. Let AL(a, n) be an algorithm thât retums z where z2 = ¿ mod n and z e eftn. Choose a

randomy such that o ln¡ =-1 andret x = ¡e mod. n. rf z = AL(x, n)then by Theorem 16.3, gcdþ
+ z' n) will be one of the prime factors of z. Conversely,let BL(n) be an algorithm thats rerurns

the factors or n = pQ. Given ¡ e eRn, the following procedure wilr find a square root of ¡ that is

also a quadratic residue. Computeue eRoandve eRosuch thatr= u2 modpand¡=y2 mod

q. Compute¿andå such that ap +bq = I and let c = bq and d = ap. Sincec = l modp andd= I
modp then ¡y = (cu + dfl2 =, mod¿. Further c = 1 modp , c=0mod q,d.=}modp, andd= 1

modq. Since, @lù= @lÐ = I andi¡1,lÒ=OlÒ =t,rhenw e eRn. o

16.2 RSA and Factoring

Secdon 9.2 showed an equivalence berween several problems that are naturally considered

when discussing the RSA system. The security of the RSA system remains undecided, or the

complexity of RSA-I is unknown. It is known that the difficulty of RSA-I cannot exceed the

difficulty of FAC', KEY¿ or PHI¡ but can we fìnd a lower bound (ie. an f)-bound) or equivalenr
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problems ? Finding lower bounds for general problems has ¡emained fruitless as evidenced by the
P =? NP question remaining unanswered. some results have been wrought by pracing restrictions
on the problem or model of computation, which permit certain assumptions to assist the analyst.
calil [GAL] has shown that a subclass of algorithms for the satisfiabilty problem are infactable,
while chvatal [cÉrv] has shown a simila¡ resurt fo¡ the independent set probrem. Borodin [BoRo]
int¡oduced the concept of a s*uctu¡ed model, where the abstract computing machine has its
operations restricted (say to purery arithmetic operations, comparisons of rist elements) and has

deduced some Iower bounds.

For the RSA system, an intracrab iry resurt has been proved by fixing the pubric key
(exponent) to 2' ie. to encrypt a message we square it and ¡educe it modulo z. we delayed the
discussion of this system until quadratic residuosity had been introduced. By insisting that e = 2
we are resFicting ourselves to a subcrass of RSA encryption functions. Recall that a problem is
conside¡ed inEactable if at least one instance of the that probrem is intractable. Thus if RSA-I with
e = 2 is intractable, then RsA-l in general is intractable. we show that when e = 2, RSA-I is
equivalent to factoring the modulus. This will allow us to show that some instances RSA a¡e E-
difficult.

when ¿ = 2, RSA-I is equivarent to the problem of computing square roots: seRTn,, is
defined as determing a random solurion to the congnrence,

m2 =cmodn (16.s)

Ifn is an odd prime, there are probabilistic polynomiar time algorithms due to shanks, and orhers

(see [sHK]) that when given n and c e eRr w l compute a squâ¡e root of c mod n. This can now

be used to show thar SQRT.,¡1 =¡ FAC¡. The theorem is due ro Rabin [RAB] (see [KRANj).

Theorem 1ó.7. (Rabin's Factorisation Theorem). Let n be the product of two primes. Then rhe

following assertions are equivalent:
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(i) there is a polynomial time algorithm such rhar for ail c e eRn, AL(n,c)yields a random

solution to the congmence m2 = c mod n;

(ii) there is a polynomial time algorithm for factoring n;

proof. (i) -+ (ii) Given c, apply shanks' or some orher argorithm ro derermine roots.r and y of
the congruences m2 = c mod p and m2 = c mod q. Since gcdþ, 4) = l, use an application of the

Euclidean algorithm to compute integers & and å such that kp + hq = l.Then hqx + kpy is a
solution of rn2=cmodp and m2 =çrr¡sdq and hence is a solution torz2= c mod n.

(ii) -+ (i) Randomly choose rz such that (m, n) = 1 and let mz = c mod n.lf u = AL(n,c), then

both rz and u a¡e solutions to the congruen ce m2 = c mod n.If u ø {m, n _ml, ie. the roots are

distinct mod n, then gcd(n, u+rn) yields a prime factor of n. If the ¡oots are not distinct then repeat

the procedure' since u e {m, n-mJ with a probability of at reast r/2, the procedure is expected to
yield a factor of ¿ after 2 trials. o

williams [WIL2] proves a sim a¡ resurt, that does not rely on any probabilistic arguments, by
restricting the form that the modulus can take, namely n = pq where p =3 mod g and 4 = 7 mod g.

There is no evidence to suggest that factoring a number of this form is any easier than the general

factorisation probrem. one of the problems with Rabin's system is that decryption can be

ambiguous. There are four distinct solutions to eq.(16.5) if n is composite and if the plaintext

contains any redundancy, then the message should be obvious. However, if numbers were senr,

then the ambiguity cannot be resolved simply. Williams' sysrem uses the properties of the Jacobi

symbol to uniquely isolate the decrypted message. Larer, williams [wIL4] was able to devise an

RSA-like encryption function that is as diffìcult to b¡eak as factoring a modulus which is the

product of arbitrary primes.
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16.3 The Discrete lngarithnt problem and Factoring.

McCurley [McC] has recently devised va¡iations of the Diffie-Hellman and ElGamal
systems ($11'3) that are at least as secure as factoring a specific integer. The prorocol of these
systems remains unchanged from the original systems. The essential difference is that the modulus
is now composite.

Consider choosing numbers r and s such that

(16.6) 2r + t has a large prim e factor,4r + I is prime and gr + 3 is prime;
(16.7) s has a large prime facto¡,4s_1 is prime, and gs _ I is prime.

Let p - 8r + 3, q = $5- I and n=pq.Let algorithm áI, ¡erurn gab modn when given ga and go,
ie' AL(g, n, ga, gq = gú mod. n. rf p and4 are chosen as suggested by Mccurrey, he shows that
the ability ro compute AL(g, n, x,y) for the fixed base g = l6 implies the ability to facror n.
McCurley's main theorem is as follows.

Theorem,ló.8. IMoCI lte,t n = pq be as specified by (16.6) and (16.7). Let 0 < ô < t. Ler <g>n be
the subgroup of Z+ n generated by g. Let BL be an algorithm using at most R(z) bit operations that
will output AL(16, n,.r, y) for at least ô(ordn 16)2 of the input pairs (x, y) e <16>n x <t6>r.
Then there exists a¡ algorithm cz that wi ouÞutp and q with probability at reast rl2,using at
most O(õ-l(R(¿) + G(n)) ) bit operations, wherc G(n) = O(log2 z) represents rhe time ro catculare
the gcd's. o

The reader is referred to the paper for the actual proof; we simply mention here that argorithm cL
attempts to generate a pair (1, È) of incongruent integers mod n, such that ¡2 = ¡çz mod ¿. In the

composite Diffie-Hellman system, a common modulus n is chosen according to (r6.6) and
(16.7)' If Alice and Bob wish to exchange a key, then Alice randomly selects ¿, and sends 16¿

mod n' Bob randomly selects å, and sends 16å mod n. The common key is then r6ab mod, n.

McCurley has elegantly combined the problems of factoring and determing discrete logarithms.
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Even if an opponent can determine the factors ofn, he must st'l deal with breaking the originar
Diffie and Helrman scheme for the two prime factors p and q to fecover the message. using the
base g = 16 and selecting n appropriatery, the ElGamal system can arso be modified to be as secure
as factoring the modulus.
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Section 17 Conclusion

At the outset of this paper we began by estabrishing the connection between cryptography
and hard transformations. we have proceeded to examine several probrems, each of which is
considered to be intractabre and appear to be a useful means of furnishing secrecy. what has been
learned from this examination ?

First, the security ofa pKC, or even the srength of its individual components (such as the
encrypfion function), are nor expected to be provably difficu . That is, no known GCp is expected
to lie in a complexity class that contains intractable problems exclusively (such as Np-complete or
NP-hard). But still rhere are cryprosystems that cannot, as yet, be broken in porynomial time.
There a¡e two conjectures one can make here: either polynomial algorithms for these systems will
be found eventually; or a worst case analysis is an inappropriate method of appraising the difficulty
of a cryptographic problem. There is nothing certain to be said about which intractable problems

have polynomial algorithms, but it is clear that a worst case analysis is a poor model of
cryptographic difhculty.

The¡e is a central contradiction that seemingly defeats the use of complexity theory.
Designers have welcomed intractable problems, because the¡e a¡e no known general porynomial
algorithms to solve these problems (which characterises thei¡ intractability). The designer takes an

easy instance of the probrem, and then a ha¡d instance, and combines both instances into an hybrid
problem which becomes the public key. Decryption of ciphenexts is easy for the designer but hard

for the general public. But by a worst case analysis the encryption function is not dfficult to invert
as There does axrst an algorithm that wilr invert the encryption function in polynomial time, namely

the algorithm that the designer uses. Bluntly, if other users cannot decrypt in polynomial tinre it
merely means that they are using an inefficient suboptimal algorithnr, not that tlte problent cannot

be solved ín polynomial tinte. This brings us to our second concìusion.
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The notion of difficurty in cryptography is knowledge-based rather than complexity or
algorithm-based' The ¡eal issue is not whether the problem can be solved in polynomial time but
rather, if the knowredge about a probrem be ¡estricted so that it cannot be sorved in porynomiar
deterministic or expected time. This is the purpose of the obscuring function g in a pKC. The
modula¡ mapping in the M-H system was unsuccessful, but murtiplication in the RsA system
seems to be successful in restricting the knowledge about the encryption function. The obscuring
function implicitly reveals the knowledge that permis rapid decryption of ciphertexts. The craft of
the designer lies in how trre knowredge that is encoded by g can be used to pose a hard probrem for
those who cannot decode the information that g(s¡) concears. The knapsack systems have been
discredited by the cryptanalysis of all but one system based on this problem. The atrraction of the
knapsack problem is that it adapts so elegantly to the encryption of a binary message (n _ I
additions and maybe a modula¡ redcution), but the¡e has been linle research on how,! = >'b*
may be used as an obscuring function. How can we use the knowredge encoded in the integer s to
construct a pubric key ? No one has disc¡edited this possible use of the knapsack problem.

There is a new branch of analysis calred information centered theory [Taw], which dears
with the solution of problems according to the quarity of the knowredge available. The argorithm
based approach to a problem establishes an algorithm for the task, which is then analysed. Anorher
algorithm (usualry an improvement to the first) is then proposed, and analysed and so on. The
process of achieving an optimal solution is often iterative (if an optimal algorithm is known to
exist, that is). The information centered approach states that given a particura¡ amount of a

particular type of knowredge, we can solve a problem with a particurar degree of certainty. This
theory is not prima¡ily concemed with the time taken to solve a problem, but how well it can be

solved with the knowledge available.

consider the problem of interporating F(x) and say that for the knowredge N(r) = t F(tt),
F(t2),...,F(tr)l,F(ti) =f(tù,i=1,2,... ¿. Then we say that F and/ are indistinguishable

under the knowledge Nú). what we wish to estabrish in cryptography is a norion of knowledge
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equivalence. For the case of the RSA system, given an encryption function E(m) = ¡ne ¡¡¡s¿ , 
^^¿the problem of determining m, can it be shown that this problem is indistinguishable from the

problem of taking roots in a ring given the knowledge E (m), e, n?

In a sense, cryptography and the informadon centered approach are considering the same
problem' Cryptographic problems have exact solutions, but they can only be ¡ealised with a large
amount of computing resou¡ces. By restricting the knowledge ava able, the designer wishes to
make the GCP computationally difficult, even though rhere is an easy algorithm for solving it. The
er¡or associated with the information approach a¡ises from an illlefined problem description, ie.
an the exact solution cannot be obtained with the knowredge given. The problem for the
cryptographer is determining just what knowledge N(r) the opponent has gathered, and whether
this knowledge will be enough to break his cryptosysrem.

A designer may further wish to construct a set N*lr) such that any knowledge incruded in
lr'+¡tl allows rapid decryption, and then artempt to anaryse how diffïcult ir is for an opponenr to
acquire any of the knowledge in N*¡r,). For the RsA system we see that N+(rfRSA = [ d such that
ed= 1 mod n,p or q where z =pq,o2or 03 from g14.3, an algorithm for taking roots in rings,
.... I but we do not know aI the members of N+rr)-RsA. At best, the designer can only guard

against the possibre attacks that he is awa¡e of. possibry N*(,)-RSA is infinite or very rarge.
Alternatively, rve see that fo¡ the Rabin system N*¡r,)-RáB = [ {factoring a number that is the
product of two primes) I has one representative element, since any knowledge that can be used to
decrypt can be used to factor the modurus. Hence if we are to crearly define N*¡r) for a system then

we must use reductions from complexity theory to establish equivalent knowredge (cf. equivalent

problems). Knowledge is just a form of o¡acle in this sense.

The reader may wonde¡ where a study of approximating solutions, such as the information

centered approach is, applies to cryptography. The firsr example is of course the cryptanarysis of
the M-H knapsack system whe¡e the modula¡ transformation pair (t{2, M) can beapproximated by
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(v' M) to form a superincreasing series. More genera'y an approximate sorution is any partial
sorution which gives some knowledge about the actual solution to a probrem, such as the parity of
the message' or the fi¡st ¿ bits ofan z-bit message. Exact solutions can be obtained in exponential
time but the cryptanalyst is searching for app¡oximate solutions that can found in porynomiar time.
We note that many Np_c6¡¡plels problems can be approximately solved IGaIJ.

so we concrude that certain facets of comprexity theory and the information based approach
are useful to cryptography. The designer wishes to serect a specific easy instance of a generally
inractable problem so that it appears to be an a¡bira¡y instance of the intractable problem. The only
real certainty about an intractable problem is that the number of possible solutions grows
exponentially in the size of the problem.

Are reductions the onry usefur tool from complexity theory for the designer? Reca, that in
the first chapter we presented a shon discussion on difficult problems, fust in terms of non-linea¡
functions and then with intractabre probrems.The appeal of complexity theory and the anarysis of
algorithms is that they provide a measure of difficulty, ie. a complexity analysis indicates how the
work involved to solve a problem, f(x), grows as a function of the problem size n. When a
problem is posed, it is possibre to tra¡srate the work/(zJ inro a measure of actual time (ie, days,
weeks etc. ). we have seen that the best known argorithms for factoring a 200 digit number w l
take roughly 107 years to comprete. The basic distinction between running times is polynomiar and
exponentiar' Even though some probrems, such as factoring, the DLp, quadratic residuosity and
computing roots, cannot be crassified in a comprexity crass, secure cryptosystems can sdll be built
using these problems' It is a question of security ratios and establishing resource bounds such as
the one used in $7, and attempdng to leave the cryptaralyst with a task that requires more resources
than he can have at his disposar. In $7 we argued that the security ¡atio of a cryptosystem should
be exponenfial, but it is not necessary. The security ratios for the RSA, ElGamar and Gordwasse¡_
Micali system are subexponendal, but still non-porynomial. But once a securiry ratio for a system
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s(n) is defined, the brock length n can always be adjusted so that the work required to break the
system is huge (recalr tr¡e bound from g3). we see that the security ratio of the RSA system is

n./ìãffi!iã!i

which provides a comfortable margin of security when ¿ = 200. we expect that progress in
algorithms and ha¡dwa¡e wilr dec¡ease the time required to factor numbers, to solve the DLp and
other problems' The Georgia factoring project is building a machine that will be able to factor a 100
digit number in ress than 3 weeksl. But the designer can always raise the stakes. say the running
time for factoring was reduced so the rogrog ¡, term was removed from the exponent, then to keep
the security ratio time favourable (ie. 10?¡ ¡¡s brock size must be inc¡eased. But on the other hand,
we are decreasing the speed of encryption and decryption as the block size increases. Speed is
already the main problem with the RSA system. we must either look fo¡ functions that grow very
rapidly or accept that transmission speeds w l decrease in the future, as a response to bette¡
algorithms for intractable problems.

An average case anlalysis carculates the expected difficurty of a problem and this analysis
also seems inadequate for cryptography (cf. example 13.1). shamir [sHA] has introduced the
notion of the percentile complexity of a problemp, denoted as c(¿, e), which srares rhar l/e of all
instances ofp can be solved in c(n) steps. Even if most problem instances a¡e ha¡d, an argorithm
that solves a small fraction of instances deterministically can be used to solve all insrances
probabilistically. For example, ret AL be an argorithm that solves me mod. nfor one percent of the
possible messages m'Letx=me modn and choose a random sequence of messages ntr,n2,
m3... ûtn. compute x¡ = (xmf) = (xm¡)e mod z. By repeatedly using the rn¡ we will eventually
a¡rive at a xmi fü which .4L works; the message is then ¡ecovered by a division. Rabin [RAB2]
has defined another type of complexity called univenal inracubility which states that a problem is

,H|å,'".rxniarus"i"îliî"i31,åitl'""Ëï,g,Íl;åffii/,"îï¿;:åîTff"é:,3;ill:n 
n",i"*"cc 

on Numericar
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difficult to solve with respect to algorithm AL if the number of possible solutions .AZ can check in
polynomial time is negligibre as compared to the possible number of key settings and problem
instances. The idea_l notion of inÍactability is one without exception.

Lastly we turn to rwo issues that have been largely negrected by this paper, namery
cryptographic protocors and digital signatures. No matter how strong a cryptosysrem is, a poor
protocol may render it weak. we have seen that the common modurus protocol for the RSA system
leads directly to the the factors of the modurus n. Also, imagine an opponent has intercepted a
message m = m., ît2, ,.. , mn intended for user,4, which is encrypted using the Goldwasser_
Micali system, so that for each m¡ either m¡ e eR¡ or m¡ e IRN+I n.The opponent then encrypts

a meaningful message rz* to c = cr, c2,... , cn, and randomly serects an rn¡ and froms b = br, bz,

... , ån as follows,

1. for i e lto ñ do

if c¡ e QR¡ then å¡ e- c¡m¡ mod n

else åi êct ;

4. end_for.

By sending = bl' bz, ... , bn to user A and waiting for a response the opponent can determine the
residuosity of m¡' lf m¡ e QRn then c¡m¡ e QRnby Lemma 10.6 and the original meaning of rn 

*

will be accepted, rf m¡ is not a quadratic residue then the message å is not expected to be

meaningful and,4 will ask for a reûansmission.

In New Directions in Cryptograplry, Diffie and Hellman explain how two users, A and B,

can communicate and provide signatures. since then, these issues have become increasingly

complicated. The first proposars for pKCs were the simprest and cleanest algorithms. A system is

of little use if it authentication cannot be provided and forgeries prevented. The original solution

/t
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was for,4 to send E¡(D4(rn)) to authenticate the message, which B recovered by using ,4,s public

key. This solution assumes that E¿ is a one way permutation, which is generally not true. In most

cryptosystems only bit strings that a¡e valid encryptions can be decrypted, and hence a signature

system must be superimposed on the secrecy system. There have been several proposed solutions

to this problem, ùcluoing [R¡sl IRAgzl tossl tcMyl. Each system is based on some problem

that cannot be solved rapidly.
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